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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The main purpose of the Second National Conference on General

Aviation Airport Noise and Land-Use Planning was to continue the dialogue

initiatedat the FirstNationalConferencewhich took placein October

of 1979 in Atlanta, Georgia. The emphasis in this conference was the

implementation of solutions at the State and local level. Another ob-

jective of this Conference was to develop a document that would be use-

ful to those dealing with general aviation airport noise and land-use

planning. This report is intended to serve this purpose.

The attendees at this Conference showed a greater awareness of

the general aviation airport noise situation than at the first Conference

on this subject held in 1979. The airport operators and the planners

have become more knowledgeable in this area, perhaps due, in part, to

ANCLUO studies at several general aviation airports.

THE SYSTEM AND ITS IMPACTS

The general aviation system includes all flying activities except

those conducted by the airlines and the military. In encompasses about 99

percent of the airplanes in the civil fleet, 85 percent of the total hours

flown, and 84 percent of the total operations at FAA tower-operated air-

ports. General aviation airports serve an important business purpose in

local, State, and national economies. These airports provide a link from



smallercommunitiesto passengerand freightair carrierservicethrough-

out the nation.

In the lastsix years,a net overallreductionin the numberof

GA airportshas occurredthroughclosingsand abandonments.Thishas been

primarilydue to development/economicpressuresto use airportlandfor

purposes which produce greater financial gain or increased tax base and

financialinstabilityof the GA operationsthemselves.Morerecently,

aircraftnoise and incompatibleadjacentlanduseshaveposedan increas-

ing threatto the veryexistenceof generalaviationairports. Even

with the incorporation into the general aviation fleet of substantially

quieterjet aircraft,by theyear 2000the populationexposedto averageannual

dailyday.nightsoundlevelsbetween55 and 65 dB -- a rangeof exposure

expectedto cause significantadversecommunityresponse-- is expectedto

be 2,1_9,n90people. Therewas generalanreementthat neneralaviation

airport neighbors remote from densely populated areas are more sensitive to

airport_eise. Legalcases resultingfrom airportnoiseexposures

have found airport proprietors liable for constitutional "taking" of

property rights and for nuisance damages as well.

TOOLS FOR NOISE CONTROL

Throughout the Conference, a number of tools were discussed,

which could be used to improve compatibility of general aviation airports

with adjacent land uses. These mechanisms included technology, airport

actions,communityactions,and airport/communityinteractions.

Advancedtechnologyfor aircraftquietingmay reduce

propelleraircraftlevelsbetween5 and 10 dBA by alterationsof propeller

geometryand speed. For Jet aircraft,technologyexistsfor obtainingap-

proximately 10 EPNdB reductions in jet aircraft noise levels compared to

the quietest of current business jets. Although these reductions are

substantial, commercialization of this technology is expected to be very

slow due to its cost.

There is at present,the opportunityto reducenoiseexposures

in the near term through the use of quieter aircraft flight procedures.
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Pilotswere identifiedas the primaryobstacleto these benefitsbeing

realized to date, due to their lack of understanding and thus coopera-
tion.

Airport operators can undertake a number of steps to minimize

noiseimpactsbeyondtheir boundaries.Thesemeasuresincludeproperty

purchase, preferential runway usage, airport layout design, time of day

restrictions and monitoring. Property acquisition can include outright

purchaseof noise-impactedland and purchaseof developmentrightsof

undeveloped land. Preferential runway usage and airport layout can serve

to reduce noise exposures by redirecting traffic away from populated areas.

Timeof day restrictionshave limitedvalue in generalaviation,sincethe

numbers of night operations are relatively small. Monitoring has value

as a means providing feedback in educating pilots. Thus, it is a means of

encouraging or enforcing the use of quieter flight procedures. However,

monitoringis expensiveto implementand tendsto place the airport

operator in conflict with the airport users.

A number of alternatives were mentioned which can be implemented

by thecon_nunityto increaseland-usecompatibilityincludingzoning,

development control, and soundproofing:of houses. Zoning provides a

meansof restrictingusesaroundairportsto achievenoisecompatibility. !

Its greatestlimitationis that it does not providerelieffrom noiseex-

posuresin areasthat have alreadybeen developed.Other developmentcon-

trolsincludethe developmentof comprehensiveplans,subdivisionregula-

tions,buildingand housingcodes,capitolimprovement,utilityextension

control,and other urbangrowthmanagementtechniques.Other techniques

discussedat the Conferenceincludedisclosurerequirementsfor bothnew

structuresand previouslyoccupiedstructuresand tax incentivesto dis-

couragedevelopment.

Neither the airport operator nor the community have access to

all thetools availableto solveairportnoise problems. Therefore,close

interactionof these partiesis absolutelyrequiredfor the solutionof

land-usecompatibilityproblems. Itwas statedthatthe primarymeans of

accomplishingthis is the establishmentof committeesrepresenting
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aviation and community interests which are responsible for developing air-

port plans, It was also stated that States can also assist localities by

the passageof supportivelaws suchas comprehensiveplanningenabling

legislation identifying noise as a hazard and a consideration for planning.

Supportive programs conducted by State agencies can be a means of trans-

ferring experience from one locality to another. Federal support for the

planning process is currently embodied in FAR Part 150 which includes air-

port noise exposure mapping and the development of noise compatibility

programs and requires the program to be developed by the airport operator

in consultation with the affected local governments and planning agencies,

and airport users.

CONCLUSION: A DIALOGUE TO BALANCE NEEDS

The Conference produced a mixed picture regarding experience in re-

solving incompatible land uses around airports. Most participants agreed

that the process had faile_ when litigation ensued. Experiences related

by various Conference participants suggested a number of guidelines in

addressing compatible land-use problems:

o Include the community as an integral part of the plan-

ningprocess.

a Be honestwith the communityand keeppromisesand com-

mitments.

m Learn from experience, be flexible, and expect to com-

promise.

o Expect substantial effort to be required over several

years to achievecommunityconsensus.

The consensusof attendeeswas that if theabove guidelinesare

takenintoconsiderationthe probabilityof resolvingland-usecompati-

bilityissuesis greatlyincreased.

iv
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I. GENERALAVIATION:
THE SYSTEMAND ITS IMPACTS

fJ

THE SYSTEM

General aviation is defined as all flying activities except those

conductedby the airlinesand the military. It is an industrythatoperates

98.5percentof the airplanesin the civilfleet,flies85.1 percentof the

totalhoursflown,and makes up 84.4 percentof the totaloperationsat

FAA tower-operatedairports. The GA aircraftfleet by currentFAA count

consists of 208,000 airplanes.

General aviation provides a numberof benefits and serviceS.

Generalaviationairportsprovidethe llnkfrom thosecommunitiesto pas-

senger and freight service throughout the nation which -- in the era of

aviationderegulation-- are not providedwithair carrierservice. Gen-

era]aviationairportsservean importantbusinesspurposein local,State,

and nationaleconomies. They providepassengerservicethroughcommuter

and air taxis,as wellas privateand businessaircraft. Theyprovide

emergency medical services to people who might otherwise die before reach-

ing a hospital. They helpin the developmentof naturalresourcesin re-

mote areas of the country. They provide a network of support and training

for our nationaldefense,as wellas our commercialaviationsystem. The

Air NationalGuard,the CoastGuard,and traffichelicoptersall use gen-

eralaviationairports. They alsoprovidean opportunityfor pleasure
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flying. And finally,by the air serviceprovidedby the airport,general

aviation airports also enhance community image and provide development

incentives for business and industry in their communities.

General aviation airports are divided into two basic categories,

utilityand transportairports. Utilityairportsare designedfor all

piston aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds or less and have runways up to

4,300feet in length. This encompassesmost recreational,sport,and

light business aircraft activity. Transport airports provide services

for larger aircraft wlth runways up to 10,000 feet and greater and are

capable of handling aircraft up to 175,000 pounds. These airports are

virtually indistinguishable from air carrier airports. They are GA trans-

port airports, many of which are air carrier certified. In fact, all but

aboutthe fiftylargestair carrierairportshavemore generalaviation

aircraft movements than air carrier movements. A special group of general

aviation airports are those labeled in the National Airport System Plan

(NASP) as reliever airports. These airports have the specific purpose of

reducing GA activities and hence congestion at predominately air carrier

airports. Relievers are generally associated with large and medium hub

areasand can be utilityor transportdesign/usecategoryairports. They

are typically given funding and development priority by FAA.

General aviation airports tend to be fiscally unstable. Approxi-

mately only the top 5 percent of these airports are self-sufficient. The

poor economics of GA airports may consequently force or foster airport

growth in the hope of increased financial viability (e.g., through more

jet fuel sales) end result in increased problems due to the growth. Al-

though there has been a slight increase in the numbers of publicly owned

airports, there has been a net overall reduction in GA airports through

closings and abandonments representing about a 7 percent reduction in the

last six years. Until recently the major cause of airport closings or

abandonmentshas been due to:

m Development/economicpressuresto use airportlandfor

purposeswhich producegreaterfinancialgain or increase

in tax base
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a Financialinstabilityof operations(thecloseoperating

margins)

a Deterioratingfacilitiesand/orsafetyconditions.

Morerecentlyaircraftnoiseand incompatibleadjacentlanduseshaveposed

an increasingthreatto the efficiencyand capacityof the airport. For

example_ Westchester County, New York and Santa Menica, California have

beenhavingproblems. The Van Nuys Airport(oneof the largestGA air-

ports)alsohas nolse-inducedpoliticalpressure.

ITS IMPACT

Although there are perceptible differences between air carrier

noiseand generalaviationnoise,the differencein conmlunityreaction

betweenthe two may depend,in large part,upon the specificsof individual

cases. Thatis, how consciouslyan individualdependson the general

aviationairportfor emergencytransportationservice,tourism,operation

of local industries,or othereconomicsupport,as well as, whetherthe

communityis consideringotheruses for the airport'slandand whetherthe

localgovernmentsupportsthe airport. Noiseexposuresat GA airports

tend to evokethe same typesof responsesfound at air carrierairports

but the GA airportneighborsmay respondat lowernoiselevels-- an ap-

parentresultof the generallylower ambientnoise levelsaroundgeneral

aviationairports. Some questionwhetherthe communityhas a valid reason

for thisresponseto generalaviationnoise. However,one personexpressed

the thoughtat the Conferencethatanyonethatperceivesthathe has a

problem,has a valid problem.

Withrespectto communityperceptions,two interestingand some-

what contradictoryopinionswereexpressedat the Conference.First,the

publicdoes not concernitselfwith the categoryin whichan airportmight

be defined,i.e.,GA vs. air carrier. What it does not want is air carrier

aircraftat thatairport. Second,airportdefinitionis importantin that

it may precludeair carrieroperations.A specificinstancecitedwas an

effortby the airportoperatorat Scottsdale,Arizonato installparallel

runways. Thiseffortwas quashedby the public,sinceit was perceived

as an attemptto permitair carriersto enter.
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A "broadbrush"estimationof the nationalnoiseexposureim-

pacts due to generalaviationoperationswas presentedby representatives

of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This analysis esti-

mated noise exposures from 1975 to 2000 and assumed 2 percent jet opera-

tions at all GA air transport airports and the incorporation of a 15 dB

reduction in jet fleet noise levels by the year 2000. The results of this

studyare shown in Table 1.1where the areasgivenare thenet populated

areasexposedwhen the airportarea is subtracted.Thisstudynotes

that the total area exposed to average annual daily day-night sound level (Ldn)
above65 dB is relativelysmall. Most of the communityreactionis ex-

pectedto occur in the areasabove Ldn 55and 60 dB whichare predicted
to contain 1,600,000 and 500,000 people respectively by 2000. However,

theseestimatesare conservative.The EPA pointsout thatthe percent

Jets in the fleet are expected to be more than 2 percent in 2000 and that a

15 dB reductionin jet fleetnoise levelswill probablynot be achieved

by year 2000.

It was reportedthatwhenairportproprietors,neighbors,and

localgovernmentswere unableto resolvetheirconflicts,they turnedto

the courtsfor resolution.The legalcasewhich addressedsome of these

problems and which laid the foundation for conflicts between airports,

neighbors,and users to thisday is Gri_s v. AlleghenyCounty,decided

by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1962. In this case, Griggs sued Allegheny

County, the proprietor of Pittsburgh Airport, for "taking" his property

without paying for it when daily flights were directed over his residence

at regularintervalsthatresultedin loss of sleepand structuraldamage

to the residence. The Supreme Court agreed, ruling that because Allegheny

Countyhad not acquiredenoughland for itsairport,it had to pay damages

for landwhich it was in factusing but forwhich it had not paid. Localairp,_rt

proprietors' liability for constitutional "taking" has recently been ex-

tended by the Supreme Court of California to impose liability for nuisance

damagesas well (GreaterWestchesterHomeowner'sAssociationv. City of

Los Angeles).
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TABLE 1.1

ESTIMATEDEXPOSURESTO GENERALAVIATIONNOISE

DAY-NIGHT-SOUND NET coNTAiNEDAREA {mi.2) EXPOSEDPOPULATION
LEVEL CONTOURS

(dB) 1975 2000 1975 2000

> 65 14 3.3 47,000 11,000

• SO to 65 225 102 i 363,000 500,000

>55 to 60 925 981 1,256,000 1,600,000

i-5
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If. TOOLSFOR NOISECONTROL

Throughoutthe conferencea numberof toots were discussed

which can improvecompatibilityof generalaviationairportswithadjacent

land uses. For the purposesof thisdlscusslon,these mechanismsare

groupedas:

e Technology

¢ Airportactions

e Communityactions

a Airport/communityinteractions.

Discussionof thesetootsis summarizedin thischapter.

TECHNOLOGY

Withinthe categoryof technology,two types of approacheswere

discussedat the conference,aircraftquietingand quieteraircraftflight

procedures.

Aircraftquletin9

For propeller-drivenaircraft,noisereductionscan be obtained

prin_arilythroughgeometrychangesto the propelleror by propellerspeed

reductions. In a NASA/EPA/MITquietdesignvalidationstudy,a "quiet"

propellerconsistingof longerchord,thinnertips,and slightlysmaller

diameterthan a Cessna172 baselinepropellerresultedin nearly5 dBA

lowerlevelsfor thataircraft.
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The effectof propellerspeedwas illustratedby data presented

by GulfstreamAmericanin which a mid-powerrange seriesof aircraftof

the samebasic designbut with differentpnwer plant installationsshowed

an 11 dBAreductionat 90 percentpowerwitha 175 RPM speedreduction

(thepropellerspeedwas not given). The noise reductionswere less at

lower powerranges,however.

Aircraft noise level reductions for jet aircraft are primarily

obtained through the application of fan-engine technology which incorpora-

tes high by-pass ratio fan design. In the Quiet, Clean General Aviation

Turbofan (QCGAT) engine and aircraft propulsion system project undertaken

by NASA, calculated noise levels at the FAR Part 36 measurement points

were considerably lower for the high by-pass engines than for the older

technologyenginesas shownin Table2.1.

Although quieting technology is available which can potentially

yield substantial reductions in aircraft noise levels, commercialization of

this technology is hampered by cost. Furthermore, when quieter designs are

available, the impact on general aviation aircraft fleet noise levels is

not immediately perceptible because of the relatively long replacement

time of the GA aircraft. Illustrative of the economic difficulties of

commercializing quiet technology is the case described by Gulfstream

American.The GulfstreamIll aircraftutilizestwo Spey engineswhicheach

cost $900,000. These are proven engines and have roughly 7,000 hours of

operating time in aircraft sold to date. Replacement of the Spey

with quieterengineswouldrequirethe use of four engines (sinceno direct

replacement exists) at a cost of approximately $700,000 each. The replace-

ment engines would be newer but less proven and more expensive to maintain

according to Gulfstream American. Gulfstream reported that these engines

would cause the aircraft costs to increase from $9,500,000 for the current

GulfstreamIll to $12,000,000to $13,000,000-- a substantialincrease.

Aircraft manufacturers are trying to quiet their aircraft with

the primary goal of interior noise comfort which is not inconsistent with

exterior noise reduction. However, the one means of forcing the intro-

ductionof quietertechnologyis throughgovernmentregulation. FAR
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TABLE2.1

CALCULATEDQUIETINGBENEFITOF NEW TECHNOLOGY
FOR BUSINESSJETS

FAR 36 MEASUREMENT NASA/QCGATAIRCRAFT OLDER TECHNOLOGY
CONDITION/LOCATION CALCULATEDNOISELEVEL BUSINESSJETS*

(EPNdB) (EPNdB)

Takeoff/Flyover 68.4 78.0 - 106.6

Takeoff/Sideline 70.6 80.3 - 105.0

Approach/Flyover 77.3 B8.4 - 107.5

*Non-lncluslve,reference:AOPA NoiseReport,AircraftOwnersand

PilotsAssociation,1981.'
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Part 36 was introducedwiththe purposeof puttinga lid on airportnoise

and gradually reducing the aircraft noise levels. Noise level limits have

been established for propeller-driven large aircraft, jet aircraft, and

propeller-drivensmallaircraft. FAA has statedthat theseregulations

have essentially capped aircraft noise levels.

quieterFli_htProcedures

The greatestopportunityto reduceactualnoiseexposures

in the nearterm is throughthe use of quieteraircraftflightpro-

cedures. Indata presentedby GulfstreamAmerican,the areacontainedwith-

in a 90 EFNdBsingle-eventlevelnoise contourwas reducedup to 76 percent

dependinguponproceduresused (asgiven in Table2.2)where the area

reductionswereachievedby a contractionin the sidelinenoiseexposure

with a slightelongationof the centerlinenoise exposure. For propeller-

drivenaircraft,reductionsare alsopossible. For example,a turboprop

aircraftwhichdevelopedthe samemaximumpowerat both the maximumallow-

able RPM and with a 200 RPM reductionshoweda decreaseof 11.6dBA at

the lowerspeed (totalpropellerspeedwas not given).

In spite of the potentiallysubstantialand immediatebenefits

of quieterflightprocedures,theyhave receivedlimitedacceptanceto

date. Responsibilityfor thiswas largelydirectedto the pilotsthem-

selvesfor severalreasons:

o Pilotsare not well informedwith respectto noise--

many do not perceivenoise to be a problem.

e Some pilotsresentbeing toldby an airoortoperator

how theyshouldoperatetheir aircraft.

e Many operationsare conductedby itinerantswho are un-

aware of or unconcernedwith the problemsof a specific

airport.

A numberof suggestionsaddressingthis situationweremade

which focusedon the educationalprocessfor pilots,such as:
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TABLE 2.2

EFFECTOF FLIGHTPROCEDUREON
TAKEOFFNOISE LEVELCONTOURS

FLIGHTPROCEDUREFORTAKEOFF AREA Er(CLOSEDBY gO EPN_BSINGLE
EVENTLEVELCONTOUR(mix)

_Full power,no noiseabatement 19

FAR 36 procedure 11

Cutbackto 1.2%,singleengine
gradientat 1000ft. altitude 7

Cutbackto powerfor level
fllght (PLF) slngleengine.
gradientat VFS 4.5
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e The teachingof quieterflightproceduresto pilotsas

an integralpartof pilottraining(an examplewas madeof

Northwest Airlines for which all pilots are required to

fly the noise abatement procedures)

e The provisionof FAA approvalto quieterflightprocedures

to further assure pilots of the air-worthiness of the noise

abatement procedures. (The flight procedure proposed by

GulfstreamAmericanto FAA is beingseriouslyconsidered

in this context.)

a The use of noisemonitoringwithcitationsor

warningsto violatorsto forcecommunicationsbetweenpilots

and airportoperatorsand to helpeducateand sensitize

pilotsto the noisewhich theyare generating.

AIRPORT At?IONS

Inmost casesthegeneralaviationairportoperatordoes net

have the responsibilityor authorityto controllandusesbeyondthe airport

boundaries.However,if the airportoperatorwill realisticallyplanto

protecttheenvironmentfrommaximumnoise impactsin the futurethere

are a numberof stepsthatcan be takento minimizethe exposurebeyond

the airportboundaries.Thesemeasuresare discussedhereas: property

purchase,preferentialrunwayusageand airportlayoutdesign,and curfews

and monitoring.

PropertyAcquisition

Property"acquisition"by airportoperatorscan takea variety

of forms:

i Fee SimplePurchase-- can be implementedfor new air-

portsaheadof the airportdevelopmentby the purchase

of enoughlandto protectthe airport"forever".This is

particularly appropriate if there is need for industrial

or other landuseswhich are compatiblewiththe airport.

i
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e Development Rights -- as implemented at the Miramar NAS,

for example, the airport purchases the right to restrict

certainuses on landbut leavesother usesavailablefor

development by the land owner. Consequently, the land

remains on the tax roles, but at a reduced value.

• Avigation Easements -- are the purchase of development

rights and can be obtained by negotiation or condemnation

or by dedicationat subdivisionapprovalor in conjunct-

ion withthe soundproofingof residences.Easements

have beencritizedas givingthe airportthe "rightto

make noise".

m PurchaseAssurance-- one typeof easementis obtained

when the airport proprietor buys the exposed residential

property, allowing the former owner to move if he wishes.

The proprietor then soundproofs the property and resells

it with an avigation easement.

Preferential Runways and Airport Layout

In manyinstances,considerablereductionsinexposedpopulations

can be obtained by the redirection of traffic to alternative runways on

the airport. Thistypeof approachwas used successfullyby the Jones

Airportin Tulsa,Oklahomawhere trainingactivitiesweremoved to a more

isolatedrunway. This approachhas to be undertakencarefullysincethe

likelihoodof shiftingexposuresto other neighborhoodsmay occur,as has

happenedin Pensacola,Florida(inwhich the plan succeededonly after

interactionwith the exposedneighborhoods)and at the Buford,S.C.Marine

Corps Air Station(theconsequencesof whichhavebeen inlitigationfor

six years).

Airportscan alsoconstructfacilitiessuch thatthey move air-

craft operations away from noise sensitive areas, such as the Jones Air-

port where hangers were developed on the airport property so that they

would force the movement of traffic away from the Town of Jenks. Also,
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runways were extended and thresholds shifted such that community noise

exposures due to aircraft operations were minimized.

Curfews and Monitoring

In the landmark aviation case of City of Burbank v. Lockheed Air

yerminal_Inc.,decidedby the U.S.SupremeCourtin 1973,localitieswere

prohibited from restricting their aircraft departures from a privately

owned and operated air terminal. However, a footnote to that decision

declared"proprietorssolelyby the virtueof the fact thattheyare liable

for the damagesof the aircraftnoise,can imposeand enforcecurfews,

singleeventnoise limitations,or otherrestrictions."In spiteof this,

communitieshave broughtpressureto bearon airportoperatorsto force

them to agreeto imposingcurfews,suchas in the case of Westchester

County Airport, NY. Generally, for general aviation airports, the numbers

of night operations are relatively small and the curfew itself results in

more of an apparent than real reduction in noise exposure.

Monitoring has been previously discussed as a means providing

feedbackand educatingpilots. An additionalbenefitthathas beencited

for monitoring is as a public relations tool in working with the community

and enablingthe airportoperatorto demonstratelevelsof aircraftnoise

influencingthe communityparticularlyin the contextof other sourcesof

environmentalnoise. However,its valuein thisregardwas considered

questionable by some.

Monitoringhas a numberof disadvantages.It is fairlyexpen-

sive to implement and the variability in measured aircraft sound levels

due to atmosphericpropaoationeffectscomplicatesthe analysisof results.

In addition, a monitoring program places a burden on the airport operator

and can put him in an adversarial position with the aircraft operator.

Airport operators are "pro-aviation" and do not wish to discourage

aviation via monitoring-generated enforcement or warning letters to air-

craft operators. Furthermore, it was noted that once a monitoring pro-

gram is instituted, a tendency exists on the part of airport commissions

to continually lower the limits.
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Nonitoring does allow the airport operator to identify the

"good actors" and "bad actors" within its users. Within the context of

a voluntary program, an airport operator can put pressures to bear on the

bad actors when they make requests for airport services, such as the Port

Authority of New York did at JFK Airport when an airline was seeking an

additional gate position.

PublicRelations

Therewas considerablediscussionabout publicrelationsas a

tool to calm a group of citizens concerned about aircraft noise. A view

was expressed that public relations coupled with an action plan that

reduces noise is helpful but public relations instead of an effective

action plan is likely to be counter productive. Citizen groups have been

"PR-ed"withoutresultstoo often and it is now likelyto stir up people

who don't llke to be considered unworthy of honest coRBunication. The

need far being honest, above board and "laying it out on the table, up

front" was emphasized rather than being caught with half truths, half the

story, etc. It was stressed that if the airport is going to negotiate

with the surrounding communities the communities should have confidence

in the airport operator's honesty. Otherwise, negotiations will be much

more difficult.

COMMUNITY ACTIONS

A number of alternatives exist which can be implemented by the

community to increase land use compatibility with airports. These will be

discussedin the followingcategories: zoning,developmentcontrols,and

other techniques.

Zoning

Zoning is the process by which States and their political sub-

divisions regulate land uses and development features. Airport zoning

servesfour separatepurposes:

m Restricting heights of structures

• Restricting non-structural atmospheric distrubances

(such as electromagneticradiation)
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m Restricting uses around airports to achieve noise

compatibility

m Restrictinguses aroundairportsto promotesafety.

The conventionalzoningapproachconsistsof the airportas a

permitteduse with the surroundingarea zonedappropriately.A more

innovative approach is being used around the Kansas City Airport where the

zoning permits Planned Unit Development (PUD) in the surrounding areas.

PUDis a developmentover a largearea conductedundera masterplanwhich

permits the developer considerable flexibility in siting end housing den-

sities such that residential areas can be located away from noisy areas

and stillallowan economicallyviabledevelopment.

A limitation of zoning as a protective measure is when it causes

inversecondemnation,that is, the lossof use or valueof landdue to

the zoning classification which conflicts with the Fifth Amendment right

that "private property [shall not] be taken for public use without just

compensation." Unfortunately, as was pointed out at the Conference, no

set rulesdefinewhatconstitutesa "taking". Currently,the most fre-

quently used criterion is known as the "dimunitien of value" theory.

Thistheoryfocuses,first,on whetherthe regulationservesa valid public

purposeor advancesa ligitlmategovernmentalinterestand, second,on

the extentto whichthe regulationmay have destroyedthe valueof the

complaintant'sproperty. Underthistest the courtshavefoundno takings

and thus, no compensation even though the reductions of property values were

quitedrastic. In subsequentdecisions,the courtshavefurtherdeclared

that an ordinance which merely prevented a property from being used for

purposeswhichwouldbe injuriousto the safetyand healthof the community

but would not prevent the owners from using the property for other purposes

had suffered no dlmunition of value.

Zoninghas limitedvalueas a means of insuringcompatibility

of landuses near airportsfor the principlereasonthatcomprehensive

;oningschemescannotreplenor redevelopareasonce theyhavebecomede-

veloped in non-compatible uses. Even where "in-fill" development is
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occuringin existingdevelopmentcommunities,zoningregulationshave

limited value since residential development of these in-fill locations is

likelyto be morecompatiblewith the adjacentresidentialusesthan other

uses thatwouldbe more compatiblewith the airportitself. These new

residential developments, however, should have soundproofing required.

Development Controls

Other devices were described which can be utilized by com-

munities to further land-use compatibility include:

a Comprehensive Plans -- gives definition and cogency to

the local zoning. The usefulness of these plans depend

upon State laws which give varying degrees of importance

to them. (For example, California, Hawaii, Florida, and

other States have laws which give ordinance power to

comprehensiveplans.)

m Subdivision Regulations -- define the improvements required

for subdivision and land use development. They can require

avlgationeasements,soundproofingfor structures,or dis-

closure requirements, for example.

m Buildingand HousingCodes -- can providerequirementsfor

sound insulation performance in new and existing structures.

m Capital Improvement Programs -- are sometimes mandated on

a State level for the allocation of funding and are part of

a comprehensive planning process. They specifyand define

the location of schools, roads and sewers_ and the airports

themselves and can provide anopportunity for insuring

compatibility by directing development.

a Utility Extension Programs -- similar to the Capital

Improvement Programs, these programs control the timing

and placement of key utilities, particularly, water and
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sewerage. Residentialdevelopmentusuallyfollowsthe

installation of utilities. They can be part of an offi-

cialplan of action. Forexample,EPA/208WaterQuality

Plans, or locally guided. An example is the Utility

ExtensionOrdinanceusedby Gainsville,Georgiato con-

trolutilityextensionsbeyondcitylimits. Thisap-

proachcan be very effectivein the rightsituation,such

as aroundthe Ralelgh-DurhamAirportwherelocal soilsare

unsuitablefor the use of on-siteseptictanksthus,all

developmentis dependentuponthe availabilityof sewers.

I UrbanGrowthManagementTechniques-- are variousap-

proacheswhich restricta development.For example,an

annualnew housinglimitis imposedin Petaluma,Calif-

orniaand an urban servicelimitllnearoundLexington,

Kentuckydefinesthe extentof the areawhereinfire,

police,and water servicesare provided.

OtherTechniques

Severalothertechniqueswere mentionedwhichare potentially

usefulin encouragingland-usecompatibility:

e FairDisclosure/Truthin SellingRequirements-- require

thattheprospectivepurchaserof thepropertybe made

awareof its nearnessto an airport. Thisrequirementmay

be mandatedeitherby localordinanceor State law. In

California,for example,a buyerof new propertyis required

to signa statementacknowledgingawarenessof an airport.

However,this statementis not requiredfor subsequent

owners,a significantweaknessof thatlaw. The solution

to thisproblemis to recordthis informationwith the

deed. InMaryland,where theStateaviationagenciesdo

not havethe authorityto requiredisclosurestatements,

avigationeasementsare requiredwhen variancesto develop

noiseimpactedlandare granted,primarilyto have the

documentationof the noiseimpactin the recordsto inform
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any futurepurchasersof that land. An approachused in

Brownsville, Texas consists of building inspectors dis-

seminating airport plan projections to the year 1990.

• Tax Incentives-- can be used to preservecompatibleland

uses just as they are used to protect prime agricultural

land from development. With this device a property owner

dedicates his land for a period of time, such as ten years

and is assessedat a reducedrateaccordingly.He can

escapesuchan agreementat any time,but mustpay a penalty

of back taxes.

m A-gB ReviewProcess-- a reviewprocessrequiredfor cer-

tain Federal funding programs, may provide an opportunity

to identify certain noise problems.

AIRPORT/COMMUNITYINTERACTIONS

Neitherthe airportoperatornor the communityhaveaccessto

all the tools availableto solve airportnoiseproblems. Communitiesdo

not have the authorityto imposecurfewsor otherrestrictionson airports

end airportoperatorsseldomhave the authorityto specifythe zoningad-

Jecentto the airport. The pointwas madeat the Conferencethatopti-

mizationof landuse compatibility•roundairportsrequiresutilizationof

all toolsavailable,thus,the interactionof the airportand the community

is required. This is best•ccompllshedby the establishmentof a committee

or commltteesresponsibleto determinethe tools to beused.

One approach mentioned is to have two co_nlttees, an Aviation

Con_ittee and a CenrnunityCommittee. The Aviation Committee is primarily

involved wl_h air traffic end aviation facilities and the Community Com-

mitteeis primarilyinvolvedwith actionsrelatedto landuse activities.

This type of an approach was implemented in the case of the Jones Airport

in Oklahoma for which a Users' Committee which consisted of aviation-re-

lated people representing all areas of interest on the airport and Citi-

zen's Conlnitteerepresentingof all the concernedcitizensat the

publichearingswere established.Althoughlittlesupportwas obtained

from the users, the interaction between the citizens and the airport staff
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was constructive.The resultwas a masterplanwhich savedthe airport

significantmoneydue to the reviewprocessand withwhich airportopera-

tionswere totallycontrolledin a manneracceptableto the majorityof

the usersand the community.

It was reportedthat a similarapproachis used in Floridawhere

two committeeswerealso established:The PolicyCommitteeincludes

all of the communitydecisionmakersand all of the electedrepresentatives

who can pass judgmenton what can be implementedand who will ultimately

be responsiblefor implementation.The TechnicalCoordinatingCommitteeis

composedof an OperationsSubcommitteewhich reviewsall operationalpro-

cedures(withtheexceptionof instrumentlandingprocedures)and a Public

InvolvementSubcommitteewhich includesfrom theonsetall potentialad-

versarygroups.

Statescan also assistlocalitiesby passageof suppertlvelaws,

such as comprehensiveplanninglawsand enablinglegislationidentifyingnoise

as a hazardand a considerationfor planning. Supportiveprogramsconducted

by Stateaviationcommissionsor departmentsof transportationcan be a

means of transferringexperiencefrom one localityto another,such as the

Arizonaand Floridaprogramsdescribedat the Conference.

The ArizonaDepartmentof Transportationis pursuingan airport

lend use compatibilityprogramwhich emphasizespubliceducation,tech-

nical assistanceto airportoperators,reviewof local land-usedecisions,

and coordinationof aviationplanningprojectswith otherplanningprograms.

The ArizonaDOT has developeda StateAirportSystemPlan(SASP)which

providesfor the developmentof their airportsystemas well as developing

and recommendingways to mitigatepotentialnegativeimpacts-- of which

noise is consideredthe most significant.Amongthe actionsthe Arizona

DOT is considering,is the amendingof the municipalplanningenabling

legislationto includeairportnoise as an explicitpurposefor munici-

palitiespreparingcomprehensiveplans and adaptingzoningordinances,and

to definesignificantlevelsof noiseas an airporthazardso thatpoliti-

cal subdivisionscan prepareairportzoningordinancesfor noise as well

as obstructions.
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Federalsupportfor the planningprocessis currentlyembodied

in FAR Part 150 whichwas developedin responseto the AviationSafety

and Noise AbatementAct (ASNA)of 1979 . It incorporatesthe experience

gainedthroughthe AirportNoise and LandUse Compatibility(ANLUC)pro-

gram. FAR Part 150 is designedto providefor a resolutionof existing

noiseproblemsand protectionagainstfuturenoiseproblems. The FAR

Part150 programconsistsof two parts,an airportnoise exposuremap and

the airportnoise compatibilityprogram. The compatibilityprogramis

developed by the airport operator in consultation with affected local

governments and planning agencies and airport users during the planning as

an integral part of the program. It includes the possibility of direct

Federalaid for program_mplementation.In FAR Part150, non-compatible

landuses are definedas Ldn 65 dB and greater,a limitationfor GA
applicationssincein many casesnoise problemsexistevenwhen the 65 dB

contouris on the airportgrounds.

Experiencewith.the FAR Part 150predecessorANCLUCprograms

appliedto GA airportshas beenmixed. An ANCLUCprogramwas conductedat

JonesAirportand was believedby the airportmanagerto be a definite

assetin bringingabout the workingrelatlonshipof the community. On

the otherhand,an ANCLUCstudywas also performedat WestchesterCounty

Airportand, thoughconsideredby the airportmanagernot withoutvalue,

was not in itselfable to bringabouta resolutionof theirnoise problems.
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lie. CONCLUSIONS:A DIALOGUETO BALANCENEEDS

The Conferenceresultedin a livelyexchangeof experiencesand

information.Therewas thoroughdiscussionof all papersand it was obvious

thatthe confereeswere experiencedin this subject.

SeveralGA airportsare havingseriousnoiseproblemswith

adjacent communities where the noise exposure level is as low as 55 tdn.
These are suburbancommunities with relatively low backgroundnoise levels.

It was recommendedthatif a communitythinksit has a noise

problem,the airporttakethe situationseriously. It was also recom-

mendedthatthe airportnot try to use publicrelationsinsteadof noise

roduction to pacify the community.

Airport operators were advised to be wtlltng to negotiate, to

compromise,and to take actions that will result in noise reductions. On
the listof actionswere:

e Get pilotsto use noiseabatementflightprocedures,

e Use preferentialrunways,i.e.,diverttrafficawayfrom

populatedareas,and

e Be willingto discussbanningnoisyaircraftand timeof

day restrictions.

The experiencesdiscussedbroughtout many pointsincludingthe

following:
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= Definecommunitybroadly,includingbusinessinterests

and others.

= Learnfrom experience-- thatof yoursand others.

e Keepmeetingssmall.

e Approachcommunityin a systematic(rational)way.

e Involvethe communityearlyand continueto involvethem.

e Keepcommunityinvolvementopento all.

e Be openand aboveboard.

e Keeppromisesand commitments.

e Assumethat anyonewho perceivesa problemhas a real

problem.

e Tellpeoplethe truth,not whattheywant to hear.

e Havea factualunderstandingof the problem.

e Takethe timeto set up the rightorganizationto solve

the problem.

e Expectto compromiseand compromise.

e Expecteach problemto needa customizedsolution.

e Focuson implementation-- havea fundingand updating

process.

e Assumelitigationwill ensue.

e Reflecton criticismand ]earnfrom it.

e Correcterrorspublicly.

The attendees to this Conference exhibited considerable experi-

ence and wisdomin the resolutionof generalaviationnoisematters. They

constitutea resourcefor thosedealingwithgeneralaviationnoise in the

future. The namesof the attendees,the Conferenceagenda,and the papers

presentedare given in the Appendix.
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THE GA FLEET

I appreciate being here. Jim Densmore didn't tell me

how broad the topic was that he assigned me until it was too

late to back out.

When you ask "Who is General Aviation"? you cover a

lot of territory. An industry that operates 98.5% of the air-

planes in the civil _leet -- flies 85.1% of the total hours

flown and is 84.4% of the total operations at FAA tower-opera-

ted airports, and anunknown number of operations from uncon-

trolled airports.

General aviation is a massive transportation, freight,

and working system that transports millions of people -- mil-

lions of miles every day in this complex -- complicated air

transportation system we're fortunate to have in the United

States.

Most people don't even know that we're there. Our

airplanes are generally quiet and unobtrusive, going about their

daily business from large airports 30 miles away from metro-

politan centers and small airports that comfortably live in the

midst of our urban sprawl and rural communities.

Unless we have an accident that hits the local news-

paper, or a San Diego, that bring out the total lack of under-

standing by the media of the system and how it works; or even



worse, a "cause celebre" generated by political motivation like

Santa Monica, your average citizen just doesn't know much

about general aviation.

They don't know that there are just under 815,000

pilots in the U.S., and that (eliminating student licenses)

605,000 of them are authorized to operate in the system.

If you ask your next door neighbor who is better train-

ed -- he'd say an airline pilot -- because no one has ever

told him that all pilots have to take the same tests and demon-

strate the same proficiency to achieve the same ratings.

And, how are general aviation airplanes equipped to

meet the system's requirements? -- The best measure is that

they are installing $450 million of avionics every year --

everything from 720 channel NAV COMS to autopilots, DME, RMI,

'RNAV's, global NAVs, radars, radar altimeters, etc. The

average high performance single engine or twin airplane is

better equipped than the best of the airliners 15 years ago,

and the equipment going into turboprops and jets would compare

favorably with any airline equipment being flown today. In our

own business, 25% of our total aircraft sales is avionics

equipment.

How big is this fleet? Well, 208,000 airplanes by

current FAA count -- that's an airplane for every three (3)

rated pilots in the system, and I'm sure a controller's answer

would be - "a hell of • lot." There are a few balloons,

dirigibles, and gliders -- about 4,200, about 6,000 rotoreraft

(helicopters), and the rest are ell fixed wing, piston or tur-

bine powered aircraft. Eighty percent of the fleet are single

engine airplanes.

Even though it's a large fleet, flying millions of

hours and miles per year and carrying millions of people on

their day-to-day business end personal needs, we.consume only

eight-tenths of one percent (.8%) of the gasoline used in the



U.S. -- of the total aviation fuel, general aviation uses only

7.5% -- the balance is consumed by the military and the air-

lines.

How safe is this flying activity? Looking at the NTSB

statistics on fatal accidents, it's about twice as safe today

as in 1965, and our safety record has been on an improving

rate constantly all through that 15-year period. We're con-

vinced that we have net yet achieved the ultimate, and that

continued reductions are possible with equipment and systems

improvement, coupled with better pilot education.

That's a quick review of who genersl aviation is --

to summarize in a "one-llner," it's all flying activities

except those conducted by the airlines and the military.

What is the future of this transportation system? In

my opinion, it's going to continue to grow and become more

valuable yearly as the main llnk between the airline hubs and

the rest of the country. In 1979, 147 airline hubs enplaned

96% of the passengers, and 27 hubs accounted for 71% of that

total. Today, the number of hubs is decreasing and air service

to the rest of the country is solely dependent on general

aviation.

The decentralization of business and manufacturing will

continue, placing more and more emphasis on links between the

smaller communities and the airlines.

And, the pressure ef individualized air travel conveni-

ence by business and individuals will continue as people become

convinced of the usefulness and economy of this form of trans-

portation.

What will limit the growth of this system?

Today's economy and interest rates are certainly

limiting growth, but that is hopefully a temporary situation.

It is a credit to the viability of the industry that it has



suffered no more than all other hard goods industries in these

tough economic times.

The long-term limitations are:

Airports

The Air System

Taxation

Regulation

Without airports, the entire air transportation system

collapses. Over ten years ago, the industry and Congress re-

cognized this fact and established a fund to develop airports

to be paid for by the users through fuel and passenger taxes.

Currently, that legislation has lapsed for a year and is now

in the Congress to be renewed.

Because administrations through the years have used

this trust fund to assist in balancing budgets, the fund has

never been fully used and has built up a multibillion dollar

surplus.

Although some airports have been built, and some im-

proved, we are continuing to see a steady decline in public use

airports from a high of 7,150 in 1971 to 6,875 in 1979. It is

interesting to note that private use airports have increased

from 4,000 to over 8,000 in this same period of time.

It is vital that ADAP be reinstated by Congress on

a fair and equitable basis, that the accumulated surplus be

used to advance the construction of public use airports as

rapidly as possible, and that Congress continue to appropriate

funds from the trust to accomplish its origlnal purpose.

The air system must be continually reviewed and up-

graded. Part of the ADAP funds is used, both for research

and development of system needs, and also the physical ac-

quisition of the assets required to implement and expand the

system. As the airline system contracts into fewer and fewer



hubs and the operating airliners increase in size and effi-

ciency and decrease in numbers, general aviation will continue

to increase its percentage use of the system.

The present system has been designed and tailored to

airline use -- the system of tomorrow must be designed to

general aviation use since it will be, by far, the major user

of the system. More attention must be given to the individual

costs of using the airways. For 20 years, we have improved and

redesigned the system in a way that calls for increased use of

highly sophisticated avionics in the airplane. Each new system

we devise adds to the individual airplane avionics requirement --

nothing is ever deleted. This proliferation of user costs has

to be leveled -- or general use aviation will find itself priced

out of the market. It's to the credit of the avionics industry

that it has steadily brought down the cost of these "black

box" requirements as the number and quantity has increased.

The capacity for greater flexibility of general avia-

tion in system use must be recognized. The device of increas-

ingly complicated air traffic rules tailored primarily to ac-

commodate the rigid requirements of the airlines must be re-

examined in light of general aviation's increasing use of the

system.

Taxation on general aviation must be consistent with

the taxes applied to all other forms of transportation -

whether it be fuel, excise, property, or income taxes. There

has been a tendency in the various administrations to devise

punitive taxes against aviation under the guise of user taxes

or other sources of income. We must make not only the national

government, but also state, county, and municipal governments

sensitive to the importance of general aviation in the trans-

portation system. We have never objected to equitable taxa-

tion -- we'll continue to object to penalty taxation.



It is in the best interests of every community, county,

and state government to foster the growth and well-being of

general aviation. It may well be the only air link to the out-

side world, and I can assure you the availability of good air-

port facilities will have a major impact on the attitudes of

business to come to your area to employ the people in that

locale. When you tax general aviation, you're not "soaking the

rich," you're taxing every small business and everyone who

travels in your area.

Finally, regulation. Aviation is the most regulated

industry in the U.S. today. Most of it is Federal, and mostly

from a "benevolent despot" called the FAA. I say they are a

"benevolent despot" because the FAA has the dual responsibility

of fostering the growth and well-being of aviation as well as

regulating it.

The FAA decides what we can build, how it will be

designed, how it is tested, and how it is constructed and in-

spected. In addition, it controls who will fly our aircraft,

what standards they will meet, and can penalize those that fly

incorrectly. To top it off, they say where we can fly, when

we can fly, and on what routes. They also determine how high

and how low those flights can be made, and how much noise our

aircraft can make on takeoff and landing. The FAR's are a com-

pendium of rules and regulations that defy the ability of any

single individual to know and understand.

But, our industry has grown and flourished under this

control. We don't always agree, but we know where to go to

solve our problems. General sviation's concern is that 50

states and thousands of municipalities are starting to add

their regulations and rules in addition to those promulgated

by the Federal government.

The industry cannot live with a multiplicity .of over-

lapping and contradicting legislation whether it's on noise, or



routes, or times of flights. Total chaos will result, and the

industry will grind to a halt with the loss of hundreds of

thousands of jobs and a transportation system for millions of

people.

Let the preeminence of the Federal government over air

traffic continue as it has for the entire life of the industry.

If the states or municipalities feel that closer regulation is

required, set up a mechanism for the states to petition the

J FAA for changes to satisfy the needs of the majority. If more

stringent regulation of noise is necessary -- let it be mandated

by FAA regulation -- at least it will be done within the

ability and state-of-the-art known in the world today.

Where is general aviation going? If the constraints

I've discussed do not choke off the industry, and given a

satisfactory fiscal situation in the world, it will grow fas-

ter and beyond any forecasts made at this time.

Within the decade, flying in a general aviation air-

plane, either as a passenger, commuter, or personally, will be

as commonplace as airline travel is today.

Our principal job is to make that growth possible in

an orderly, safe environment.
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GENERAL AVIATION NOISE REGULATIONS

In recognition of the aircraft noise problem throughout

the country, Congress has enacted a series of statutes designed

to afford present and future relief and protection of the pub-

lic from unnecessary aircraft noise and sonic boom.

In 1968, Public Law 90-411 amended the Federal Avia-

tion Act to require the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Administrator, after consultation with the Secretary of Trans-

portation, to "prescribe and amend such rules and regulations

as he may find necessary to provide for the control and abate-

ment of aircraft noise end sonic boom." The Noise Control Act

of 1972 made the EPA the "watchdog" over aviation noise by re-

quiring FAA consultation with EPA and creating a procedure for

EPA to propose noise regulations to the FAA.

The Quiet Communities Act of 1978 amended the Noise

Control Act to promote the development of effective State and

local noise control programs, directed the FAA to respond to

EPA noise proposals within 90 days, and called for a study of

the effects of aircraft noise from an airport on communities

located in a State other than the State in which the airport

is located. The most recent legislation, the Aviation Safety

and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 emphasized airport noise



compatibility planning. Bob Hixson will dise,lss in detail the

FAA's implementation of the airport planning sections of that

act.

FAA NOISE POLICY

The Aviation Noise Abatement Policy, issued jointly by

the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation

Administration in November 1976, defines the extent of and most

effective approach to a national solution of the aviation noise

problem. The Policy is based on a concept of shared responsi-

bility among all elements of the air transportation community,

including the Federal government, airport proprietors, State

and local governments and land zoning authorities, aircraft

operators, air travelers and shippers, and airport neighbors.

As the Federal agency principally concerned with aria- i

tion noise, the FAA's role is that of leadership in a national

effort to reduce aircraft noise. Within the constraints of

technology, productivity, and financing, the FAA is responsible

for reducing aircraft noise at the source (the airplane), for

promoting safe operational procedures that abate the impact of

noise on populated areas, for promoting positive efforts to

attain compatible land use near airports, and for supporting

and sponsoring continued research and development in aircraft

noise reduction.

But, the Federal government cannot solve the aviation

noise problem alone. Airport proprietors are primarily respon-

sible for planning and implementing specific actions to alle-

viate noise at their individual airports. This responsibility

stems from the proprietor's legal liability for noise damages

resulting from operations at his airport. The courts have

reasoned that the airport proprietor planned the location of

his airport, the direction and length of the runway there, and

has the ability to acquire more land as necessary for its

proper and safe operation.



Reflecting this responsibility, the proprietor has the

authority to improve the design of his airport, enforce noise

abatement ground operations, and restrict the use of his air-

port so long as those restrictions do not impede the Federal

interest in safety and management of the air navigation sys-

tem, are not imposed in a discriminatory manner, and do not un-

reasonably interfere with interstate or foreign commerce

(especially as addressed in the Airline Deregulation Act of

1978).

Thus, it is clear that our goal is to reduce the im-

pact from unwarranted aviation noise on communities surrounding

our airports. We must ensure that aircraft and airport opera-

tors contribute toward reduction of noise at the source, through

noise abatement operating procedures and through airport and

co,unity actions.

SOURCE NOISE REDUCTION_

In 1969, the FAA promulgated Part 36 of the Federal

Aviation Regulations, thereby imposing noise standards for all

new designs of subsonic transport category aircraft and all

subsonic jet aircraft, regardless of category. This put a lid

on the escalation of airport noise.

In 1973, those same standards were extended to the

continued production of older models. Continuing in the ef-

fort to control noise at the source, these original standards

were applied retroactively in 1976 to all domestic subsonic

jet aircraft over 75,000#, with compliance phased over a six

or eight year period, according to type, but required all

U.S. aircraft not engaged in international service to meet the

standards by 1985.

The small community service exemption section of the

Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act extended the compli-

ance date for non-complylng two-engine aircraft with a seating



configuration of 100 seats or less to January i, 1988. Sec-

tion 302 of that act requires all domestic and foreign air car-

riers engaging in foreign air transportation to comply with PAR

Part 36 or ICAO Annex 16.

In 1977, the noise standards applicable to new designs

were made more stringent. These two slides compare the original

certification standards with those now in effect. Aircraft

that currently do not have to meet any noise standards are

referred to as Stage I Aircraft; those required to meet the

noise levels promulgated in 1969 are Stage II Aircraft, and

those certificated to the 1977 noiseilevels are Stage _II. Of

primary interest to this group are the aircraft at the lower

end of the weight scale. As you can see, the later model busi-

ness Jets are several decibels below the new standard on take-

off and on approaeh. This next slide depicts the noise cer-

tification points: takeoff - 6500 meters from start of takeoff

roll along the extended runway centerline; sideline - 450

meters abeam_ approach - 2000 meters from the end of the runway.

In addition to this deliberate step-by-step regulatory

program to control the noise generated by large aircraft and

all turbojet powered aircraft, the PAA, in 1973, banned super-

sonic flight by civil aircraft over the United States and in

1978 issued noise standards for civil supersonic aircraft.

PROPELLER DRIVEN SMALL AIRCRAFT

Noise standards and test procedures for propeller

driven airplanes under 12,500# were issued in 1975. The noise

certification methodology described in Appendix C of FAR Part

36 for transport category aircraft was considered to be un-

necessarily complex for application to general aviation propel-

ler driven aircraft. In developing noise certification levels

and procedures for propeller driven small airplanes, the fol-

lowing general principles were observed:



i. Any noise certification scheme for such aircraft

should be as simple as possible, in consonance with its ability

to produce consistent and reproducible results over the range

of ambient test conditions most likely to be encountered in

practice.

2. Any selected test procedures should, in principal,

be based on the types of normal operation that have evoked

complaints from the public.

3. Any proposed noise limits should be achievable by

the application of state-of-the-art acoustical knowledge and

design principles without imposing undue economic burdens on the

manufacturers or operators concerned. At the same time, such

limits should challenge designs to produce airplanes substan-

tially less noisy than most of the existing models.

A test program was conducted at the FAA Technical Cen-

ter near Atlantic City to determine to what extent the Appendix

C procedures could be abbreviated and simplified for propeller-

driven small airplanes while retaining the elements of techni-

cal validity and repeatability to accurately define the noise

source. The data recorded during these tests were analyzed

using several noise metrics including effective perceived noise

level (EPNL), perceived noise level (PNL), A-weighted sound

level (dBA) and D-weighted sound level (dBD). As the analyses

showed no overriding reasons to utilize more complex measures,

dBA was chosen as the basic evaluation measure for general avia-

tion propeller driven aircraft, dBA is also the metric used

for other transportation noise sources and for setting noise

limits for industrial and community noises.

Data from the tests were also used to appraise the

efficacy of using only level flyovers for certification rather

than attempting to adjust the three measuring points used for

Appendix C certification. Tests of a variety of light air-

planes showed that flyovers at both 500' and 1000' produced



ample signal to noise ratio. One thousand feet above ground

level was chosen as the flyover altitude since it is more

representative of the average traffic pattern altitude. The

original regulation required the flyovers to be made at maximum

continuous power, but, in response to an EPA proposal and to

reflect the noise levels to which a community is exposed during

normal operation of the aircraft, the test power was changed

to require the highest power in the normal operating range.

Although the international civil aeronautical organization also

adopted the reduced power requirement, several European coun-

tries still require the use of maximum continuous power, re-

sulting in s problem for the GA airport manufacturers exporting

U.S. aircraft to those contries.

TEST WINDOW

To further ease the burden on those certificating pro-

peller-driven small aircraft, a test window was established

within which no corrections are required. Analysis showed that

possible difference in atmospheric absorption between the

"worst" condition within this window and the acoustic reference

day could cause up to 0.4dB deviation. This represents the

legitimate advantage an applicant would have if he chose to

test under these conditions.

PERFORMANCE CORRECTION

The level fliqht noise certification procedure pre-

scribed for propeller driven small airplanes does not itself

provide the information on the relationship between airplane

performance and noise exposure on the ground. For example,

two airplanes with the same powerplant would be expected to

produce about the same noise level at i000' over the measuring

station, even though the weight of one may be substantially

greater than the other. However, a higher performance airplane

(greater horsepower to weight ratio) would have the capability

of achieving a higher altitude sooner, thus producing less



community impact. To compensate for this factor in the simple

flyover certification procedures, the rule provides a perfor-

mance correction methodology which benefits airplanes with good

take-off performance and penalizes those with limited perfor-

mance capability. The correction, which is limited to 5 deci-

bels, is based on allowing the higher performance aircraft to

produce the same noise level on the ground as an average air-

craft at a point where the average aircraft would reach 1000 ft.

This slide illustrates the performance correction methodology

to be added algebraically to the level flyover measurements.

The resulting noise levels cannot be over 80 dBA for airplanes

with a take-off gross weight between 3300# and 12,500# as

shown in this slide.

Inherent in each of these noise standards, rules, and

advisories, of course, is the strict requirements that any

noise control action maintain the highest degree of safety in

air travel. Air safety remains the highest priority for the

FAA, not only as an operating philosophy, but also as part of

the authority which the FAA has in controlling aircraft noise

and sonic boom. Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act speci-

fies that the FAA, in prescribing and amending standards and

regulations to control aircraft noise and sonic boom, shall

consider that any such actions are consistent with the highest

degree of safety in air commerce or air transportation, and are

economically reasonable, technologically practicable, and ap-

propriate to the type of equipment to which they will apply.

Nothwithstanding the statutes, regulations and ad-

visories, it is clear that the aircraft noise problem will not

be "solved". And, further steps to reduce source-noise levels

and manage the airspace for noise abatement purposes are quite

limited. It is disarmingly simple to draft still more strin-

gent noise levels for new airplanes, but the technology to meet

these limits is not available. It may be that further noise

J

t



reductions in aircraft designs can only be achieved at the ex-

pense of fuel efficiency. In any event, further improvements

are some years away.
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THE GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT

Good morning.

_arlier this morning we heard Bob Lair tell us about the general aviation
aircraft fleet as it exists today and some hints about what it will look
elks in the future. I will spend some time this morning describing the

G.A. alrpo=t and system of airports to help define the scope of consider-
ation of this G.A. Airport Noise Seminar. I will do this by defining the

different classes and activities of G.A. airports and by giving some up-tc_
date statistics on what the system looks llke and the available facilities
for G.A. public use.

I realize that describing the G.A. airport and system of alrports to most

of you is llke an FAA Inspector telling a 20,000-hour ATP how to execute an
ILS approach, but bear with me while I go through the numbers.

First, let's define the scope of the G.A. airport by defining categorles of
facility design and use. G.A. airports are split into two basic mategorles

-- Utility end Transport airports.

Utillty airports are broken down into three sub-categorles -- Basis Utility

I and II and General Utility. This airport generally has a runway maximum
length of less than 4,000 feet and width of 100 feet or less. The design

activity is for all piston aircraft weighing 12,500 pounds or less. This
encompasses most reereatlonal, sport, and light business aircraft activity.

Transport airports SEe divided into BASIC Transport I usd II and Geseral

Transport. Runway lengths vary from 4,U00 feet to greater than 10,000 feet
and widths from 75 to 150 feet. The runway Strengths generally vary from

12,500- to up to 175,000-pound aircraft.

As Bob mentioned earlier, transport aircraft in the upper weight ranges are
more accurately defined by use category than by aircraft type. That is,

those aircraft in the 175,U00-pound category that are not cued for Milltary
or Aic Carrier purposes are termed "General Aviation" aircraft.

'i



As most Of you know, deslgn-wlse, you can hardly distinguish between a

G.A. Transport airport and an Air Carrier airport. In fact, most Air
Carrier airports are basically G.A. Transport airports that happen to
be CAB-certlflcated. I say this because all Air Carrier airports but the

very largest -- say, less than 50 -- have more General Aviation aircraft
movements than Air Carrier. Therefore, for the purposes of this presen-

tation and the statistics that I will present, all airports this Country

except Military and the largest Air Carriers are defined as General
Aviation because of G.A.'s predominant activity.

Before I show you the results of some recent number crunching I did using
data from the computers of the National Flight Data Center, let's discuss

the G.A. airport and how it fits into cur national air transportation

system.

Most of you have heard of the National Airport System Plan (NASP). Many of

you have given it different labels, but we won't go into that, will we? In
the NASp, G.A. airports, in addition to Utility and Transport, are further
defined based on how they fit into the national airport system. For

instance, we have a category callsd Reliever alrpotts which are metropoli-

tan area G.A. airports which have a system purpose of reducing G.A. activ-
ity and hence congestion st predominantly Air Carrier airports, Relievers
are generally associated with large and medium hub areas. A Reliever alE-

port can be a Utility or Transport design/use category airport,

Historically, Relievers have been given funding and development priority.

Therefore, some would say that the Reliever airport is the highest category
of G.A. airport. These airports should offer comparable services to an Air
Carrlar facility; e.g. adequate capacity Instrummntatlcn, control towers,
etc. At present, there are 164 designated Relleveta which have 36,000

based+registered civil aircraft (13 percent of the fleet).

Rsllmver airports, as well am othmr critical G.A. facilities, must be pro-

tasted from encroachment by Incompatible landuses.

A8 you will find out in come detail iotmr, exlsting adjacent noncompatlble

land uses and potential devalopmest of further incompatible use represent
the single moat critical threat to the efficient usa of the G.A. alrpo_t
facility.

Not all G.A. aimports arc included in the NASP_ only those airports that

are deemed critical to thm national system of airports. Other airports arn

considered to be local uam only oE not essential to bhe national system.

The botto_ llna on the significance of a HASP airport is that, in the past,
no airport could recalve Federal funding for development or noise abate-
ment relief unless it was included in the NASP.

Let's look at G.A. HASP olrports by design category (Sea Figure i). The

totals in the above columns indicate the number of HASP locstlons (Airport
facillti.e that the PAA heliovee tO be eassntlal to the overall system).

Approxlmataly 75 po=cnnt of the civil aircraft fleet ere based at the NASP
locations,

!



Now let's broaden our scope to the full G.A. system of airports across this

Nation. All of us who fly or ride the G.A. aircraft for either pleasure or
business know that a great hindrance to aviation as a transportation mode

is not having a landing facility where you want to go (assuming you can

afford the AVGAS to get you there). Many times there is an airport nearby,
but the old sectional has those fateful letters "PVT" printed next to the
little airport indicator. We have all read at one time or other those

great press releases that indicate that there are 13,000 plus airports and,

although we lose airports every year, we end up with a net gain at years'
end because of all those new airports added to the system.

With all those airports available, it's hard to get excited about an air-

port here or there having its operations somewhat restricted or maybe being

abandoned or closed -- unless, of course, it happens to be the airport at
which you're based or you need to use regularly.

While thinking about this Conference, and my presentation in particular, I

began to wonder what was really available to me or to yoL_ in the way of
usable G.A. alrports.

Z had our computer analyst probe the depths of our vast information file to

come up with some figures that accurately describe the number of airports
actually available to the General Aviation public.

I have several vu-graphs for you to refer to as I go through some G.A. air-

port statistics. I have broken the airport category down by longest runway

length. I have listed the total number of airports by category of longest
runway length and by ownership class and availability of use to the pabllo.
Of those airports with specific runway length cetegorles that are open to
the public, I have included some interesting statistics which indicate the

type and level of activity that takes place at these airports (Figures 2

through 4). Total operations and based aircraft are for e 12-month period
during 1980-81.

Figure 2. The first category is generally referred to as Basic Utility;
those airports with the longest runway at 3,000 feet or less. You ehoald

note that there are 8,137 airports in this category; but only 2,321 are
available for public use.

Fi@ure 3. Airports with the longest runway greater than or equal to 3,000

feet but less than 4,000 feet are included in the General Utility class
airport with a few also included in the Basic Transport Category I. There

are 2,833 airports in this category with only 1,898 open to the public.

Figure 4. There ere 2,280 airports with the longest runway greater than or
equal to 4,000 feet, with 1,903 of them open to the public. These numbers
include CAB-certlflcated airports, and less than 50 have more Air Carrier
operations than General Aviation.

In s_nmary, there are a total of 13,250 land based airports, of which only
6,022 are available for public use by General Aviation aircraft. At the



6,022 airports, 120.5 million operations occurred during e 12-month period

during 1980-81. There are approximately 174,000 based aircraft, end 1,480
of the 6,022 airports had jet fuel available.

Now that we have the facts on what the existing G.A. airport system con-

sists of, let's look at what the trend has been over the past 6 years
(please refer to Figures 5 end 6).

These figures include all these airports, both closed and abandoned through

the period shown. Although publicly owned airports had a small net gain,

you should note that the net ices of airports "opened to the public" is
453. This represents about a 7 percent reduction in 6 years. This is a
trend that, I think we would all agree, should be turned around.

To look at the picture from a different angle, I want to show you the

actual abandonments of all airports across the Nation with public end pri-
vate use for the Years 1979, 1980, and 1981 (Figure 6).

While I'm giving statistics, here are e few more you may find interesting.

As of this date, there are 2,200 airports with a published instrument
approach, 540 of which have one or more full IL9 systems.

I hope you now he_e an adequate picture of the scope of the G.A. airport

system which comprises part of the background to this Conference.

Without exception, I think our common goal is the preservation of G.A.
airports.

Unhil recently, the major cause of airport closings or abandonments has
been:

i. Davelopment/aconomle pressures to use airpart land for purposes
which produce greater financial gain or increase in tax bass.

2. Financial instability of oporatlons (close oporatlng margin.).

3. Deteriorating facilities and/or safety conditions.

Of course, these problems are not directly assoolated with the subject of

this Conference, but they nonetheless need to bo attacked in a unlfisd
manner.

Mors recently, aircraft noise and incompatible adjacent land uaes have
added an increasing threat to the efficieomy, capacity, _nd in some mesas
the very existence ot airports. The mentlon of Westchlatar County, Now
York, and santa Monlna, California, immediately brings to mind the gravity
of the potential restrictions that the aviation cc_munity mny face in the
near term if we dontt continue to face the aircraft noise/land use com-
patibility problem with openness and ¢oop¢tation. FAA, in auppot¢ of that

contention and based on the results of an mveluabion report tO congress on



noise abatement and land use compatibility, tecomended in its legislative
package that the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 be amended
to encompass General Aviation as well as Air Ca_:ier airports.

I am, as I'm sure you are, looking forward to the opportunity we both have
this week to learn and understand more about the problems we face and some
possible solutions to these p_eblems.

Thank you.



BASIC G_qERAL BASIC
PERIOD iT£ILITY [TgILITY TRANSPORT TRANSPORT TOTAL

"_xisting 1378 550 258 19 2,205

5-Yr. Plan 1319 841 380 24 2,564

I0-Yr. Plan 1086 190 509 25 2,580

NOTE: qhe NASp does not categorize reliever, cc_uter, or CAB-certificated
airports as General Aviation airports.

FIGURE i. G_k_RAL AVIATION NASP LOCATIONS
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TOTAL OP_TOPUBLIC

Privately Owned 1,263 374

PubliclyO_ned 1,570 1,524

S_TISTICS FOR _{OSEAIRPORTS "OP_OTHE PUBLIC"

7etFuel 360

_otal Operations 38,145,35'3

B,_I_A._"R._

iSingle 47,900

Multi 7,351

Jet 57
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TOTAL OPEN TOPUBLIC
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_EAR PUBLIC PRIVATE TOTAL

1975 3,943 2,494 6,437

1976 3,979 2,414 6,393

1977 3,999 2.335 6,334

1978 4,018 2,276 6,294

_979 4,012 2,109 6,121

[980 3,999 1,985 5,984

FIGURE 5. _REVIOUS YEAR-END FIGURE OF AIRPORTS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

AIRPORTS WHOSE LONGEST RUNWAY LENGTH IS:

3,000 -

!EAR TOTAL 3,000 FEET 4,000 FEET 4,000 FEET

,, ,,,,' ,, ,

1979 321 267 36 32

1980 240 194 32 14

1981 184" ..... _ --

_63 of which were open to the public.

FIGURE 6. ABANDONMENTS
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GA AIRPORT NOISE CONTROL PROGRAMS -
FAR PART 150

INTRODUCTION

i. FAR Part 150, What is It?

2. Why Is It?

3. What Does It Do?

4. Bow It Can Help:

a. Airport Operators

b. Airport Neighbors

e. Airport Users.

5. Now To Do A Part 150 Compatibility Program -

A Brief Overview.

6. How TO Get Additional Information On The

Program.

FAR Part 150 t What Is It?

It is a new FAA program designed to:

i. Identify an airport's noise problems

a. Giving present and future noise

contours.

b. Identifying the noncompatible land uses.

2. Reduce those existing noneompatible uses and

prevent additional noncompatible uses via a

noise compatibility program.



3. Provide the airport operator with an FAA ap-

proved basis for future airport actions re-

lated to noise abatement, noise related in-

teractions with local governments, and re-

quests for federal aid.

Why Part 150?

1. Part 150 was developed in implementation of the

Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979.

2. It incorporates the experience gained through the

ANCLUC program (Airport Noise Control and Land

Use Compatibility) and previous noise compati-

bility programs.

3. It also incorporates the provisions of the Avia-

tion Noise Abatement Policy of 1976.

What Does It DO?

1. Establishes standardized procedures for develop-

ing airport noise exposure maps and airport noise

compatibility programs.

2. Establishes a single system for measuring air-

port and background noise. (The A-weighted

sound pressure level, or La).

3. Establishes a single system for determining the

exposure of individuals to airport noise. (The

day-night exposure level, or Ldn).

How It Can Help?

Airport Operators:



I. Resolution of existing noise problems.

2. Protection against future noise problems.

3. An integrated planning and program process

with built-in updates.

4. Federal identification of land uses normally

compatible with various levels of aviation

noise.

5. Provides an FAA approved basis for future

airport actions, interactions with local

governments, and requests for Federal aid.

6. Possible Federal aid for planning and for

program implementation.

How It Can Help?

Airport Neighbors

I. Airport operator consultation with affected

local governments and planning agencies

during the planning and integral part of

the program.

2. Program places equal emphasis upon aviation

and land use solutions.

3. Resolution of existing and protection against

future noise problems.

4. Federal identification of land uses normally

incompatible with various levels of aircraft

noise.

5. Possibility of direct Federal aid for pro-

gram implementation.

6. Built-ln program review and up-date provision.



How It Can Help?

Airport Users

I. Resolution of existing and protection against

future noise conflicts.

2. Consultations with airport users during the

planning and integral part of the program.

3. Balanced mix of aviation and land use solu-

tions.

4. FAA review of program proposals - including

those affecting operations.

Bow To DO A Part 150 Compatibility Program - A Brief Overview

i. Program consists of two distinct parts -

a. The airport noise exposure map.

b. The airport noise compatibility program.

2. The noise exposure map -

a. Provides noise and other data for the com-

patibility program.

b. Must have FAA approval prior to any review

of the program.

3. The noise compatibility program -

s. Uses map as input.

b. Explores a wide range of alternatives to

find the best solution.

c. Provides for consultation with all those

likely to be affected.

d. Provides for implementation.

e. Provides for periodic review and updata.



The Noise Exposure Map

I. Identify the noncompatible land uses as of the

date of submission:

a. Show the Ldn 65, 70 and 75 (developed via

INM).

b. Show noncompatible land uses (per Table

2, Part 250).

2. Describe the aircraft operations for 1985 (or for

5 years hence if submitted after 1982).

3. Describe the nature and extent that such opera-

tions will affect land uses.

4. Prepare map in consultation within:

a. Local governments and planning agencies

with Ldn 65.

b. Air carriers (for air carrier airports).

c. Other aircraft operators using airport.

5. Provide ample opportunity for public review and

comment during map development.

6. Follow the other requirements of Part 150 and its

Appendix A.

7. Certify the map and data as true and complete.

The Noise Compatibilit_ Program

I. Develop the program in consultation with the

governments and planning agencies within the

Ldn 65 contour, plus airport users.

2. Use the inputs and data from:

a. Noise exposure map and its supporting data.



b. The local governments and planners, plus

the airport users.

3. Develop a series of alternative solutions which:

a. Reduce existing noncompatible uses.

b. Prevent additional noncompatible uses.

c. Do not impose an undue burden on inter-

state or foreign commerce.

d. Provide for periodic review and update.

4. Both aviation and land use solutions should be

pursued and with equal vigor.

5. Each solution should include implementation.

6. Weight the costs and benefits of each alterna-

tive including:

a. Any concentration of costs upon relatively

small groups of individuals or users.

b. Possible impacts upon interstate or foreign

commerce.

7. Select the most viable alternative and develop

it into a full program.

8. Make provisions for periodic review and update.

9. Follow the other requirements of Part 150 and its

Appendix A for programs.

10. Submit to FAA regional office and to FAA director

of environment and energy in Washington.

How To Get Additional Information on the Part 150 Program

I. Contact your FAA airports district office.

2. Contact your FAA regional office.



%

3. Contact the FAA Noise Policy and Regulatory

Branch in washington, (202) 755-9027 or write:

Federal Aviation Administration

Attention: AEE-I10

800 Independence Ave., S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20591.

Comments on FAR Part 150

On or before December 31, 1981

Federal Aviation Administration

Office of the Chief Counsel

Attention: Rules Docket (AGC-204)

Docket No. 16279

800 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20591.
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GENERAL AVIATION NOISE IMPACT BEYOND THE AIRPORT BOUNDARY

FROM 1975 TO 2000

INTRODUCTION

This presentation is in three parts. First, some notes

on public reactions ts aircraft noise at levels encountered

around general aviation airports. Then an analysis of the noise

exposure levels predicted in areas near GA airports in general

in the period 1975 to 2000. Then an analysis of GA aircraft

noise around a few airports with a relatively high percentage

of GA jet operations.



EFFECTS ON GENERAL AVIATION NOISE ON PEOPLE

The EPA has determined that no adverse effects on health

or welfare of noise exposure would be expected at levels below

Ldn 55. 65 Ldn has been established as the limit of noise ex-

posure normally acceptable in residential areas near air car-

rie_ airports. However, we are aware of noise problems at

airports where the exposure levels are between 55 and 65 Ldn.

In areas of low ambient noise the noise from general aviation

aircraft is more intrusive. The more audible a sound is the

more annoying it is to most people. Thus, it is not unrea-

sonable to expect the noise from the same aircraft would cause

greater annoyance at some airports than at others. General

aviation airports are usually located in areas more remote

from noisy urban centers than air carrier airports and are

therefore more likely to have noise problems in 55 to 65 Ldn

noise exposure areas.

There is considerable variability in the percentages

of communities highly annoyed by aircraft noise in this 55 to

65 Ldn range.

Although there are perceptible differences between air

carrier noise and general aviation noise, the difference in

community reaction between the two may, in large part, depend

_._,.-_._,_,_,,!,_.,,_p,_:_,._._• ,_•_ 4_,.1_ r_ ." :,., J •,. _j _ . _., ..... _..........................



on the specifies of individual cases; how much the community

has available from, or consciously depends on, the general

aviation airport for emergency transportation services, tour-

ism, operation of local industries, and other economic support;

whether the community is considering alternative uses for the

airport's land; whether the local government supports the

airport; and so on.

Another consideration which may determine the percent

highly annoyed is the relationship of GA aircraft noise to

other community problems. In a Utopian community with no other

problems, 10 percent highly annoyed by general aviation aircraft

noise might be a problem of major significance. In a community

! beset by crime, high taxes, unemployment and other ills, the

fact of i0 percent highly annoyed by some other source may be

inconsequential.

Although some details of community reaction to general

aviation noise have not yet been explored, the general picture

is clear. The major effect of general aviation noise on air-

port communities is annoyance. This annoyance is related to

exposure levels, and at law exposure levels_ it is also re-

lated to factors other than noise. Th_ way an airport deals

with these non-physical factors can influence the degree of

annoyance and the manner in which it is expressed.

A final caution about predicting community response to

general aviation noise is that some uncertainty still remains

about health and welfare effects in the range of 55 to 65 Ldn.

Although some people may have intuitive concern about effects

of low level noise exposure on people, there is as yet no firm

scientific evidence for or against such potential effects.

The use of existing relationships for annoyance should thus be

considered as an expedient until more definitive information

becomes available.



EXPOSURE TO GA NOISE

This is a study of the areas and the people exposed to

general aviation aircraft noise. The study is in two parts.

i. An analysis of GA aircraft noise at GA and com-

muter airports using a mix of small propeller and

business jet aircraft at airports that is repre-

sentative to their use at these airports.

2. An analysis of the GA aircraft noise impact at a

few airports where the fleet mix is appreciably

different from the average and/or the number of

operations is higher than the average.

Part I

The data for aircraft operations and aircraft types

have been taken from the statistics presented in the 1980 FAA

National Airport System Plan and the FAA Census of U.S. Civil

Aircraft for the calendar year 1979. This latter document

has an accurate listing of all registered aircraft in the U.S.

by type and by county of registry. The CAB provides statis-

tics on air carrier operations by airport and aircraft type but

there is no similar source of information for GA aircraft

operations. A statistical analysis was therefore made of the

operations of GA propeller and jet type aircraft at the GA

commuter airports in a ten state survey and the results extra-

polated to the U.S. as a whole. A generalized fleet mix of

aircraft and number of operations as a function of based air-

craft was developed for three classes of airports. These are:

a. Basic utility airports with less than 3200 foot

runways serving small propeller aircraft only.

b. General utility airports with runway lengths

between 3200 and 4300 feet serving essentially

propeller aircraft only.

r



c. Transport airports with runways longer than 4300

feet serving GA and commuter propeller and jet

aircraft.

Ldn contours and areas within these contou£s were com-

puted for a matrix of aircraft types and numbers of operations.

From these data, formulas were developed which would predict

the areas within the 55, 60 and 65 Ldn contours in terms of

the aircraft mix and number of operations at these airport.

The area of the airport was also predicted as a

function of runway length and based aircraft. The airport

area was then subtracted from the areas within the contours

to obtain net area. This makes the area within the 65 Ldn

contours quite sensitive to number of operations since the net

contour area is zero until the contour projects beyond the

airport boundary. Then it increases rapidly.

A prediction of changes in the jet fleet mix shown

in Table I aircraft noise was made based on the assumption

that the inefficiency of the older jets relative to newer

types coming on the market would cause them to be scrapped,

the oldest during the 80's and others during the 90's. Num-

bers of operations through 1990 predicted in the National Air-

port Syste_ Plan were used and this growth curve was extended

to 2000. The areas within the 55, 60 and 65 Ldn contours were

then calculated for the years 1975 through 2000 using a mixture

of 98 percent propeller aircraft and 2 percent jets because

that is the average ratio of props vs Jets in the fleet. The

following curves show the area changes based on these calcula-

tions.

Figure 1 for Basic and General Utility Airports shows

the increase in 55 and 60 Ldn areas as a function of increased

numbers and sizes of aircraft with time for the 771 airports

in the sample which was analyzed. The noise produced by these

aircraft is not expected to change significantly during this period.



TABLE !

BUSINESS JET FLEET PROJECTIONS

FRACTION BY AIRCRAFT MODEL

Percent of Total

Airplane 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995" 2000*

Citation I & II 9.76 20.21 20.48 22.54 35 35

Conunander 1121/1123 9.63 5.O1 2.39

FalconlO 1.13 4.31 7.O1 7.72

Falcon 20 12.82 7.53 5.02 3.60

GulfstreaJn II 8.83 6.83 4.67 2.46

Gulfstream IIZ 0.39 2.99 3.95 4 0

Hansa 320 0.80 0.56 0.24

HS-125-400/600 i0.ii 6.48

HS-125-7OO 0.95 3.83 3.51

Jetstar I 7.91 2.80 0.60

Jetstar II 2.59 3.ii 1.75

LearJet 23 4.85 2.38

Leafier 2_ 10.03 7.00 3.59

LearJ et 25-29 8.57 8.26 4.19

LearJet 35/36 0.33 10.08 12.51 14.74 41 40

M-S Paris 0.73 O,39 O.19

Sabreliner 40 7.65 4.03 1.91

Sabreliner 60/70 5,97 4.31 2.03

Sabrellner 65A O.91 1.79 1.32

Sabrellner 75A 1.53 1.93 1.32 0.88

Westwlnd1124 2.24 2.25 1.75

Challenger 600 0.21 3,83 i 6.67 20 25

CitationIIZ 4,43 7.37

Corvette SN6Ol 0.29 0.14

Falcon 50 2.39 3.51

Leafier 50 2,89 6.14

Sabre/HS conversions 2.39 1.75

New designs 4,14 10.21

Total 1504 2857 4180 5700 7300 8925

*1995 and 2000 forecasts are by engine type only. The specific
airplanes identified are considered generic of the engine type.
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Figure 2 shows the changes with time for transport

airports, and Figure 3 shows the total changes with time

through the year 2000 using this approach. These areas

are multiplied by three for the total number of airports in

the U.S.

Part II

The results shown in these three charts must be used

with caution. They were constructed using a broad brush

treatment, i.e., assuming numbers of operations in proportion

to based aircraft, fleet mix based on runway length and 2%

jets at all transport airports.

A quick check of airports which were listed in the

census as having a larger than average number of based jets

was made and the areas above 55, 60 and 65 Ldn for the year

2000 were calculated on the same basis as above but with the

percentage of jet operations based on percent of based jets

rather than the 2% across the board as used above. Ten air-

ports were selected where the 65 Ldn contour came to or out-

side the boundary of the airport. These were GA airports and

air carrier airports where the air carrier operations were

zero or small, compared with GA operations.

The areas within the 55, 60 and 65 Ldn contours for

the year 2000 are shown in Table 2. The earlier years were

not calculated because empirical data on area vs. operations

and percent jets were not available. Obviously, the area

within the 65 Ldn contour in earlier years was also higher.

The areas within the 55, 60 and 65 Ldn contours for

33 airports where the percent jets was more than 2% are also

shown in Table 2. The 65 Ldn area did not incraase beyond

that for the 10 additional airports. The 60 Ldn area for the

33 airports is 41 mi 2 and the 55 Ldn area ms 16! mi 2. If the

33 airports are the only ones of the 125 that are above 2%
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TABLE 2

Ldn Areas at Selected Airports

BasedAlrcrMt. 1979 1979 Net Area. mi2,2000
Airport Total Jets % Jets OpslDay 65 Ldn 60 Ldn 55 Ldn

t=ortworth,TX 228 17 7.46 918 0.20 2.25 1.55

Dover.DE 34 20 58.82 132 0.01 0.94 3.02

Bridgeport,CT 200 33 16.5 540 0.16 1.84 5.86

Houston,Hobby,TX 600 130 .21.7 926 0.72 3.47 9.90

Wilmington,DE 117 65 55.6 559 1.11 3.65 9.35

Lincoln,HE 105 26 15_8 532 0.16 1.81 5.73

SantaAnna, CA 950 64 6.74 1775 0.62 3.75 11.61

Wichita, KA 251 39 15.5 704, 0.34 2.36 7.21

Rochester,NY 131 9 6,67 685 0,00 1.58 5.72

Tulsa,Jonas,OK 256 32 12.5 608 0,06 1.74 5.84

Totala 3.10 23.39 71.79

33Airports Totols 3.2 41,1 161.2



in jet operations, we can just replace about 33/125 of the 60

and 55 Ldn transport airport areas with i/3 of the areas for

the 33 airports. The totals are then 34 and 327 mi 2 respect-

ively as indicated on the margin of Figure 3.

The total areas and populations within the contours

calculated for 55, 60 and 65 Ldn for 1975 and 2000 are obtained

by multiplying the numbers for the 771 airport sample by 3.

Areas in mi2 Population

1975 2000 1975 2000

55 Ldn 925 981 1,256,000 1,600,000

60 Ldn 225 102 363,000 500,000

65 Ldn 14 3.3 47,000 ii,000

Summar Z

As would be expected the areas within the 65 Ldn

contours are relatively small and the areas within the 55 Ldn

contours are relatively large, in this analysis based on over-

all numbers of operations rather than counts by aircraft types

at each airport an estimate of the magnitude of the area and

populations exposed to 55, 60 end 65 Ldn are presented.

It is pointed out that although there is a relatively

small total area exposed to 65 Ldn or greater it is signifi-

cant at some airports today and will even be a factor in the

year 2000, when the jet fleet noise level is predicted to be

reduced by about 15 dB.

The 60 and 55 Ldn areas which produce considerable

community negative reaction near some GA airports are large.

They are predicted to contain 500,000 and 1,600,000 people

respectively.

While these numbers indicate the overall dimensions

of the problem the situation at a given GA, or air carrier

i



airport with predominentely GA operations, must be analyzed

on the basis of its site specific layout and its present and

predicted fleet mix and numbers of operations.
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PROGRESSIN DESIGNMETHODSFOR REDUCINGNOISE

OF GENERALAVIATIONAIRCRAFT

SUMMARY

In this paper,the elementsof aircraftnoisepredictionwithapplicationto

prellmlnarydeslgnand parametricstudiesof generalaviationaircraftsystems

are introducedanddiscussed. Noise reductiontechnologyapplicableto

generalaviationaircraftis identified.Severalexamplesof nolse predic-

tionfor jet-poweredaircraftare presented. Noise predlctlonend design-

for-nolsemethodologyfor propeller-drlvenaircraftare alsodiscussed.

i
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SYHBOLS

A atmospheric propagation effects factor

Ca ambient speed of sound, sn/sec

G grou_d effects factor

H altitude, m

I source intensity, watt/mz

P acoustic pressure, N/mz

r noise propagation vector w.r.t, body axes

R relative spectrum factor

t time,sec

Q source directivity angle, deg

@ source azimuth angle, deg

Subscript

o observer

ABBREVIATIONS AND SPECIAL SYMBOLS

ANOPP Aircraft Noise Prediction Program

CTOL conventional takeoff and landing

(CL/CO) lift-drag ratio

<P_> mean squared pressure

SST SupersonicTransport

(T/_ca) normalized specific thrust

(T/_) thrust-weight ratio



INTRODUCTION

Aircraft noise is a serious problem in many airport communities. The

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requires that all conventional take off

and landing (CTOL) aircraft, whether jet-powered or propeller-driven, satisfy

very specific noise certification requirements published in Federal Air

Regulation(FAR)Part36 (Ref.I), Furthermore,airportoperatorsmay impose

operationalrestrictionsin an effortto reducecommunitynoiseexposure

(Ref. 2),

The aircraftdesignerrequiresaccuratedesignmethodology(Ref.3) to

assure that new aircraft will meet the FAR 36 requirements. Aircraft

operatorsrequiremethodsto satisfynoisecriteriaimposedby individual

airportoperators.Airportoperatorsrequiremethodologyto establish

nondiscriminatoryrules for assuringairportnoiselevelsacceptableto the

neighboring community.

Generalaviationaircraftcontributein varyingdegreeto airportnoise.

For example_at air carriercertifiedairportsthe noise contributionof

generalaviationaircraftmay be minimalor totallyinsignificant.On the

otherhand,at non air carrier-certifiedairports,which are generally

referredto as generalaviationairports,all of the noiseis generatedby

general aviation aircraft. At all eventS, noise reduction is.a concern of all

elements of the general aviation aircraft community.

The purposeof this paper is to discussthe presentstateof the art of

design-for-noisemethodologyapl}licableto bothjet and propellerdriven

general aviation aircraft. Specific noise reduction technology will be

identified.

i



DESIGN FOR NOISE

In orderto performparametricstudiesto determinethe minimumachiev-

able noiselevelsat the threespecificlocationsrequiredby FAR 36,

(approach,sidelineduringtakeoff,and takeoffflyoverfor aircraftof

greaterthan12,500poundsgrossweightand maximumcontinuouspower flyover

at 1,0Onfeetfor aircraftof lessthan 12,5Nnpoundsgrossweight),a model

is requiredwhich incorporatesthe elementsof propulsion,aerodynamics,and

noise shownin dimensionlessformin figureI. The thrust- weightratio,

(T/W),sizesthe propulsionsystem,the lift-dragratio,(CL/CD),repre-

sentstheaircraft'saerodynamiccharacteristics,and the normalizedspecific

thrust,(T/_Ca),is an indicatorof sourcenoise,

The essentialingredientsof the aircraftnoisepredictionproblem (for

eitherparametricor pointdesignstudies)are indicatedin figure2: (I)the

sourcenoiseintensityI, (2) the aircraftpositiongivenby the vectorR(t),

(3)the aircraftorientationgivenby e and ¢, (4)the atmosphericand ground

impedance characteristlcs given by A and G, and (5) the location of the

observer given by the vector r(t). Noise at the observer is indicated by mean

square pressure, <Po2>.

The essenceof figuresi and 2 is thatto properlyevaluatethe noise

level at a particular point on the ground and to perform parametric studies

leadingtoa satisfactorycompromisebetweennoiseand performancerequiresa

relativelysophisticatedcomputerimplementationof the relationshipsinherent

in the physicsof propulsion,aerodynamics_aircraftstabilityand control,

aircraftpropulsionsystemsand aerodynamicnoise,and atmosphericpropagation

and groundeffects. Theseingredientshavebeen incorporatedin NASA's

AircraftNoisePredictionProgram(ANOPP)as illustratedin figur_3 (Ref.4).



ANOPPrepresentsa state-of-the-artcapabilityfor the calculationof the

noisegeneratedby CTOLaircraftIref.5). Modulesare includedfor

ca]culatingthe intensity,frequencycontent,and diroctivityof noise

radiatedby a movingjet-poweredaircraft. The effectsof propagationare

providedby additionalmodulestogetherwith the capabilityto calculate,from

the mean squarepressuretimehistoriesat arbitrarylocations,

one-third-octavespectratime historiesand, hence,noise levelsin termsof

any desirednoise metric. A contouringcapabilitycompletesthepackage.

ANOPPprovidesthe capabilityto performboth detailedpointdesign

studiesand parametricanalyses. The firstapplicationof ANOPPwas in an

internationalstudyof supersonictransport(SST)noise levels(ref.6).

Sincethattime ANOPP has been undercontinuousdevelopmentand improvement

with extensionto high bypass-ratio-poweredwide-bodyaircraftvalidation

studiesIrefs.7, 8. g), The additionof the propellerpredictioncapability

describedin referenceID is wellunderway.

GENERALAVIATIONNOISEREDUCTIONTECHNOLOGY

Generalaviationaircraftincludesingleenginepropeller.driven,large

propeller.drivencommuter,and jet-poweredbusinessaircraft. Fortunately

noise reductiontechnologyis availablefor everyclassof generalaviation

aircraft, For example,a recentlycompletedresearchprogramresultedin

demonstratingsignificantnoisereductionfor a lightpropel]eraircraft

(ref.11,12). Competingpropellerdesignswere windtunneltestedfor

performance and noise. Final full-scale flight test evaluation resulted in an

averageof 5 dB(A) noise reductionfor l,OOOft fullpower flyoverwithno

appreciableeffect on performance.Theperfortnance,aerodynamic,and noise

predictionalgorithmsemployedin thisstudyare applicableto the complete



range ot propeller driven aircraft and can be employed to design minimum

noise propellers for given performance requirements (Ref, 11). The design

process as applied in the form of stand-alone computer codes is outlined in

figure 4. ANOPP modules presently under development are indicated in figure

5. Some of the variables considered are blade radius, number of blades, tip

speed, tip thickness, airfoil section, and loading distribution. While it is

well known that reduced blade loading and lower tip speed individually result

in reduced noise, the application of sophisticated analytical models is

required to identify minimum noise propeller designs that also achieve

satisfactory levels of performance.

A similar noise reduction situation exists for jet powered buslness

aircraft. Source noise reduction may be accomplished by installation of

acoustic duct liners and by lower jet velocity achieved through high-

bypass-ratio engines. Jet noise suppressors are also availble.

Operational procedures are often suggested as a means of reducing noise.

For example, during the design process additional power may be considered to

permit greater latitude in selection of climb and cutback strategies to reduce

the noise at the certification points specified by FAR 36. Or, for existing

aircraft, the noise levels at specified locations may be reduced or minimized

by selecting an appropriate flight pati) (Ref. 13). A comprehensive summary of

aircraft noise control technology available in the 1980's is presented in

reference 14.

In order to achieve the proper balance of al] parameters in an aircraft

design that meets all design constraints placed on cost, performance, and

noise, whatever the combination of source noise reduction and operational pro-

cedures to be considered, a complete systems analysis capability is required.



SOME EXAMPLESOF NOISEPREDICTIONFOR GENERALAVIATIONAIRCRAFT

The followingexampleshelp to quantifythe accuracyof availablenoise

predictionmethodsto identifyareasneedingfurtherimprovement,and to

indicateexistingpotentialfor noisereductionof generalaviationaircraft.

Jet PoweredBusinessAircraft

The firsttwo of the followingexampleswere analyzedusingthe capabil-

ity presentlyincorporatedin ANOPP (ref.B). In bothcases the measureddata

weresuppliedby manufacturerswho conductedthe flyovernoise testsand

suppliedestimatesof nomlnalvaluesof the engineparameterswhichare input

to the noisepredictionmethodology.The third case,QCGAT,illustratespoten-

tialnoise reductionavailablethroughapplicationof modernhlgh-bypass-ratlo

jet enginetechnologyto generalaviationbusinessjets,

GulfstreamIf.-A comparisonof measuredflyovernoise levelsare compar-

ed withpredictedlevelsfor the BulfstreamII in figure6. A comparisonof

measuredand calculatedperceivednoise ]eve](PNL)versusdirectlvityangle,

Bj is shownon the leftportionof the figure, A comparisonof measuredand

calculatedfrequencyspectraat maximumPNL is shownon t_e rightportionof

the figure. The agreementis verygood. Effectiveperceivednoise levels,

(EPNL),agreedto withinI dB.

Learjet.-A comparison,in the same formatas figure6, of measuredand

calculatednoiselevelsfor a Learjetaircraftis givenin figure7. Again,

the agreementis verygood indicatingthat the methodologyfor calculating

noise levelsof turbojetpoweredaircraftis satisfactory.

OCGAT.-The OuietCleanGeneralAviationTurbofan(OCGAT)engineand air-

craftpropulsionsystemprojectwas undertakenby NASA to demonstratethe

noisereductionavailablefor an enginein the 70DON (16OnIbf)classthrough



application of Jarge turbofan engine technology. In the present example

reported by Avco Lycuming in reference 15. the engine design was based on the

LTS-I_I engine fami]y for the core engine and incorporated a hig_l-bypass-ratio

fan design (BPR = 9.4). A comparison of predicted noise level witb static

test results is shown in figure 8. (The prediction methods _nployed were

those implemented in ANOPPbut actually used by AVCOLycoming as stand alone

programs.)

Based upon good agreement of predicted static engine test with acoustic

levels, the FAR-36 certification noise levels were calculated for comparison

with project design goals as shown in figure g. Design noise goals were

exceeded for all three FAR-36 certification points. Performance goals were

not actually met by the engine configuration actually tested but are believed

achlevable by hardware built to QCGATspecificatlpn.

Propeller Driven General Aviation Aircraft

The fellowlng examples were analyzed using the noise prediction capabil-

ity that w111 be Installed in ANOPPin the near future. Except for the MIT

Cessna 172, propeller performance was not addressed.

MIT Cessna 172.- Results of the MIT quiet propeller design validation

study (refs. Ii. 12) are shown in figures I0 and Ii. The quiet propeller was

characterized by longer chord, thinner tips, and sllghtly smaller diameter

than the basellne propeller. As shown in figure IO the cllmb performance of

the aircraft equipped with the quiet propeller was very near to that delivered

by the baseline propellero A comparison of noise levels is given in figure 11

where it can be seen that the MIT propeller Is nearly 5 dB(A) superior to the

basellne propeller as measured against both power and true airspeed.



Twin Otter.- A comparison of the measured and of the combined calculated

thickness and loading noise levels for a Twin Otter aircraft is shown in

figure 12. The calculated amplitudes of the first several harmonics are

plotted as so]id circles on the measured narrow band frequency spectrum. The

good agreement obtained suggests that the above method is useful for making

predictionsas well as for parametric studies for acoustic evaluation of

changes in geometry and/or operating conditions.

Commander 1000.- Results for the Gulfstream Commander I000 are shown in

figure 13. In this figure measurements made in tile near field using a

boom-mounted microphone are compared with calculated results. The first six

harmonics are well predicted and, except for some effects of fuse]age

reflection,the measured and calculated pressure time histories are in good

agreement. A complete data set of near field and far field (ground)

measurements for this aircraft will soon be available for more extensive

va]idation of analytical methods. I

IThe experimental results were obtained by the Ohio State University under
contract to the NASA Lewis and Langley Research Centers,



CONCLUDING REMARKS

The presentmethodologyfor calculatingthe noiseproducedby jet-powered

generalaviationaircraftand for performingparametricstudiesis quitegood

althoughmanufacturerswouldbenefitfrom greateraccuracymanifestedin

narrowingof noise designmargins. Noise reductiontechnologyhas beenat

least partially demonstrated by the QCGAT program.

Althoughmore workremainsto be accomplished,the presentcapabilityto

designquiet,efficientpropellershas been demonstratedfor lightaircraft.

Applicationto heavierpropellerdrivenaircraftshouldbe relatively

straightforward.All of the requisitetechnologYis alreadyin the public

i detrainand availableto industry,

The applicationof moderndesign-for-noisemethodologyand the implemen-

tationot nuise reductiontechnologyby the generalaviationindustrywill

ultimatelybe drivenby governmentregulationson the one handand customer-

specified criteria on the other.
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GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT NOISE

OPERATIONAL NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES

TURBOJET AND PROPELLER DRIVEN AIRCRAFT

PURPOSE

TO significantly.improve community acoustic environ-

ments through the use of safe, airworthy and FAA certified

operational procedures.

* Quiet-Fl[in_ *

GAMA'S POSTURE

• We are responsible'manufacturers in the aviation

industry,

• We are genuinely concerned about the noise issues.

• We do understand the problems.

• We have applied practical and proven technology

for aircraft noise control thru acoustic treatment

and re-engining.

- BUT -

• More can be done for general aviation airport/

community noise relief and we are willing to do

s0methin _ about it.

OUR OBJECTIVE

• "Real-World" audible noise relief for communi-

ties.



OUR OBJECTIVE (Continued)

• Noise abatement procedures tailored to general

aviation airports.

• Focused "quiet flying" techniques applicable to

each airplane type originating with flight crew

training.

• Realistic airport noise policies developed jointly

with airport authorities, industry and the FAA.

• Enforceable procedures that are FAA approved and

included in the flight manual.

• Noise abatement profiles applicable to in-service

fleets as well as new type designs.

THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM

• Is there a national priority for noise control -

- Is it real or imaginary.

• If it is real, then things have to change -

Everyone has to contribute to the solution.

Regulations, flight operations, airport plan-

ning and air traffic control must be rede-

fined to achieve the results.

• But it can be done safely and with sound logic

The methodology exis£s to solve the problem.

THE CURRENT SITUATION

• All aircraft comply with FAR 36. However, Part

36 does not universally guarantee meaningful

community noise relief.



• Why?

It is a comparative acoustic index - not a

problem solver.

It was conceived for large airports.

It specifies certification of the "noisiest"

aircraft configuration.

It does not acknowledge operational abate-

ment methods.

It does not address the general aviation air-

port problems.

- But it was the right step at the right

time to put a lid on noise.

THE DILEMA

• Application of "safe-technology" has been pretty

well exercised despite advances made in engine

and propeller acoustics.

• Some aircraft have no "quiet-engine" alternatives.

• We cannot adopt a cavalier attitude toward the

reliability, performance and cost factors solely

for the satisfaction of noise reduction.

• And what do we do with the massive number of in-

service aircraft that are threatened by emerging

noise policies.

-"Quiet-Flyin@ is a Safe r Logical and Immediate Solution"-



GULFSTREAM AMERICAN ACTIVITY

• We have devised and demonstrated an effective

"quiet-flying" procedure.

• We are doing missionary work - and our homework.

- Extensive analyses - safety is the keynote.

- Seminars for the fleet operators.

- Flight demonstrations at noise sensitive

airports.

- Cockpit videotape for crew workload analy-

sis.

- Preliminary flight manual data for service

trials.

- Discussions with FAA, GA2LA, NBAA, NASA.

- Discussions with airport authorities on noise

policies.

- Implementing predictive noise programs to help

operators/airports.

a And we have submitted an official proposal to FAA

requesting a certification basis.

GULFSTREAM "QUIET-FLYING" PROCEDURE

• The Events:

Normal twin engine takeoff

Select gear up after liftoff

Select partial flaps immediately

Accelerate to final segment takeoff speed

Reduce thrust to power for level flight

with one engine operative

Resume normal climb at 3,000 feet.



GULFSTREAM "QUIET-FLYING" PROCEDURE (Continued)

• "Quiet-Flying" configuration achieved in 12 seo.

at about 400 feet.

• Excess performance margins improve along the

flight path.

• Crew functions are timely and routine -- consistent

procedure.

• Engine failure reaction time sufficient to comply

with worst case FAA single engine takeoff pro-

file.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES MAY BE USED TO
REDUCE NOISE DURING:

• Take-off

• Climb-ou_

• Departure route

• Pattern flying

- Down wind leg

- Base leg

Final leg

• Cross-country

• General low-level flying.

LOW RPM = LOW NOISE

• Some examples of possible noise reductions during

1,000' flyover:

A turboprop which develops the same maximum

power at both the maximum allowable RPM and

with a 200 rpm reduction showed a decrease

of 10.6 dEA with the 200 rpm reduction. This

shows possible effect of unnecessary use of

fine pitch in the pattern or approach.
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IMPACT ON GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT COMMUNITIES

GULFSTREAM II GULFSTREAM II GULFSTREAM III

NON HUSH-KIT HUSH-KIT HUSH-KIT
155 i00 250

Case I - Current Situation Stage I Stage II Stage II

Case II - Do Nothing but Promote
Stage fix Stage I Stage II Stage II

Case III- Approve "Quiet-Flying" Below Stage Below Stage Below Stage
I Almost II Almost II Almost

Stage II Stage III Stage III

• Approximately 500 aircraft fleet thru 1987.

• Certifiable "Quiet~Flying" would allow immediate

and significant community noise relief on a fleet-

wide basis.



LOW RPM = LOW NOISE (Continued)

A midpower range series of aircraft of the

sane basic design, but with different power-

plant installation showed the following

changes. In all cases, the rpm reduction was

175 with the greater dBA reductions being for

the higher design power engines.

go 90% power, -ii.0 dBA

oe 84.6% power, -8.4 dBA

oo 88.7%, -6.8 dBA

- For the lower end of the power range:

go 75.2% power, -175 rpm, -5.2 dBA

eo 75.2% power, -375 rpm,.-7.7 dBA.

"QUIET FLYING" BENEFITS

• The public interest is definitely served.

• FAA can immediately accelerate noise alleviation

programs.

• Permits reasonable and practical policies at

noise sensitive airports.

• FAA can combine adequate safety and airworthiness

standards with meaningful noise abatement opera-

tions for qualifying aircraft.

• Manufacturers will fulfill obligations to in-ser-

vice fleets to improve airport/community rela-

tions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Distinguish between general aviation and trans-

port type aircraft.



RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

Design requirements dictate different aircraft

characteristics.

• Establish FAA policies to blend adequate airworthi-

ness standards with effective noise abatement pro-

cedures.

• Establish methodology to certify operational pro-

cedures and include them in approved flight

manual.

• Listen to the aircraft manufacturers - we know

how our aircraft perform.

IN CONCLUSION

• General aviation industry can and has stepped up

to the problems -

WE CAN HELP

• Benefits from new technology are long-term and

will not address current fleet noise situations.

• Operational procedures can result in significant

noise relief -

NO_

,
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AIRPORTS -- THE BALANCE BETWEEN THEIR

BENEFITS TO THE COMMUNITY AND THEIR NOISE IMPACTS

Mr. Chairman, representatives of federal, state and
local governments, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen:

It is a great pleasure and honor to be invited to
speak before one of the most knowledgeable audiences in the
country on the thorny subject of airports and aviation noise.

As Steve Starley's kind introduction indicates, I am
a trial lawyer. I first became involved in aviation noise
policy issues as Associate Director of the White House Domes-
tic Council during the Administration of President Gerald R.
Ford. In 1979, I tried the Santa Moniea Airport case invol-
ving flight and noise restrictions. I am currently involved
in airport disputes at Santa Moniea, Love Field, and West-
chester County Airports.

As a Washington lawyer, I am part of the three
greatest lies you hear from the Nation's Capital --_

-- your federal check is in the mail --

-- we gave at the state level --

-- and, of course, I'm from Washington -- and I'm
her to help.

Washington is an amazing city, made up mostly of
lawyers and consultants. You understand, I know, about lawyers:
when there's only one lawyer in town t there's not nearly enough
legal work to keep him busy. But as soon as a second lawyer
moves in, both have more than they can handle!



Consultants, on the other hand, are quite a different breed:
they're the folks walking down Pennsylvania Avenue wearing
the long gold watch chains with a Phi Beta Kappa key at one
end -- and nothing on the otherl

Lawvers and consultants, of course, have had a lot to do
with how our aviation noise policies have developed over the
years. Come to think of it -- that may be the troublel
Some say that the aviation noise problems of today all began
with the development of the jet engine. I disagree. Although
technology has caused some of the problems, and has provided
substantial solutions as well, both the problem and the
solutions to it are much more complex. The growth of our
aviation industry has tracked the growth of our commerce and
population centers. Airports which were originally located
far from city centers have attracted commercial as well as
residential development. Land developers, wanting to use
every inch of space, have been permitted by local govern-
ment entitles to develop housing, schools, and hospitals
near expanding and busy airports. This combination of
aviation growth and urban growth set the stage for the
intense, local airport-related disputes with which all of
you are familiar. And when airport proprietors, neighbors,
and local governments were unable to resolve their increasing
conflicts, they turned for help to that far-from-perfect
forum -- the courts.

The seminal legal'case which addressed some of these prob-
lems -- and which has laid the foundation for the conflicts

between airports, neighbors and users to this day -- is
Griggs v. Allegheny County, decided by the Supreme Court of

the United States in 1962. In that case, _, an airport
neighbor, sued Allegheny County, the proprletor of the
Pittsburgh Airport, for "taking" his property without paying
him for it. The case illustrates the lethal combination of

poor airport planning, thoughtless flight patterns authorized
by the Civil Aeronautics Administration, and an extreme
intrusion into the life of a family living at the end of a
runway. The facts were that regular and almost continuous
daily flights, often several minutes apart, were made by the
number of airlines directly over Griggs' residence, some
clearing his chimney by only ii feet. The Griggs family
was unable to sleep even with earplugs and sleeping pills;
the windows of their home rattled and plaster fell down from
the walls; their health was affected; they were afraid --
an4 with good cause for, as a member of the Airline Pilots
Association admitted, "If we had engine failure we would
have no course but to plow into your house." And ultimately



Griggs was forced to move. He sued, claiming that Allegheny
County's establishment of the Greater Pittsburgh Airport
together with the Federally-established flight paths "took"
his property and that he was entitled to be paid for it.
The Supreme Court agreed, ruling that because Allegheny
County did not acquire enough land for its airport, it must
pay damages for the land which it was in fact using but

for which it had not paid. Gri_9_s pitted airport proprietors,
concerned about enormous liability for airport noise, and
airport users, seeking to serve the interests of aviation
and community commerce, at each other throats. In my view,
however, the dissent of Justices Black and Frankfurter in

the Griggs case would have gone a long way to alleviating
these problems, then, and for the future. Blse_ and
Frankfurter reasoned as follows: .Since the greater Pitts-

burgh Airport was financed in large part by funds supplied
by the United States to induce localities like Allegheny
County to set up national and international air transpor-'
ration systems, the federal government, not each locality,
should pay the liability bill for establishing that system.
They said:

"The planes that take off and land at the
Greater Pittsburgh Airport wind their
rapid way through space, not for the
peculiar benefit of the citizens of
Allegheny County but as part of a great,
reliable transportation system of immense
advantage to the whole Nation in time of
peace and war. Just as it would be unfair
to require IGriggs] and others who suffer
serious and peculiar injuries by reason
of these transportation flights to bear
an unfair proportion of the burdens of
air commerce, so it would unfair to make
Allegheny County bear expenses wholly
out of proportion to the advantages it
can receive from the national transportation
system."

Nevertheless, Gri99s' imposition of liability on the local
airport proprietor remains the law of the land to this day.
And, as they say, the rest is history. Local proprietors'
liability for constitutional "taking" has recently been
extended by the Supreme Court of California to impose
liability for nuisance damages as well. (Greater Westchester
Homeowners Association v. City of Los Angeles, 160 Cal.
Rptr. 733, 603 P.2d 132S (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1979).)

Without replacing the Griggs liability concept, however, the
Supreme Court in 1973 held that the federal government had
plenary power over aviation noise issues, at least insofar



as restrictions on aviation activities were imposed by
non-proprietors of airports. This ruling, of course, is

found in the landmark aviation noise case of City of Burbank
v. Lockheed Air Terminal, Inc., decided by the Supreme
Court in 1973. (411 U.S. 624) That case involved a Burbank
municipal ordinance which prohibited jet aircraft departures
between ii:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. from the privately owned
and operated Lockheed Air Terminal. Proof at trial showed'

that at least one flight per night -- and only one flight --
would be affected by the curfew. The Supreme Court reviewed
the extensive federal statutes regulating aviation, including
those specifically concerned with noise control. They con-
cluded, by a 5-4 vote, that the federal regulatory scheme
even then was so comprehensive and pervasive that it pre-
empted any state or local regulation in this field. The
Court ruled, for example, that the Noise Control Act of 1972
"reaffirms and reinforces the conclusion that FAA, now in
conjunction with EPA, has full control over aircraft noise,
pre-empting state and local control." (411 U.S. at 633.)

But, in the now-infamous footnote 14 in Burbank, the Supreme
Court noted a statement by the then Secretary of Transpor-
tation that federal law may not affect the authority of
airport proprietors to "deny the use of their airports to
aircraft on the basis of noise considerations so long as
such exclusion is non-discriminatory." Rather than endorsing
this statement, the court concluded that it did not have to
consider "what limits, if any, applied to a municipality as

proprietor."

virtually all of the airport noise litigation since Burbank
in 1973 has, of course, involved restrictions by prioprietors
of airports -- not non-proprietors, in fact, shortly after
the Supreme Court decision, the City of Burbank purchased
the Lockheed Air Terminal, and Burbank is now engaged in

attempts to impose the very restrictions on Burbank Airport
as a proprietor which were unconstitutional before the Air-
port was OWned by the City of Burbank.

Thus, once again, O'Houlihan's first law of Airports strikes:
Everything that can possibly be done by lawyers, judges,
planners, and users to confuse the issue will and has been
done.

Legal disputes after Burbank have relied much more on the
footnote than on the text of the opinion. In fact, the rule
now seems to be that the footnote has swallowed the main
case. Courts throughout the United States, from New York
-- the Concorde cases -- to Kentucky -- the disputes over

the City of Audubon Park's regulations -- to California
-- the Ha_ward, Crotti, Gianturoo and Santa Monica



cases -- all hold that non-proprietors cannot enact curfews,
cannot enact single event restrictions and cannot otherwise
affect the levels of operations at airports in their areas,
But proprietors, solely by virtue of the fact that they are
liable in damages, can impose and enforce curfews, single-
event noise limits, end other restrictions.

This rule leads to virtually impossible situations, both for
the airports and for the users. The local community and the
local airport want the highest level of service and revenues

possible to support the local economy so long as the service
provided is quiet, unobtrusive, limited to a few hours of
the day, and does not subject the airport proprietor to
lawsuits for "taking" and nuisance. According to the 1976
Aviation Noise Policy issued by the federal government,
there _s Federal jurisdiction not only over the navigable
airspace, but also over review of all operational noise
control procedures and restrictions on operations, including
limits on the number of operations per day or per year,
curfews, and prohibitions on operations by particular types
or classes of aircraft. But, the federal government asserts
their right to review these limits only as long as they do
not cross the line and admit federal preemption, in which
case, of course, the federal government rather than the
proprietors would becbme liable in damages to airport
neighbors.

I submit to you that the entity which wants to call the
tune, and actually does call the tune, should be the same
entity that pays the Piper. I believe it is time to admit
that the Emperor really doesn't have any clothes on, that
the web and sheer magnitude of federal regulation of air-
craft noise, and of aircraft operation from the start of
taxi roll to arriving at the hangar after touchdown, are
within the control of the federal government. If the
federal government and the courts would admit this, it would
be easier for all of us: for the federal system, for planners,

for users of airports who try to fly the patchwork quilt of
local regulations in this country today, and even.for local
communities trying to regulate their airport while facing
suits from neighbors on the one hand and from people like me
on the other.

But, as all of you know, we are not there yet. The Emperor's
clothes still exist, transparent as they are, and therefore
we must try to work it out as best we can. And so, at
last, I come to my assignment today_ the benefits, burdens,
and expectations of local airports.



I think all of you know of the benefits. Particularly in an
era of aviation deregulation, with increasingly less air
carrier service to the smaller communities, general aviation
airports provide the link from those communities to passen-
ger and freight service throughout the nation. General
aviation airports are not only for pleasure flying and the
hot-fodders. They serve an important business purpose in
local, state and national economies. They provide passenger
service through commuters and air taxis, as well as private
aircraft. They provide emergency medical services to people
who might otherwise die before reaching a hospital. They
help develop natural resources in remote areas of our

country. They provide a network of support and training for
our national defense as well as our commercial aviation

system. The Air National Guard, the Coast Guard, and the
traffic helicopters all use general aviation airports. If
it sounds like I'm pro-aviation, you bet I am_ But I live
in the flight path of Washington National Airport as well'
and have a first-person understanding of the problems con-
fronted by airport neighbors. AS always, a balance must be
struck between the benefits and the burdens of an airport.
The balance can be struck by good planning, by cooperation,
by a willingness of each side to listen and work with the
other. What, then, do aviation users expect?

Well, of course they expect basic facilities for: Fixedbase
operators who provide service, training, sales, and tie-down
space. They expect good airport planning and this should
include planning for runup areas where the noise will be
least disturbing, with provision for test cells, fenced
areas and even jet-glass. (ADAP Legislation, when it passes,
will again provide money for these purposes.) Good airport
planning also means parallel runways to separate high per-
formance aircraft from low performance aircraft. The
separation, of course, permits the high performance aircraft
to land more quickly, without as much use of flaps to slow
their speed, which increases drag, power, and decibels.

Airport users need and expect good community planning, as
well. Zoning restrictions should be built into any airport
plan. They should be enforced even as land values go up,
and real estate developers lobby city and county agencies to
permit the building of residential communities virtually off
the end of the runway.

But airport users also expect support from the local
community in return for the value which they are adding to
the community. Community vendettas against airports serve
only to harden the position of each side, producing a lot of
smoke, a lot of lawsuits (which is certainly good for my
business, but not for aviation) and very little resolution
of the problems.



Finally, all those involved in airport planning and use need
tO engage in a continuing dialogue in order to preserve
existing airports, reduce exposure to liability suits stem-
ming from noise complaints, and enhance the quality of life
in airport environments.

And, there is something that can be done -- now.

General aviation manufacturers are abcut at the limit of

noise technology. Even the technological imp vements which
can still be made will not substantially reduce the fleet
noise level over the next decade because of the large num-
bers of older planes in the general aviation fleet and the
very modest noise reductions which new technology will permit.
But major reductions in the average daily noise level of
airports across this nation gap be made with safe and approved
noise reduction operational procedures. The National
Business Aircraft Association has pioneered noise abatement
procedures for operations of their fleet aircraft. They are
engaged in a continuing public relations effort with their
pilots. Communities should also take up this public rela-
tions effort and encourage pilots to fly quietly. Moreover,
what is really needed is the adoption nationwide of low
noise operational procedures. The methodology is available.
It can and would affect virtually all aircraft, making sig-
nificant contributions to the average or cumulative noise
levels in the areas surrounding airports. And it can be
done within two years. FAA could, for example, certify
noise abatement techniques for insertion in all airplane
flight manuals or pilot's operating handbooks used in general
aviation aircraft. These procedures could be tested, and
optimized, consistent with safety, to produce the lowest
level of noise practicable. For simple, and quiet, training
aircraft, procedures could be equally simple -- perhaps no
more than a caution to observe recommended flight paths or
minimum altitudes and reduced power settings while in the
airport pattern. For the mare complex, professionally flown
corporate aircraft, detailed control and power schedules may
well be appropriate.

FAA is today is the position to test such a concept for use
at Washington National Airport, an airport it owns. And if
the concept proves out, it could be adopted for all airports
in the National Airport System Plan and for those not in the
plan that have received federal funds. The General Aviation .
Manufacturers estimate that such techniques could reduce
the average 24-hour noise level at most general aviation
airports by five to six decibels within two years. This
contrasts with a less than one decibel reduction in more

than a decade if we rely on improved aviation technology
alone.



In conclusion, we can't eliminate noise, because to do so

would eliminate the vital services which aviation provides
to all our communities. But working together -- planners,
state and local governments, users, and the federal govern-
ment -- we can lower the level, not only of noise, but also
of confrontations over the Nation's airports. In fact, if
you all do your job right, and if the Federal Government
will admit that aviation noise is a national concern which'

must be funded and solved first at the Federal level, you
might just put me out of the business of litigating aviation
noise cases.

Thank you very much.
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AIRPORTS - HOW CAN THEY MINIMIZE THEIR NOISE
IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY?

Historical Prospective

In 1903, after driving 45 days and waiting 19 more for the

delivery of fuel and supplies, the winner of the first transcon-

tinental automobile tour arrived in San Francisco, having traveled

from New York via Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha, Wyoming, Idaho and

Oregon. In December of the same year, the Wright Flyer made its

first successful flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, ushering

in the first shock wave of the airplane boom. Railroad expansion

was coming to an end and the automobile and airplane in a few years

would make their impact on our daily lives.

Keep in mind how we have depended on the automobile during

the past several decades and at the same time think about the

decline in other types of transportation: canals such as the

Chesapeake and Ohio, which George Washington and some of his

colleagues thought would bring prosperity to Georgetown; and the

Erie Canal (known as Clinton's big ditch) which led to the

creation of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. We are not constructing

many new canals and railroad development is rather limited even

though research is continuing in an effort to develop high speed

rail facilities between major cities.

The airplane is here and air travel is on the increase. Is

it possible, as if by the working of natural laws, we can anticipate

the coming decline of the automobile? Is it not time for us to

give more attention to airports than parking garages and streets?

Please do not misunderstand, I am simply trying to emphasize

the point that we live in a world of change and we must take

deliberate actions to plan for change. It is so easy to postpone

planning for our future when we have immediate problems.
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Permit me, if you will, to indulge in a little more history.

As you may guess, I am a history buff.

While the Wright Brothers and others were making improvements

to their planes in the early 1900's, city planners were beginning

to focus on problems created by growth in our major cities of the

day.

The upsurge in population touched off orgies in land develop-

ment and people were platting and selling lots inside as well as

beyond corporate limits. In many instances these lots were next

to railroads. Think about your own community for a miniute. In

all probability, your city has "shotgun" homes on lots 25 feet

wide either on or near railroads - unless they have been removed

in recent years through urban renewal or increased private sector

activity. We should be thankful we had only a few airports in

those days, otherwise we would be buying narrow lots at premium

prices to expand runways.

In 1909, Just five years prior to the first scheduled air-

line service in the United States, the First National Conference

on City Planning and the Problems of Congestion convened in

Washington. While I cannot find any reference in the proceedings

to airports, it is interesting to note that those persons present

discussed migration from rural areas to the cities, congestion in

housing, congestion in streets, inadequate parks and playgrounds,

overhead wires, ugly advertising signs, improper location of

public facilities and so on. I doubt anyone here today attended

that conference; however, I imagine you have attended a conference

in the last several years and heard the same subjects discussed.

City planners began to worry about airports end their locations

Just after World War I and especially during the roaring 20's.

It WaS suggested by some early city planners that airports should

be located away from the city but linked to the city by a special

purpose road. The idea was to keep the airports away from con-



gested areas. Why would the planners make this proposal? Well

remember that we were in the roaring 20's and the architects of

the day were designing skyscrapers with visions of great structures

thrusting heavenward with little thought of the congestion they

created. Traffic engineers came forth with proposals for two level

streets and magazines published drawings of airports supported by

hundred story skyscrapers or by steel towers rising from piers

along major waterfronts. By having the landing fields on top of

buildings, it would not be necessary to acquire more land for

airport expansion since all you had to do was wait for another

skyscraper and then extend' the runways.

Without trying to discuss air transportation since the 1920's

it is suffice to say that air travel has grown extensively, planes

have increased in size and efficiency and we still find ourselves

playing "catch up ball" as we plan our airports to meet future

air travel and air cargo transportation needs. We continue to

have problems associated with development near our airports and

the complaints of airport neighbors about expansion and of course

the noise of aircraft - the topic of today's session.

Comprehensive Community Plannin 9

Airport planning must be recognized and considered as an

integral part of the community's comprehensive planning program.

As we know, comprehensive planning is concerned with orderly and

systematic development of the entire community. It .is definitely

concerned with existing problems, but it has a special focus upon

problems that will he created by future growth; problems that

can be avoided or more easily solved by thinking about and pre-

paring for the future.

Airports, without a doubt, are a significant economic asset

to our communities and also without a doubt they can and do create

problems relating to land development and noise. Therefore, the

location, size and layout of the airport should be coordinated with



major land uses in the area. Unfortunately, however, as airport

planners, we do not often have the opportunity to plan and build

airports in areas where we can avoid problems with noneompatible

land uses and noise. If we could find a place, the developers

would follow and develop nearby properties and then complain about

the noise generated by the airport. Yes, the airport operator

has the good life.

NOISE IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY

Considerable attention has been given to land use planning

adjacent to airports in an effort to develop properties for uses

which will not suffer because of aircraft noise. Planning

Co_issions and local governmental units have adapted building

codes, land use plans and zoning ordinances to specify the types

of development which can be located near.airports. However, as

we all know, pressures by local citizens and persons in the

development business can get ordinances changed.

Since the airport operator, in many cases is not a governmental

unit with a legislative body, it does not have the power to adopt

zoning ordinances and land use plans to protect the airport. What

then can the airport operator do to minimize the airport noise

impacts on the community?

The objective then is to devel0p and implement a Noise

Abatement Program which will involve the generators and recipients

of noise in a combined effort to a11eviate noise problems at

general aviation sirporte.

The Airport Noise Control end Land Use Compatibility (ANCLUC)

study is an effective means by which to detail the methods to

alleviate noise conflicts and the few studies which have been

completed have dons this admirably. It appears, however, that

some studies stop short of outlining the methods to reduce noise

and do not develop effective recommendations for the implementation

of a noise abatement program.



In order to develop and implement a noise abatement program,

the airport operator should make every effort to bring about

cooperation between the aviation community, private interests, the

business community, local governments and nearby airport neighbors.

Each community should be investigated to determine its airport

needs, including the need for the airport and the level and quality

i of service so that noise abatement programs can be tailored and
balanced to specific community desires and needs.

[

The Noise Abatement Pr99ram

The Noise Abatement Program is the direct result of recognizing

that there are or will be conflicts between the operation of an

airport and the land uses near it. But why de these conflicts

occur? It is not solely because aircraft make noise. Does a tree

which falls in the middle of the woods make noise if there is no

one to hear it? It takes two to tango - a noise generator and a

noise recipient.

In the past, urban sprawl has led to encroachment of incom-

patible land uses even in areas where land use controls were

available to public officials to prevent it. The implementation of

a Noise Abatement Program must consider this and be balanced in

order to be effective. It must present actions to reduce, remove,

or prevent source noise as well as reduce, remove or prevent the

percepters of aircraft noise.

Since active participation by local governmental agencies as

well as the airport operator is imperative to a successful Noise

Abatement Program it must have some teeth in it. The teeth that we

would like to discuss includes commitments and incentives built in to the

program to encourage all those with responsibility for noise

generation and noise recipients to aggressively attack those portions

of the program over which they have full or partial control.



For those who are responsible for noise generators, they

can abide by the approach and departure procedures, curfews, etc.

to reduce noise impact. Others responsible for land use controls

should develop, monitor and enforce these controls.

Some of the problems that may occur when attempting to im-

plement a Noise Abatement Program result from poor or total lack

of organization and cooperation of those who are interested or

have the power to aid in the alleviation of noise problems. The

lack of communication is also a problem which must be overcome in

order to mount an effective public relations campaign to reduce

noise impacts.

Committees on Noise

How many times have you groaned when someone said a committee

was going to be formed to study a given problem or prepare a

program to achieve a specific goal by a given date. We have

committees focusing on neighborhood planning, economic development,

school playgrounds, downtown revitalization and so forth. Well,

it is time to groan again because we are going to suggest that the

airport operator create two committees on noise to help develop

and implement a Noise Abatement Program. Please remember that the

airport operator, with some exceptions of course, does Not have

legislative authority; therefore, it is not possible to legislate

a noise abatement program. The airport operator must then work

through means of friendly perauatie_ commitments and incentives

to achieve goals.

Since a Noise Abatement Program normally involves actions

with regard to air traffic and aviation facilities (Airside) as

well as actions relating to land use activities (Landside), it is

recommended that two committees be formed to represent the interest

of the airside and landside aspects of the Program. These committees -

Aviation Committee on noise and Community Committee on noise -

can develop a noise abatement program if good people are appointed

to serve and work for the common good of the community and the

aviation industry.



Committee Roles

The Committees will functlon as a review and advisory body

to the Airport Conunission and/or the Airport operator depending

upon the degree of authority vested in the Airport Commission by

the Airport Owner.

They should be comprised of these individuals with interest

in the Noise Program and/or those who have the authority to at

least initiate actions to implement the program. In effect then,

the Committee members, collectively or individually represent

"Action Teams" through which the program can be effectively

implemented. For example, members on the Landslde Conunittee, should

include those elected or appointed officials whose agencies are

responsible for enactment and eforeement of land use controls.

When new controls are recommended, they will. be responsible for

the initiation of the @overnmental processes to institute these

controls and report to the Committee the progress of the action

st the schedule meetings.

Commitment to the Resolution of N0ise Problems

It doesn't make any difference if you have these committees

and a good Noise Abatement Program unless there is a commitment to

actively attack the tasks required to implement the program and

rssolve noise conflicts. So, for the Program to function effectively,

it is strongly recommended that Official Resolutions and/or Letters

of Agreement be considered and signed between the various groups

and organizations responsible and/or affected by noise or the Noise

Abatement Program. Some examples are:

I. Aviation Committee on Noise - Resolutions of support and

cooperation by the elected officials of the local governing

and planning bodies (City, County, Region, State), the

Airport Commission, flying clubs, pilots and owners'

associations, business and homeowners associations, civic

groups, and air traffic control personnel.



2. Communit_ Committee on Noise - Letters of Agreement and

Support between:

a. Local governing bodies and the Airport Commission;

b. Flying Clubs and the Airport Commission;

c. Pilots and Owner's association and the Airport

Commission;

d. Air Traffic Controllers and the Airport Commission;

e. Homeowners associa£ions, civic groups and business

associations with the local governing bodies; and,

f. Vice versa.

These resolutions and letters of agreement are felt to be

essential in the effective implementation of a Noise Abatement

Program, particularly in the cases involving agreements regarding

cooperation between the Airport Commission and the local governing

bodies since it is from these two areas where the majority of the

responsibilities lie. One must support the other in order to

mount an effective implementation program. They represent written

commitments to actively support the Noise Abatement Program.

Fundin 9 The Noise Abatement Program

implementation of many aspects of a Noise Abatement Program

requires that the Airport Operator and/or Owner supply the appro-

priate percentage of funds needed to be eligible for Federal grants

under the Airport and Airways Development Aid Program. This bill

is not currently .(late 1981) in effect but is being discussed

in Congress. Many actions, which will not be itemized herein, of

a Noise Abatement Program are eligible for Federal funding, but

in order to receive those funds a certain percentage (dependent

on new legislation as well as airport classification) must be

supplied solely from state or local sources or a combination of

both.



Sources of Revenue

State funds can be applied to the funding of a Noise Abate-

ment Program. The amount available varies from state to state

and cannot be relied on to supply all the funds necessary to

qualify for Federal participation. Therefore, it is reasonable

for the airport management, local government agencies, and other

gr0ups, organizations or individuals with interest in the airport

and/or the Noise Abatement Program to anticipate, or at least

consider, contributing financially to the costa of implementing

the Program. Possible sources of these funds are:

i. Airport Administration

a° Landing Fees

b. Fuel flowage fees

c. Rental or lease fees

d. Fee assessment on noisy aircraft

2. Local Governmental Bodies

a. Property tax on aircraft and/or aviation related

private facilities

b. General Fund

c. Municipal Bonds

3. Private Sources with Vested Interest in the Airport or

the Implementation of the Noise Abatement Program

a. Businesses and business organizations which utilize

the airport and recognize the importance and benefits

of air transportation

b. Real estate developers with vested interest in pro-

perties in the near-airport environment

The decision as to which of these sources and others may be

tapped to provide funding is complex and should be based on the

previously mentioned balancing of the airport's and airport user's



needs (and the community benefits accruable to the airport) with

the community's need for the airport as well as its need for

relief from aircraft noise.

Balancing the Needs and Fundin9

The sources of funding of a Noise Abatement Program should be

directly related to needs - need for aviation facilities and air

transportation, and the need for relief from noise impacts. Air-

craft operators need aviation facilities, local businesses and

citizens need air transportation,, and airport neighbors need

relief from noise impact. These needs should identify funding

sources and the level of funding required from those sources.

Take a case where a small community has a small industrial

base which depends heavily on air transportation in its daily

business. The community's economic well being is dependent on the

economic well being of area businesses which rely on sir trans-

portation and could feasibly contribute a large share of the required

funding in order to keep the airport open and available to area

businesses possibly avoiding the potential of a plant closing.

In many cases, use of air transportation by business has provided

increased business and the need to expand and hire more employees,

further benefitting the community.

On the opposite end of the scale is the large community with

an airport that may or may not be used extensively by business

but results in excessive noise impact on the com_lunlty. In this

case it appears that a major portion of the local cost of the

Program should be borne by the airport and the airport users.

However, care must be taken in either case so as not to overburden

the community or the airport and its users.



If the community is asked to contribute a large portion of

the necessary funds t the attitude may develop that the airport is

too expensive to operate at its present level of activity and

restrictions or even airport closure may result. On the other

hand, if airport users are heavily taxed, they may feel _hat the

airport is too expensive to use and remove their operations and

air transportation service. Again, we emphasize, the critical

need for balancing.

It is these two basic factors which must be weighed when

attempting to balance the funding of Noise Abatement Program.

These factors should be investigated with recommendations regarding

proportionate sharing of the local costs in an Airport Noise

Control and Land Use Compatibility Study (ANCLUC). Annual cost

estimates for implementing the plan and prioritizatlon of Program

items will aid in identifying the anneal levels of funding required

from participants. The balancing of the Noise Abatement recommen-

dations with the community should also be accomplished in conjunc-

tion with the ANCLUC Study.

Incentives

It sounds good to say that needs and funding levels should

be balanced so that the Noise Abatement Program can be effectively

implemented, but what happens if all this Occurs and the noise

impacts still exist. We have recommended a Noise Abatement

Program, we have established bodies to implement the Program, we

have discussed funding of the Program, and established committees

from affected parties. So whet else is left to do. Provide

Incentives for active pursuit of implementing the Plan.

Recommending that actions be taken is far more easily

accomplished than the actions themselves and incentives (teeth)

are needed in many cases to implement the Noise Abatement Program.



Incentives may come from several different sources and

specific incentives should be designed to result in specific

actions. Of course, one of the major and most common inducements

is public pressure which directly or indirectly contributes to the

implementation of all aspects of a Noise Abatement Program and

will not be discussed in the following sections. To say that

public pressure is a prime motivating factor is, for the purposes

of this presentation, adequate. However, one of the most powerful

incentives involves the pocket nerve - money.

Incentives for Aviation Interests

There are means by which penalties for non-compliance with

established noise abatement procedures may be assessed. Establish-

ment of these penalties should be directed towards specific

infractions. Activities which may be accomplished by aviation

interest may include:

i. Preferential Runway Use;

2. Noise Abatement Operational Procedures;

3. Construction of Facilities to move aircraft noise away

from nolee-sensitive areas;

4. Implementation of full or partial curfews to eliminate

all or "noisy" aircraft operations, emergencies excepted,

during specific hours, normally at night;

5. Transition by aircraft owners to quieter aircraft.

Items 1 and 2 fall under the category of operational/procedural

actions and the rest may be considered regulated or limiting

actions.

Pos%ible Incentives for Assuring 0peratignal/Procedural Compliance?

i. Establish approach for the preferential runway which is

operationally more, advantageous than approaches to the

remaining runway(s) at the airport_



2. Establish criteria with regard to weather conditions for

the use of the preferential runway such that penalties

may be assessed for non-compliance except in cases of

emergency or safety considerations;

3. If an air traffic control tower is operational at the

airport or this service is provided for the airport from

other airports, establish within the limitations of the

air traffic controllers authority and according to the

specific situation, pilot advisories regarding preferential

runway use. This information may also be provided via

aircraft-to-ground communications of the airport operator

or Fixed Base Operator;

4. Install additional navigational aids to establish Noise

Abatement procedures turns and approach/departure procedures.

Inducements for Adherence to Curfew Restrictions

The incentives to establish curfews are inherent in public

pressure and should be addressed in the ANCLUC study.

Since aircraft operators may at times consider the possibility

of disregarding the imposed curfew restrictions and in fact violate

them, they should be prepared to provide restitution in order to

avoid total disregard of the curfew by numerous airport users. At

airports where the policy of a "Voluntary Curfew" is in effect,

, restitution is not applicable unless it is also voluntary.

Very often the most effective incentive for aircraft operators

to abide by the curfew reguletions is the imposition of landing

fees particularly established for this type of violation. This

may present problems regarding enforcement at low activity airports

that are not operated on a 24-hour basis but then, noise problems

at these airports are normally not significant enough to warrant

a curfew.



At high activity airports, several levels of curfew may be

adopted with specific land fees applied to those aircraft operators

choosing to utilize the facility during the curfew hours. They

are, beginning from strictest curfew to least strict:

i. Absolute curfew - airport closure

2. Banning all "Noisy" aircraft operations - all hours

3. Banning all aircraft operations - specific hours

4. Banning all "noisy" aircraft operations - specific hours

5. Partial ban on "noisy" aircraft operations - all hours

6. Partial ban on "noisy" aircraft operations - specific hours

By the imposition of landing fees assessed on aircraft operators

operating during the curfew hours, the incentive for them to adhere

to the curfew regulations is based on financial considerations which

is, in many cases, the strongest incentive. The assessment should

be determined based on published noise data for specific aircraft.

These publications are FAA Advisory Circulars 36-1B, 36-2A, and

36-3A. Fees should be non-discriminatorily assessed soley on the

relative "noisiness" of the aircraft and/or area of the noise

"footprint" associated with that particular aircraft. In other

words, aircraft emitting equivalent noise levels and impacting

equivalent areas are assessed the same landing fee in similar

situations.

Inducements For Aircraft Owners to Transition to Quieter Aircraft

There currently exists two possible ways for aircraft owners

to obtain quieter aircraft; engine retrofit of the currently owned

aircraft or purchase of different aircraft, both of which represent

significant investments.

However, based on the owner's need for personal air transpor-

tation and rationale for utilizing the airport (which normally lack

of a convenient alternative airport with proper facilities) and the

realization of the need to reduce noise generation, he may of his

own volition acquire a quieter aircraft. But this is not always

the case.



There are, of course, other means by which aircraft owners

may be persuaded to switch to quieter aircraft. One is peer

pressure. Pilots and owners of aircraft based at the airport

should be encouraged to discuss with "noisy" aircraft operators

the possibility of switching to a quieter aircraft. Discussions

of this nature could also take place between the airport management

and local governmental officials as well. This may or may not

result in a commitment from the aircraft owner to quieter operations

now or at a later date but there is no legal means by which such

a transition is assured.

One means by which transition to quieter aircraft may be

induced is to offer incentives to the operators of "quiet" aircraft.

In many cases, the imposition of landing fees for "noisy" air-

craft may first need to be established so that the incentive

(removal of fees) procedure may he initiated. This procedure may

be established so that as time passes and the aircraft owner does

not acquire quieter aircraft, he begins to suffer increased costs

in using the airport. This may be accomplished by establishing

a base year operational level for the aircraft and reducing the

number of operations annually that he is allowed before he is

assessed the landing fee. If the airport currently has a landing

fee, this additional fee would have to be related to noise. In

other words, the aircraft owner would have to pay for the privilege

of generating noise In the area.

The annual levels could he reduced so that after a certain

number of years, the owner would pay the fee for every landing.

The imposition of this type of incentive would necessarily

be nondiscriminatory and applied to all aircraft determined to be

noisy.

J



Inducements for the Encoura_emgnt 'of Governmental Bodies to
Im_lementThe. Noise Abatement Pro@ram

The major responsibilities of landside interests in imple-

menting the Noise Abatement Program rest with the governmental

bodies having the authority to implement and enforce land use

controls. A more general responsibility of these interests lie

in the area of providing for the quality of life and health of

the constituents. Actions which could be the responsibility of

these interests (primarily local governmental bodies) include:

i. Adoption and enforcement of land use controls;

2. Provision of manpower and funding of a noise monitoring

program, all or in part;

3. Provision of funds, all or in part, for the soundproofing

of structures;

4. Airport owners are normally a governmental body which very

often provide funding for general airport improvements

as well as improvements to reduce noise impacts;

Since the major costs for the implementation of a Noise Abate-

ment Program that originate from Inndside sources is expended on

facilities, airport, soundproofing, noise monitoring, etc. then

it is logical to assume that by the adoption and enforcement of

a reasonable land use control program, many of the coats may be

reduced significantly in the future. Remedial actions cost much

more than preventive measures. The cbjectlve of a land use control

plan is to alleviate or eliminate existing land use/noise conflicts

and prevent future conflicts. It may be stated that the alleviation

or elimination of noise conflicts is the "pound of cure" while the

prevention of future conflicts is the "ounce of prevention."

Therefore, communities may expect that short term costs will

exceed long term costs and that the sooner an effective land use

control program is implemented, the lower the long term costs of

the Noise Abatement Program will he.



This possibility should provide the incentive for the local

governmental bodies to enact land use controls as well as provide

funding for mitigating existing land use/noise conflicts.

Inducements to Businesses and Business Association to Support the
Noise Abatement Program

The degree of support from the business sector of the community

would vary between airport locations depending upon the. importance

of efficient air transportation in their economic well-being. In

fact, this should also concern the area residents who do not own

or have interest in a business since their economic well-being

is also dependent on the economic well-being of the businesses.

Businesses who utilize air transportation regularly should

have vital interest in keeping the airport operational with the

minimum of operational restraints as possible as well as keeping

any scheduled air service that may be currently provided.

Given this, the loss of an aviation facility and air service

could increase the operating cost of the business sector and it

would seem reasonable to assume that business would consider con-

tributing funds to the Noise Abatement Program. Some may be

contributing through the payment of landing fees on noisy aircraft

and may feel that no further contributions are necessary,

Notwithstanding, it may be worthwhile to develop a program to

solicit contributions from the business sector.

Establishin 9 a Noise Abatement Trust Fund

We have been discussing the means and sources of funds for

the implementation of a Noise Abatement Program but have not talked

about the administration of the funds or the establishment of

noise abatement priorities.



It is therefore recommended that a fund be set up to receive

these designated funds and that a Board of Trustees be appointed

to administer the fund. For purposes of this discusslon, the fund

will be termed the "Noise Abatement Trust Fund" (NATF).

The appointment of individuals to the Board should be made

so that all local agencies contributing to the fund are repre-

sented.

The Board of Trustees, based on the recommendations and

priority schedules presented in the ANCLUC study, will be respon-

sible for continuing review and setting priorities of actions of

the Noise Abatement Program requiring funding. They will also be

responsible for the programming of approved recommendations of

the Aviation and Community Committees on Noise.

Items which may be considered for funding include:

i. Application of Trust Funds to receive Federal funding

for recommended items of the Noise Abatement Program;

2. Purchase of Noise Monitoring Equipment and funding of

the Monitoring Program;

3. Establishment and operating exp_nses of a noise complaint

office;

4. Printing of noise abatement literature;

5. Funding the soundproofing of near-alrport, noise-impacted

structures; and,

6. Development of Land Use Controls.

summary

The main theme throughout this seminar has been "Balancing

the Needs" between the airport and the community. When considering

a Noise Abatement Program, it is imperative that a close, coopers-

tive working relationship be developed between aviation and the

community. It is felt that the spplicatlon of the concepts presented



when reworked, reduced or expanded to meet the specific situation

under consideration, will provide the basis for the effective

implementation of a Noise Abatement Program while achieving a

balance between airport and community needs as well as balancing

funding of the program between the aviation and community sectors.

The point that active participation of all members of the

Aviation Committee on Noise, the Inter-Community Committee on

Noise, the Airport Co_isslon, and local governmental bodies, is

essential to the success in the effective implementation and

funding of the program. The Airport Commission and airport users

cannot provide for the alleviation of noise conflicts without

the aid of the other agencies and the agencies cannot produce

effective land use controls without the cooperation of the aviation

interests and neither can do much of anything without the funding

required.

Finally, providing incentives to enact the Noise Abatement

Program should result in accomplishing the goal of reducing noise

conflicts and provide funds for the program.
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GENERAL AVIATION
AIRPORTS:

Great Expectations...

INTRODUCTION

• Our Firm

• Our Clients: Communltles, States, Industry

• Our Services: EA's, Noise, Master Plans, System

Plans, Air Service

• Our Experience

G.A. A.C..

Akron, OH LEX

Big Spring, TX BTR

Carlsbad, NM LFT

Tulsa, OK AMA

Pilze CO., KY MLU

BRO

In the consulting business, expectations are everything.

Much of our work revolves around expectation, molding and re-

shaping them to correspond with reality. The communities we



work for expect many things of their airports initially, often

with little understanding of what's really possible or practi-

cal.

No matter how capable we are, how experienced, or how

diligently w• work, if we can't reconcil expectation and reality

we can't succeed -- neither can the airport or the community.

WHAT DOES A CITIZEN EXPECT FROM HIS COMMUNITY AIRPORT?

citizens Exp•ct:(Somewhat Simplistically) And In The Most
General Sense

• Service• (including air service)

• Community Image

• Efficiency in operation and management

• Economic development incentive for business in-

dustry

• Compatibility.

The citizen, however, is unaware of the tremendous

diversity among G.A. airports! This diversity has everything

to do with what can realistically be expected.

G.A. Airports Are Diverse

• Ownership -- Public, Private

• Activity Levels - Second act types (5 to 400

based aircraft)

• Operation - Authority City Department, managers

FBO (BRO)

• Powers - Land use policy, condemnation

• Location - Rural• Urban - residential, industrial,

commercial

• Air Service - Charter to multiple commeders



• Community Relations - political relations, cham-

bers, noise sensitivity (LFT).

This means that realistic expectations musk also be diverse.

What Can Reasonably Be Expected (For A "typical" GA Airport)

• Facilities

• Services

• Fiscal Performance

• Planning

• Compatibility.

Facilities

• Navaids - locate and approach the field

• Airfield - for TO&L safety

• Terminal - for vlsitors/flyers

• Hangars - for adt

• Parking - for auto

• Access - for auto

• Fuel/Maintenance - for adt

• Crash/Fire/Rescue - only a large facilities.

Services (Public)

• Welcome (greeting)

• Information

• Transportation (RAC; courtesy cars)

• Lodging (nearby) data/info

• Restaurants (nearby) data/info

• Waiting Areas (well-@ppoint).

Services (Aviation)

• Fueling/Maintenance

• Pilot Services (weather, FST, flight

• Express Cargo

"!



• Charter

• Flight Training

• Sales.

Fiscal Performance

• Accountability

• Capital Programming

• Grantsmanship

® Self-Sufficiency (but only in the minority of

situations [5% ?].

Planning

• Based on Community Policy

• Coordinated and Cooperative

• Oriented Toward Implementation.

Compatibilit_ (Expect)

• Noise Information Programs (to pilots, to govern-

ment and realtors/lenders [also, economic impact

awareness programs])

• Operational Procedures

m Physical Constraints (fuel type, R W length,

lighting)

• Capital Expenditures

• Coordination and Participation

Compatibility (Don't Expect)

• Noise Exposure Guarantees

l Limits on Operations

a Aircraft-Type Limitations

a Curfews

o Enforcement



Compatibility (TheKeys)

• Mutual Understanding/Education

• Commitment (by both)

• Coordination (mechanisms)

• Cooperation.

Conclusion (in summary)

• Neither can do everythingl

• Everybody can do somethingl

• The message: work together!
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LAND USE PLANNING IN THE VICIN(TY OF THE
RALEIGH-DURHA_ AIRPORT

On July 7, 198f, the Federal Aviation Administration granted Its formal
approval for the construction of a 9,000-foot runway at Raleigh-Durham
Airport (RDU). Thl_ cuimlnated a 15-year effort by the RDUAirport
Authority to devise an acceptable plan for runway expansion. Identlfled
as Plan 523L, it is one of Five alternative plans which were analyzed as
to their effect on the environment. A schematic drawing of Plan 523L is
shown on Figure I. The plan ca]Is for the construction of a 9,000-foot
runway and a 3,800-foot runway parallel to the existing main runway.
The 9,OOO-foot runway would be designed for ultimate extension to 10,000
feet. The 3,SOO-foot runway would be 5,000 feet long ultlmately.

The plannlng staffs of public agencles In the vlcinlty of the airport
feel that a plan for the use of land is needed, for two reasons: 1) to
protect the airport from incompatible land uses; and 2) to m|n|mlze the
effect of aircraft noises on the surrounding area. A p|annlng committee
was establlshed to gather and analyze the physical resources and develop
a plan. 1 Coordination and support for the committee was provided by the
Triangle J Council of Governments.

Thls paper describes the results of the commlttee's work.

The Raleigh-Durham Airport (RDU)2

The Raleigh-Durham Airport ls located about midway between Ralelgh and
Durham, North Carolina (see the Vicinity Map). The Airport encompasses
just over 4,000 acres of land, and |ncludes two major runways. Runway
5/23 lies northeast/southwest, and ls 7,500 feet 1eng. Perpendicular
runway 14/32 lies northwest/southeast, and is 4,500 feet long. Assoclated
taxiways and terminal facilities form other major operational elements.

Although RDUserves 19 counties In central and north central North
Carolina, 95% of all passenger trlps were from Durham, Orange and Wake
Counties In 1974.

1The follow|ng agencies were represented on the planning committee: Wake
County, Durham County, Chatham County, Durham (City), Ralelgh, Cary,
Horrlsvllle, the RDU Airport Authority, the N.C. Department of Natural
Resources and Community Deve]opment and the Trlangle J Council of
Governments.

2Data about RDUwere obtained from Ralei_h-Durha m Airport Long-Range
Development Master Plan 9nd Environmental Assgssment, Technlcal Report,
Appendices to Vol. 1. Raleigh-Durham Airport Authorlty (March, 1980) -
updated to November, 1981 by RDUstaff,



FIG, i. PLAN 523L

SOURC_z Raleigh-Durham Airport Long-Rsnge Development Master Plan and
Environmental Ansessment, Summary Report, Figure 25. (RDU Airport.
Authority, March, 1980).
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RDUoffers scheduled airline passenger and freight service, and includes
mliitary (Air National Guard) and general aviation activities, In 1980,
there were 204,000 aircraft operations (takeoffs and landings). Of
these, 65_ were by general aviation aircraft, 3_ were mllitary aircraft
and 32_ were by aTr carrie[s. Certified and commuter carriers enplaned
886,000 passengers in 1980_, In terms of number of enplaned passengers,
RDU ranks 69th In the nation.

By the year 2000, the number of enplaned passengers Ts projected to
reach 2,100,000. The number of aircraft operations is projected at
301,000,

Regional Settln_

Raleigh, the capitol clty of North Carolina, had a population of 150,000
In 1980. The populatlon of the City of Durham was 101,000. The third
largest city in Region J (the slx-county planning region shown on the
Vicinity Nap} is Chapel HIll, with a populatlon of 32,000. The populatlon
of Region J was 671,000.

Other physical features which affect planning of the airport vicinity
are the two reservoirs being constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and severat major highway proposals (see Map I, Reglonal
Setting}.

Alrport Study Area

The boundaries of the area selected for thls study are shown on Map 2,
Noise Contours. For most of Its length, the boundary follows physical
features such as creeks or roads. In several instances, however, It ls
a cross-country line or a Jurisdictional boundary such as the Durham -
Wake County boundary.

The study area was delineated to Include e|l the land expected to be '
affected by the 55 Ldn noise level. This Is the level at which aircraft
noise becomes distinguishable from background noise.

Map 2 also shows the 65 Ldn noise level, which is considered to be
severe noise which would Interfere with normal resldentIalactivities.

Major Thoroughfares

Primary access to RDU is provided by Interstate Highway 40 and U.S.
Highway 70, as shown on Map 3. These two highways link Durham and
Raleigh.

An outer loop Is proposed to encircle Raleigh. This facility Is In the
preliminary conceptual stage. If completed, It would pass very close to
RDUand improve access from north Raleigh - the primary growth direction
In the Raleigh area,

JIn November, 1981, certified carriers Included Altair, Delta, Eastern,
Piedmont, United and US Air. Commuter carrlers lncluded Airlift, Mid-
South, Wheeler and gunbird,



An outer loop Is also proposed around Cary. Again, It is In the conceptual
stage.

Proposed Sewers

The development of the area between Durham and Raleigh has been retarded
by the lack of sewers. Soils In the area are very poorly sulted for
septic tank filter fleIds. To remedy thls problem, a number of sewer
proposals have been put forth, as shown on Map 4, Proposed Sewers.

Soll Suitability

Soils In the western reaches of the study area are stiff plastic clay.
They have slow permeablIlty, hlgh shrlnk-swe]l potential (shrinkwhen
dry and swell when wet), high erosion and low strength. They are poorly
suited for r_st urban uses - especlal]y for septic tank filter fields
(because of the slow permeability). Genera] soIl suitability is shown
on Map 5, Soil Suitability for Urban Uses.

Existin9 ZoninB

Most of the study area Is zoned for residentlal use, as shown on Map 6,
Existing Zoning. However, a sizeable area has been designated Airport
District by the Wake County Board of Commissioners. Some of the Airport
District was established several years ago, when the RDU Airport Authority
proposed to build two new runways perpendicular to the existing maln
runway. This plan was later abandoned.

Concept Plan

The plan for the future development of the RDU Airport and Vicinity - as
recommended by the planning committee - is shown on Map 7. Some of the
districts Indicated on the plan need no further expIanatlon. However,
the foilowlng discussion Is offered to clarify the intent of some of the
districts=

Noise Impact Area: Thls is the area that wou]d be affected by the
65 Ldn or greater noise level. It Is recommended that no residentlaI
development be al]owed In this area. To minimize confusion, the boundaries
of the Noise ImpactArea were drawn to the nearest physical Feature
which lies outside the 65 Ldn noise ]eve] wherever feasible. In several
instances, however, It was necessary to incorporate a cros_-country or
jurlsdlctlonal boundary.

Floodp]ain: These are lands which will be permanently or temporarily
under water. Structures which would reduce the flood storage capacity
of the floodpIaIn should be exc]uded from this area.

Research Farmin9 Area= Basically, thls area would allow for the
expansion of the Research Triangle Park. In addition, farming and Iow-
density resldentla] development would occur in thls area.



Drainage Divide: This line of dots marks off the watersheds of the
Jordan Reservoir (to the west) and the Falls of the Neuse Reservoir (to
the northeast). Development In these watersheds should be low-density,
to protect the water In the reservoirs from pollution due to storr_vater
runoff.

Highway Protec'tlon Area: This would be an noverlayn district.
Land use a]ong the highways would be in accordance with the district the
highway passes through - but specla] conditions would apply in order to
mlnlmlze traffic hazards, The special condltlons would include minimum
spacing between entrances, increased setbacks and sign limitations.
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RALEIGH-DURHAM AIRPORT AND VICINITY
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TRIANGLE l COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
lOO PARK DRIVE P.O. BOX 12276 RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N.C. 27709 (919) 549_551

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Ralelgh-Durham Airport Authority proposes to construct
new runways at the RDU Airport, and

WHEREAS, the new runways will represent a significant improvement,
at a substantial cost, of a major regional facility. Because of the
large public Investment in the Airport, careful planning is needed for
the surrounding area in order to adequately protect the Airport from
Incompatible land uses, and to minimize the adverse effects of airport-
related noise on the environment, and

WHEREAS, the Triangle J Council of Governments has convened a
planning group made up of representatlves of the governmental Jurisdictions
in the vicinity of RDU, namely the Counties of Wake, Durham and Chatham,
the municipalities of Raleigh, Cary and Horrlsvllle, the ROU Authority=s
staff and the staff of the N. C, Department of Natural Resources and

Community Development for the purpose of drafting such a plan,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Triangle J Council of
Governments accepts the report from the planning group and recommends
the plan to be forwarded to the aforementioned governmental jurisdictions
for their review.

This the 24th day of June, 1981

_gobert B. Heater, Chair
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RALEIGH-DURHAMAIRPORT AND VICINITY

STUDYAREA STATISTICS

Acres Square flIIes

Study area (total area) .......................... 48,300 ... 75.5

Wake County portion ......................... 35_800 ... 56.0

Durham County portion ....................... 11,600 ... 18.0

Chatham County portion ...................... 900 .., 1.5

Area wlth[n 55 Ldn contour (flap 2) ............... 21,850 ... 34.0

Area within 65 Ldn contour (flap 2) ............... 7,500 ... 11.7

; Ownedby RDUAuthority (within 65 Ldn) ...... 2,300 ... 3.6

Area within proposed "Noise Impact District" ..... 10,300 ... 16,0
(Map 7)

Land owned by RDUAuthority ...................... 4,050 ... 6.3
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FLORIDA'S EXPERIENCE WITH STATE _GULATION OF

OFF AIRPORT LAND USE

To give you some idea of the, I won't say complexities,

but the soul searching that goes on with an ANCLUC program,

and having been in it for a few years, I was really startled

the past few days because I didn't realise, until now, that

these programs couldn't be accomplished because in Florida we

have accomplishing ANCLUC programs. I think they have been

fairly successful and productive. It does take a lot of soul

searching and it does take a lot of honest understanding of all

sides of the picture. With that, I would like to go into the

nuts and bolts of what we, at least in Florida, go through in

a process of developing either a FAR Part 150 or an ANCLUC

study.

As we all know, there are federal requirements for noise

abatement and of course, in the State of Florida, we have some

state authority; but under the Airport and Airway Development

Act (Section 18 (a) (4)) which we have used for some years as

our Federal authority to develop, first of all, in the Tall

Structure Program, ordinances to control tall structures through-



out the State and with the advent of ANCLUC studies we have used

this law to comply with the requirements of Section 18 (a) (4),

in that local jurisdictions did everything they could possible

to ensure compatible development around their airports. Under

the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979, specifically

14 CFR 150, I think the Fads have a good program. The law is

good and I think the way that people use the law, interpret it,

and implement it, is the basis for its success. The law in it-

self is not going to do much. But, individuals can, and I think

increasingly are, working through this mechanism to ensure that

compatible land use plans are developed and implemented.

In the State of Florida, we also have the Local Compre-

hensive Planning Act. We've used this, literally, to piggyback

on in that in most states it is difficult to get new legislation

through, particularly in a pure form, so what we've done is to

use this law to say "okay" when we develop a FAR Part 150 plan,

it will serve two purposes. First of all, obviously, to meet

the Federal requirements under FAR Part 150, but it will also

be used as an element in the comprehensive plan and under that

Subseotion there are provisions requiring that communities over

50,000 have a transportation element within their Comprehen-

sive Plan. Actually, what we are doing is piggybacking on an

existing law rather than trying to go through the legislative

process and get a law that would more nearly fit what we are

trying to achieve. We've also, since 1975, had an airport

zoning la_ This deals strictly with tall structures and while

they are, as we all know, of similarity with land use compati-

bility around airports, it is really more than we are going to

deal with in this presentation.

I'd like to say that we now have three (3) approved studies

under the ANCLUC program in the State of Florida. Orlando _nter-

national Ft. Lauderdale-Hollyweod International and Pensacola

Regional airports. I'd like to stop for a moment and say from

the onset that merely developing a plan under FAR Part 150,

while it may be necessary, i@ only the first step. Yo_ need to



implement the plan. Merely having a plan on a shelf by itself

is really not going to do much. You need to implement it and

you need to get community support behind the plan. Several of

these airport plans that are on-going are general aviation air-

ports. Daytona Beach, at the time that we made this slide, was

in a process of applying for funds. As we all know, those fed-

eral funds drisd up, so it's an on again, off again situation.

They are going to do the plan but we don't know when. On the

other hand, we have several airports that are standing in line

waiting to have the studies done. I think the reason that they

are standing in line, and we really haven't brought them on-

board is simply lack of funds. There are no funds available,

as we all know, particularly at the state and Federal level.

In those cases where there is expertise in the city and the

county planning department, they have dealt and relied very

heavily on this expertise to actually write the plans with my

help and guidance. I do this for two reasons. First of all,

I obviously can't have eight or nine studies ongoing and do

them all at the same time. Second of all, if the cities and

counties are involved in an in-house study they are more apt to

implement the study, they have their finger on a pulse of what's

going on, they are closer to the grass roots level, and by having

them actually be a part of the study in all cases so far they

have been very receptive to implementing the study once it is

completed.

I would llke to share with you what we work towards in an

ANCLUC study. Whether we are doing an ANCLUC study or a FAR Part

150 study the basic concepts are really the same. In establishing

committees, and I know we talked about committees this morning,

I think they are essential. Two committees should be formed,

first the policy committee. The makeup of this policy committee

the decision-makers of the community. As we all know, the air-

port proprietor really doesn't have much authority for off air-

port land use. He has nearly as little authority in any opera-

tional criteria as far as airlines go. He has an input; but in

r



the decision-making process you need your elected representatives,

county commissioners, city councilmen, city and county attorneys,

and particularly the city managers and county administrators.

These are the people that actually form this policy eon_nittee.

They not only give us guidance as to what the cities and counties

could live with, but they also, once the plan has been completed,

have been part of the planning process and when it comes time to

implement the study they know exactly what it is and can go to

their colleagues and carry the plan through the adoption process.

This is true whether it be an enabling ordinance, rezoning or

whatever comes out of the study. Likewise, the technical

coordinating committee is comprised of two subcommittees. There

is an operational aspect and a land use aspect. I think it would

be unjust to say that one is more important than the other.

When we start a study of this type, nothing is sacred except the

FAR established instrument procedures for the airport. That is

the only thing that is sacred. Everything else is open to

challenge. It's open to change and whatever is determined to

be best to suit the airport operation to minimize noise impacts.

In this respect we have an operation subcommittee which looks

at the operational aspects of the airport. How can flight tracks

be changed -- both the departure tracks and the arrival tracks?

Mostly arrival tracks that can be changed would be under VFR

conditions because we do stipulate that the IFR procedures remain

intact. The public involvement subcommittee is just as important,

or maybe even more important because these people make up not

only your city and county planning and zoning people, but we also

try from day one to identify and bring into the study, every

adversary group that we know about. The reason we do this is that

it is better to deal with the adversary groups from day one than

it is to try to bring them onboard after certain decisions and

conclusions have been arrived at. We look mainly to the real

estate groups. We also look to the home building association.

We look to groups living around the airport particularly those



groups that have a vested interest in airport noise abatement.

We identify these groups and we bring them enboard from day one.

Believe me, the first few meetings of any such study, to where

everybody gets pointed in a common direction, are really soul

searching. Many times people go off shaking their heads, shaking

their fists, and saying this just absolutely won't work. But,

it will work. It is a matter of communication and a matter of

understanding. Study after study, I have found that bringing

the adversary groups onboard initially is much easier than when

they throw stones from the periphery. It is better to be a part

of the study; to have an input to the study than it is to sit

back and throw stones at a study when you have been a part of

it is much more difficult. While it is much more soul searching

at the beginning of the study to have adversary groups involved

on a long-term basis it is really more productive.

In developing a comprehensive plan we first complete a

noise model. In the State of Florida, because of it being tied

to the comprehensive planning process (which is projected out

to twenty years) we also try to project our plan for twenty years.

The master plan is, of course, also projected to twenty years.

We all know that anything beyond 3 to 5 years is a WAG. But,

what we try to do is use the best data that we have from a master

plan, from airlines or from tower statistics, anything that we've

got to come up with valid raw data in modeling our computer pro-

gram. We developed the noise contours out to 65 Ldn because,

quite frankly, we haven't fallen into the problem apparently that

most states throughout the country have fallen into, in that

anything beyond 65 Ldn people really haven't complained about.

One point in this effort, and this actually happened in my home

town, where during the tourist season they have had an influx of

business jets. We have a radio station there that has a talk show

in the afternoon. It just so happened that one afternoon I was

listening to this talk show and the night before the local news-

paper had a large article about airport noise and how these



business jets were increasing the airpozt noise. A lady called

on the phone, very irate, and said, "I've lived here for over

terrible. It's got to stop." She said, "I've lived here for over

50 years and I just can't stand it." The radio announcer asked

her, "How long has this been bothering yell?" "How long has it

been going on?" She answered "Well, it's been bothering me ever

since I read about it in the newspaper last night." This actually

happened. So, it is a perception. Whether you have an interna-

tional airport where people are living in the 80 dBA or Ldn noise

contours, and we do have some of those in Florida, or whether

you have a general aviation airport where people are living in

the 60 Ldn; if they perceive this noise as a detriment to their

well-being; then they've got a valid issue. How valid and how

rational you can deal with this is really a subject and part of

this study. It is something that through an educational process

normally you are able to deal with and, believe me, the only way

you can deal with it is with honesty. Honesty is the key to the

whole thing because if you are not honest, in a lot of cases, it

will come back to haunt you. You have got to be honest with the

people and tell them the facts rather than what they would like

to hear. This is why at each of the meetings I go to I bring at

least three extra pairs of ballet shoes and I keep moving because

it isn't always the easiest thing to do but in the long run it is

the best,

We also look at the airport operational procedures; the

runup areas, the taxi procedures, preferential runways, arrival

procedures from a VFR standpoint, departure procedures, both

closed traffic in a training situation, or departure procedures,

(VFR), (IFR); we look at all procedures. We try to come up with

a method that will not only minimize the noise hut will be as

efficient as absolutely possible as far as operating procedures.

It has got to be safe, it has got to minimize the noise impact,

and again, this is something that is soul seaching. This is why

you have _he people representing air carriers or representing

.......... .4.



general aviation; the people that operate the airplanes, and the

technical people that can sit down and evaluate what the prcee-

dures are, whet they could be changed to, to minimize this noise

impacts and in most cases even in general aviation airports we

have been able to very graciously bring the FAA in and come up

with informal operating procedures. They have been very good

about working with us in coming up with informal agreements

even in a case of actually changing a departure route and pro-

cedures both at the local FAA level and at the regional level.

By working and coordinating these efforts, we have been able to

achieve reduced noise levels. On the other side of the coin,

we look at the compatible land uses and we find out what are

compatible with the airport and what are not. I won't get

into it at great detail, but those areas that are found to be

incompatible we set up a mechanism in our enabling ordinances

to allow the owners of the property to develop their property.

We give them options to develop. For each option there are

certain restrictive criteria that they must adhere to. We

feel, and the property owners so far have felt that this would

not come into any adverse incondemnation procedures and that

there is enough latitude to develop their property to its

highest and best use. Again, we've done this in a manner to

say that if you want to develop your property in a specific

way then you must adhere to these certain restrictions that are

put on the property. For example, if they want to develop it

residential, they must adhere to the HUD criteria under 24 CFR

51 and they must reduce the noise, they must give disclosure

statements and in some cases they have even been willing to

grant avigation easements. As we all know, navigation easements

normally don't come cheap but we have been able to work with

the people and have very successfully received restrictive

covenants.in the deed to assure that, from an airport standpoint,

they are protected and by putting sound level reduction methods

in the construction of houses and through disclosure statements,

give a measure of protection to the people that would be pur-

l



chasing the houses. We look at both sides of the coin again

and try to protect the entire community, not just one segment

of it. Then, finally, in developing enabling ordinances once

this plan is done we have to have something to implement it and

we have used this ordinance. I won't go into the first part

since it does deal strictly with tall structures, but in the

second part we identified the noise zones and we do this

through a legal description. As we all know, noise zones differ

as do temperature, atmosphere, etc. If you just use the raw data

that is developed on a computer it would be d_fficult to sub-

stantiate it in litigation. What we do is to use a legal descrip-

tion. In cases of undeveloped property we may go down a quarter

section, through developed property we may go down through streets,

even down through lots, to ensure that there is no remnant par-

cels, to ensure that no subdivisions have different restrictions

on zoning. Actually, the legal description approximates the

noise boundaries as close as possible but it does meander. In

most, if not all cases, it is more restrictive than the noise

boundaries but we try to adhere to those predictions as close

as we can.

Let us say for example if you want to develop residential

areas in the 65 Ldn, as long as they are not in an accident

potential area you may do so as long as you put in noise reduc-

tion construction techniques that will give you a sound level

reduction, some oases 25 dB, some oases 30 dB, and some cases

35 dB. We differentiate these by saying that to develop there

needs to be a site specific analysis and during that site specific

analysis we then say, because your house is located closer to the

center line of the runway even though it is in the 65 Ldn area

you will have to take certain specific measures. If it is in

the periphery you will have to take certain other measures. This

is all stipulated in enabling ordinances so it is very definitive

in trying to take all these subjective rationale out of this

decision-making process.



The sound level requirements are also in the ordinance and

we have again, through a committee, based on architects, building

people, and specific materials, have come up with a set of criteria,

for the State of Florida, that will actually reduce the inside

noise level 25, 30, and 35 dB by using these certain type of con-

struction techniques. This again is in the ordinance, and since

a lot of the building inspectors that will have to enforce the

ordinance really are not cognisant of all the acoustical criteria

can look and say, if you use 1/4 inch stripping, if you put in

double pane windows, it will do certain things and if they meet

this criteria thenthats fine. They have, in all practical pur-

poses, adhered to the ordinance and will reduce the inside noise

levels. If an architect comes in and decides that he does not

want to conform to this, then there is a provision in the ordi-

nance for an acoustical consultant to certify that his design

will meet the criteria of the ordinance. This is also fine as

long as we can give some protection to the person that is buying

the house and the fact that he is aware of it. In the disclosure

statement or notification of potential noise impact, we go along

basically with the criterion of P.L. 96-193 but we expand on it.

I don't really feel that just publishing a map in a newspaper

for three times is really going to meet the needs of the general

public even though it might meet the intent of the law. For

example, if somebody wants to buy a house a year from the time

that the last newspaper was published, they may not be knowledg-

able of this, So, what we do is to have the maps that are

published in the newspaper available to the realtors, available

to city and county planning agencies, and because we have a Truth

In Sales law in the State of Florida that the real estate people

particularly come under, we encourage the real estate people to

divulge to the perspective buyer that they are in a noise impacted

area. Now, again, the real estate and community have gone along

with this. They have been receptive to it, though they were not

overjoyed. We initially took the position that we wanted a dis-



closure statement signed by a perspective buyer but that went over

like a lead balloon because they felt that this created a stigma

on the potential property. So through negotiahions we agreed that

given a noise impact map showing where in the noise impact area

their house or potential property was located would suffice.

I'd like to go thru what we did at Pensacola Airport.

Pensacola, for those of you who do not know, is a regional air-

port even though there are a few air carriers operations. It is

basically a general aviation airport. Gulf of Mexico South, the

Naval Air Station at Pensacola which has very heavy military

flying is just at the Southwest of the airport. The airport it-

self is oriented -- runway 16/32 is a 7,000 foot runway, and

7/25 is a 6,000 foot runway for cross wind. In looking at this,

we decided that for departure traffic, we would give them two

options, to climb straight out or if they were going to turn not

to make their first turn until they got over this abandoned air-

field at the navy strip which is about 2 miles out. This area

is mostly commercial with houses in this area, but commercial

strip through here. At a two mile point over this they would

turn out over Eacambia Bay. Departing on runway 16, likewise,

they would come out to the marker and make a turn out over the

water. Departures on runway 25 would be restricted to only light

general aviation aircraft and only on those times that the wind

would prohibit use on any other runway. Departures on runway 7

would be obviously out over the water either to the North or the

South, whichever they desire for a flight track. Basically, what

we came up with for departure procedures, and we did coordinate

this with the FAA and came up with an informal agreement which

changed quite a little bit from what had been ordinarily done

I think, as you will see, it has enhanced it. The projected noise

contours for the airport using runway 16/32 as a primary runway

you can see the 75 Ldn noise contour in red substantially off

the airport. The 70 Ldn contour is depicted in yellow and 65

Ldn is depicted in blue. We are talking now about 4 to 5 miles

7 .......... ................



out to the North so you can see it is substantial. This again

is depicting it as it will be using the traffic allocation 16/32

as the primary runway. As a result of the study we felt that to

minimize noise impacts we would get aircraft out over the water

as fast as possible so we designated runway 7 as a preferential

departure runway. It had already been indicated in the master

plan that that would be extended to a total of 7,000 feet and

would not only aeco_nodate all of your general aviation air-

craft but would certainly accommodate your air carriers, even

your wide body; this was already approved in the master plan.

We capitalized on this and said let's designate this as the pre-

ferential runway and you can see how dramatically it brought

the noise contour in. It did expand it out over this area and,

as a side light to this, what happened when we went through the

whole planning process and as I mentioned earlier, we brought

all of the adversary groups that were known to us in to the

planning process early. What happened when we went to public

hearings with this new concept, all of the people living in this

area needless to say were upset. It just so happened that all

of these houses, $250,000-$300,000 houses in the most affluent

area of the whole eity_ were affected as you can see by the

expansion of the noise contour. It was shelved. It was abso-

lutely shelved. We almost got tarred and feathered at the public

hearing. What we did was to go back into our meetings. We went

back to the community and we held two public information meetings,

400 to 500 people showed each night and each meeting took four

ho1_rs and a lot of grey hair. We later went through the whole

planning process with these people and we were very candid and

very honest with them and we tried the best we could to accurately

answer their questions and address their concerns. As a result

of this, there was some minor changes in proposed land use zoning

that they recommended but basically after two informational

meetings they understood what we are trying to do. We went back

to public hearing and the same people that had run us up out of



the city council chambers came in with a petition with some 283

signatures supporting our planning effort. This happened only

through an educational process and believe me these were people

who were doctors, lawyers, community and civic leaders. We

showed them how by changing this around we would get the air-

planes out over the water and this would reduce the impact on

the communities (reducing the impact on well over 700 residents).

If I recall correctly, these houses were substantially better

insulated and better constructed and for the single event noise

level of 4 to 6 seconds they would be really impacted in that

it was improving the entire eormmunity. By doing this, I'll be

honest they didn't like it but they understood it and they agreed

with it and accepted it. It has become an approved plan. It

is no easy task hut once people understand it, assuming they

are rational, you have a good plan and they will buy it. We

realistically wanted to deal with these people. They had a

problem. The whole city had a preblem with inverse condemna-

tion. As a result of this study, we did go back and agree to

purchase this land, substantial acreage, and decided since it

was so much money for the city, hew can we minimize the impact

and still benefit the community with out just leaving it dor_at.

The city is in the process of negotiating te sell their golf

course and relocating it in this area. This will not only be

compatible with the airport but will also benefit the surrounding

neighborhood. So, through this process we were able to use

the land in this case in the highest and best use and were able

to open up some other property for residential development. Even

if you want to call this transfer of development rights, still

all in all we've been able to use it. The red area (an estab-

lished shopping center) we felt that because of this highway and

as a buffer between airport they would use it as an office park

and, to be pleasing to the community, it would buffer this resi-

dential, it would be acoustically designed so it would meet the

noise cnntinuation standards and still provide benefit to the



community, stay on the tax rolls and all of those things that

really should be done. The areas in here, by necessity, we had

to rezone those as light industry and the city is working now on

trying to get some companies to come in and also be compatible

with the airport. They know the noise is there and would not

interfere with their operation yet be agreeable to the surrounding

community. This area in here, besides being quite a bit of marsh

land, to keep from rezoning it to try and develop or fill in

residential units, you must give disclosure statements and must

attenuate your noise adequately to insure reasonable comfort to

the people that buy the houses and who will live there. In order

to do this we have come up with a plan that has worked and been

approved. An enabling ordinance is going through the public

hearing process and having the public totally supporting it there

has been no dissent across the board. It is very interesting

because about 6 or 7 years ago the word zoning was a nasty six

letter word in this country. People have been thrown out of

office for even mentioning the word but now through understanding,

through some realistic planning, they have been able to accept

it, approve it, and I think it is going to benefit the entire

community, not just the airports.
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I. ABSTRACT

The Transportation Planning Division of the Arizona

Department of Transportation is pursuing an airport land use

compatibility program which emphasizes public education, tech-

nical assistance to airport operators, review of local land use

decisions and coordination of aviation planning projects with

other planning programs. During the last three years, the

Division has attempted to lessen airport noise impacts and to

encourage local governments to consider airport land use com-

patibility in their local airport and land use planning deci-

sions.

The Division's airport land use compatibility work

program is intended to implement the State's goal of trying to

achieve compatibility between Arizona airports and adjacent

land uses. This goal is supported by several objectives_ all

contained in the Arizona State Airport System Plan. In order

to realize these goals and objectives, the Arizona DOT has used

both Federal and State resources to fund Airzona's airport land

use compatibility work program. This paper will document the

completed projects as well as planned elements being considered

by the Arizona DOT.

II. BACKGROUND

Airport noise has become a major issue in airport

planning. In recent years, considerable public attention has

been directed to the problems that airports have experienced

in living with their neighbors, The positive far-reaching

benefits of aviation are sometimes diminished by less favorable

airport noise side effects which may occur as a result of in-

creased aircraft activity in or around existing airport facili-

ties. In addition, public concern over potential noise impacts

has made the selection of new airport sites increasingly diffi-

cult.



In 1969, the U.S. Congress recognized the serious

nature of this problem and established noise standards for the

certification of new aircraft (FAR, Part 36). Numerous

Federal actions to abate airport noise followed. The Federal

Aviation Administration and the U.S. DOT, in 1976, issued a

joint policy statement which encouraged airport sponsors to

develop comprehensive noise control plans for their facilities.

Later, the FAA prepared airport land use compatibility guide-

lines to assist airport sponsors in achieving compatibility

between their airport and its environs. The FAA also recommends

that a State Airport System Plan (SASP) should incorporate

concerns over existing or potential environmental related

problems (noise is currently the most significant}. Even though

the airport sponsor, according to the FAA, has the prime re-

sponsibility to address airport noise problems, the State

should not fail to address airport noise issues in its SASP.

The first Arizona State Airport System Plan, pre-

pared in 1973, expressed a State concern about airport noise

problems. However, the plan only considered airport noise

after the development of the recommended system. By 1977, the

Arizona DOT recognized that this plan had become obsolete. The

State's population and aviation activity changed dramatically,

yeh the Arizona DOT hadn't developed a continuous airport plan-

ning process which could react to these changes. Consequently,

the Arizona DOT sought financial assistance from the Federal

Aviation Administration to prepare an updated State Airport

System Plan. Consistent with earlier State transportation

planning programs, the Arizona DOT proposed to utilize its own

staff to prepare this system plan. This decision helped to

shape the content of the Department's airport land use compati-

bility planning program.

Several other key decisions also helped to support

a State concern over airport noise problems. The Arizona DOT



recognized, in the early stages of it_ airport system planning

program, that the achievement of compatibility between Arizona's

airports and adjacent land uses is a goal that can help te

define the overall direction for the State to pursue in support

of aviation and the environment in which it operates. This

realization represents a very fundamental change in attitude

by a State transportation planning agency.

This change in State aviation planning philosophy

permitted the Arizona DOT to undertake a major effort to imple-

ment a state airport land use compatibility program. Arizona's

commitment to lessening airport noise impacts includes not only

goals and objectives in its State Airport System Plan. Speci-

fic implementation activities were explicitly formulated and

formally incorporated into the State's continuous airport system

planning process. Finally, the Arizona DOT has elect after the

expiration of FAA-airport planning funds, utilized State monies

to fund In-house projects, as well as local airport planning

projects that included airport land use compatibility concerns.

I_I. STATE AIRPORT LAND USE COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM

A. State Airport System Planning Program

The Arizona DOT believes that its State Airport

System Plan is not only intended to provide a plan

for the development of an airport system. The plan

should also identify and recommend ways to mitigate

potential negative impacts. Noise is currently the

most negative airport impact. Excessive noise can

lower the quality of living environments and may

cause people to file lawsuits against airports.

Finally, the development of noise sensitive uses

around an airport may also create problems for the

future expansion of the airport. In effect, the

State's system of airports must be able to satisfy

current and future aviation demand while providing



the maximum amount of freedom from noise impacts for

the people who live, work, or own property near

these airports. The Arizona DOT's goal to achieve

airport land use compatibility not only indicates

the Department's concern over the social impacts

caused by noise, but it also points out the Depart-

ment's concern with protecting its financial invest-

ment in the State system airports. Reductions in

airport capacity or premature closure of an airport

is a waste of a valuable public investment. In

addition, this goal shows that the Department is

also interested in assisting local airport operators

in meeting Federal requirements and in implementing

airport land use compatibility plans.

In order to achieve this goal, the Division,

with the advice and assistance of both technical and

advisory committees, developed the following ob-

jectives.

Assist airport operators in ensuring com-

patible land uses on State and Federal

lands surrounding airport sites.

Support the development of airports at

sites where adjacent land has been reserved

for uses compatible to aviation.

Develop aviation facilities and services

at locations where noise and other environ-

mental impacts are minimal.

Develop aviation dependent industry adja-

cent to airports.

Establish methods to eliminate existing

and prevent future encroachment of incom-

patible land uses adjacent to airports.



These objectives further define the direction

of the Arizona DOT's airport land use compatibility

program. At the same time, the goals and objectives

point out specific issues that the SASP needs to

resolve.

Finally, the SASP proposed alternative policies

which the State could undertake to improve land use

compatibility throughout the airport system. The

proposed policies include the following:

i. Place conditions on State grants in aid to

airports with severs noise problems to

ensure efforts to eliminate the problem.

It will be the responsibility of the grant

applicant to demonstrate the extent of any

noise problem and to suggest methods by

which this noise problem can be eliminated.

2. Place emphasis in the five-year Airport

Development Program on land acquisition

to promote airport-land use compatibility.

3. Investigate and support methods to obtain

airport land use compatibility. Speci-

fically, ADOT will seek and support land

%_se controls necessary for counties, muni-

cipalities and/or airports to achieve

airport-land use compatibility.

4. Provide technical assistance to airport

operators to promote airport-land use

compatibility to the extent that resources

permit. Specifically, ADOT will provide

assistance to airport operators in ensur-

ing land use on State and Federal land

surrounding airport sites.

,i



5. Encourage monitoring of heavily used air-

ports to identify potential noise problems.

6. Encourage adequate clear zones, and the

elimination of obstructions at all Primary

System Airports.

7. Encourage an airport-land use compatibility

element in all Master Plans.

These airport land use compatibility goals,

objectives and policies can be translated into

specific plans and projects. In effect, the Arizona

DOT established a '_ystems analysis" approach to the

airport noise problem. The process which the Arizona

DOT developed for preparing its Airport System Plan

permitted the staff to incorporate land use compati-

bility and airport noise concerns at repeated inter-

vals rather than at the conclusion of the plan. This

analysis took place at the following intervals: I.

state profile; 2. goals and objectives; 3. avia-

tion policies; and 4. alternative evaluation. The

complete Arizona airport system planning process is

shown in Figure I.

The Arizona State Airport System Plan, which

was completed in July 1978, illustrates how a

state can use Federal assistance to establish a new

planning expertise. The Arizona DOT used Federal

dollars to support the rather expensive "start-up

costs" necessary to enable the State to do aviation

system planning as well as airport land use compati-

bility planning.

B. Continuous Airport System Planning Process

In 1978, Arizona completed its Second State

Airport System Plan. As stated earlier, the original
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SASP had become obsolete. This obsolescence was no

doubt hastened by the absence of a continuous plan-

ning process to sustain its currency. At the same

time, the Department failed to implement any of its

airport land use compatibility policies. Upon com-

pletion of the second SASP, planning efforts shifted

to implementation and maintenance of this plan. This

included a major effort devoted to improving air-

port land use compatibility.

The Arizona Continuous Airport System Planning

Process (CASSP) is graphically shown below.

t T
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The Department considered for implementation

numerous projects which included activities in the

following areas:

I. Strengthening municipal and county plan-

ning and zoning powers,

2. Changes in Arizona DOT's programs and

procedures, and

3. Intergovernmental coordination.

Airport land use compatibility projects can be easily

incorporated in the Department's continuous planning

program as part of one of the following program acti-

vities: I. Surveillance; 2. Special Study; 3.

Coordination and Service; and 4. Direct Action.

Special studies, direct action and coordination

and service projects represent implementation mea-

sures, while surveillance projects will help to keep

the SASP current.

- Fiscal Year 1979 -

During the first year of the Arizona CASPP,

Arizona completed several major compatibility pro-

jects. The Department funded a special study to re-

search airport noise which also included alternative

methods for resolving airport noise impacts. The

results of this analysis is summarized in a public

information brochure entitled, Plannin_ and Airport

Noise Impacts. The Arizona DOT wanted to increase

the public awareness of airport noise, as well as to

encourage airport sponsors, local government officials,

and planners to try to prevent or correct airport land

use conflicts. Thus, the Department distributed this

report to all of Arizona's airport managers, planning

! directors, and local governments.



Another special study, which the Arizona DOT

completed, identified potential airport obstructions.

This report also suggested corrective measures to

mitigate these problems.

The Arizona DOT started an airport land use com-

patibility surveillance program which included state

review of local airport master plans. This review

included the evaluation of airport noise analysis,

land use information, obstructions, as well as the

plan's overall consistency with the Arizona SASP's

goals, objectives and policies. The Arizona DOT

reviewed approximately five local airport master

plans, one airport environmental assessment report

and one local zoning case.

The Department also began to consider airport

noise impacts in its review of all Federally assis-

ted programs and projects (OMB Circular NO. A-95-

State Clearinghouse Reviews). This program rep-

resents an expanded coordination activity for the

Arizona DOT.

The last airport land use compatibility pro-

ject, completed in fiscal year 1979, involved the

direct action by the Arizona DOT to adjust the pro-

cess through the Department selected airport pro-

jects for State financial assistance. The Department

incorporated SASP goals, including land use compati-

bility, into the priority programming process.

- Fiscal Year 1980 -

The Arizona DOT continued its airport land use

compatibility program. In fact, the Department de-

voted a major effort to improving airport land use

compatibility. The Department's surveillance



activity increased significantly because of the large

number of new airport master plans and master plan

updates. The Arizona DOT committed more staff time

to the completion of A-95 reviews and to the review

of land development activities near several airports.

In 1980, the Department reviewed about eight lo-

cal airport master plans and several airport environ-

mental assessment reports for consistency with the

Arizona SASP, including airport noise analysis. In

addition, each Departmental review involved more

staff time and more detailed analysis than that per-

formed in the previous year. The Transportation Plan-

ning Division coordinated this review function with

the Aeronautics Division. Final comments completed

by the Aeronautics Division were submitted to each

local airport sponsor. The Department also submitted

comments and suggestions to the City of Phoenix

regarding their alternative plans for Sky Harbor Air-

port (Arizona's largest air carrier airport).

The Arizona DOT also increased the level of its

coordination and service activities. First, the

Department completely revised its procedures for

preparing OMB CRrcular No. A-95 Clearinghouse re-

views. Consequently, the Arizona DOT reviewed all

airport projects, as well as all development projects

within 2 miles of any state system airport. This

review included an analysis of both airport noise

and obstructions. The exact number of A-95 reviews

which the Department submitted formal comments

for 8 projects. These comments were directed at

projects which could be subject to high levels of



airport noise. Secondly, the Department helped in

the preparation of several major development plans.

For example, the Arizona DOT actively participated in

the Kino Redevelopment Area Plan. This area is

located adjacent to the Tucson International Airport.

The Transportation Planning Division analyzed po-

tential noise impacts for a major community reloca-

tion project, as well as for the Marieopa Association

of Governments Regional Airport System Plan.

Finally, the Arizona DOT actively participated in the

Tucson International Airport's Airport Noise Control

Land Use Compatibility study (ANCLUC). The Trans-

portation Planning Division committed staff time to

send a representative to that study's policy steering

committee.

During fiscal year 1980, the Arizona DOT utili-

zed federal funds to support many of these airport

land use compatibility projects. However, the De-

partment currently uses State resources to continue

the work program because the U.S. Congress has not

authorized expenditures from the FAA's Airport De-

velopment Assistance Program. Consequently, the

Arizona DOT has continued to fund its surveillance

and coordinative activities. This includes airport

master plan and environmental assessment report re-

views, A-95 review coordination, and continued re-

presentation on the policy steering committee for

the Tucson ANCLUC.

c. Current Activities

Significantly, the current lack of federal assis-

tance has not prevented the Arizona DOT from con-

tinuing to undertake direct departmental activities

as well as to fund additional local implementation

activities.



First, the Arizona DOT has assisted the Arizona

Department of Economic Planning and Development to

prepare a comprehensive plan for the City of Showlow.

This plan contains an airport element which includes

an analysis of noise impacts.

The Department is currently providing funds for

Cochise County to prepare a County Airport System

Plan. This plan will include the preparation of air-

port noise contours and an analysis of noise impacts.

The Department is also providing funds for the

Southeastern Arizona Governments Association to

provide a regional airport land use compatibility

study for the general aviation airports in 4 coun-

ties. The Arizona DOT is coordinating this study

with the Cochise County airport system study.

The Aeronautics Division is funding a study to

analyze the need for additional airport sites for

general aviation activity in Arizona. It is the

Department's policy to encourage new airports to

locate in areas where adjacent lands will be compat-

_ ible with present and future airport operations.

Consequently, the Transportation Planning Division

will assist the airport site selection committee

in assessing future noise impact areas, and help the

committee to prepare land use compatibility guide-

lines.

Finally, the Arizona DOT is funding a project

which is intended to assist airport operators in

ensurinq compatible land uses on State lands surroun-

ding airport sites. The Arizona DOT will develop

and attempt to implement, with the Arizona State



Land Department, land use guidelines to promote air-

port-land use compatibility.

D. Future Projects

The Arizona DOT plans to evaluate additional

implementation projects when either federal or state

funds become available. The Department recognizes

that other State actions will also help to achieve

airport land use compatibility. The Arizona DOT

is considering the following projects:

i. Amending t_e Arizona Revised Statutes to

define significant levels of noise as an

airport hazard (Ldn 65+) so that political

subdivisions can prepare airport zoning

ordinances for noise as well as obstruc-

tions.

2. Amending the Urban Environment Management

Act (municipal planning enabling legisla-

tion) to include airport noise as an ex-

plicit purpose for municipalities preparing

comprehensive plans and adopting zoning

ordinances.

In addition, the general plan for cities over 50,000

population with a primary system airport should in-

clude a land use compatibility element as part of the

transportation elements.

3. Determine whether counties wish to strengthen

their planning enabling legislation to

achieve same powers that would be provided

to cities by the above mentioned amend-

ments. If response is affirmative, then

ADOT will assist in developing such legis-

lation.



4. Develop and attempt to implement, with the

Bureau of Land Management and the United

States Forest Service, land use guidelines

to promote airport land use oompatibility.

5. Provide technical assistance to local

governments to promote airport, land use

compatibility.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the Arizona DOT's airport

land use compatibility work program. In preparing the second

Arizona State Airport System Plan, the Arizona DOT recognized

that airport noise and land use compatibility conflicts could be

the most significant environmental issue confronting Arizona's

state airport system. Currently, negative airport noise impacts

are concentrated primarily in the State's metropolitan areas;

however, the expected growth in both population and aviation

activity is likely to create more problems unless positive

actions are taken to prevent or lessen adverse noise impacts.

The Arizona DOT responded to this situation first by

identifying a simple goal; trying to achieve compatibility between

Arizona's airports and adjacent land uses. The Department also

supported this goal with objectives and policies which were

action oriented. In other words, the Arizona State Airport

System Plan viewed state aviation planning as a means to deal

with the problems, needs and Opportunities of the statewide

airport system. The most important part of that planning pro-

cess is the Department's commitment to direct implementation

activities. By integrating noise and land use concerns into

the aviation planning process, and coordinating these efforts

with local governments, interest groups, and the public, the

Arizona DOT has established the basis for better decision

making.



Finally, the Department's land use compatibility

work program represents, in the Department's judgement, the

judicious use of federal aviation planning funds. The Arizona

DOT, in preparing its updated SASP, used federal funds to

establish its expertise in the field of airport noise. Federal

funds allowed Arizona DOT to prepare its own system plan and

to fund what could be considered the "start-up" costs for its

land use compatibility program, subsequently, federal funds

also enabled the Department to begin implementation of that

program. The Arizona DOT used federal funds to prepare its

public information brochure. The tremendous response which the

Department received because of this brochure helped to convince

numerous officials of the need for a continued state commitment

to airport land use compatibility planning. Subsequently, the

Arizona DOT began to support this program with state aviation

planning funds. In effect, federal airport development assis-

tance program funds, when used as "seed money" for state airport

noise abatement planning, enabled the Arizona DOT to begin to

make a well-planned comprehensive response to the State's air-

port noise problems.
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WHEN DOES PROTECTIVE ZONING
BECOME A "TAKING"?

It is peculiar characteristic of lawyers that they

have the perhaps dubious ability to see the same issues through

different lenses and thus, differently in virtually the same

glimpse. Issues that seem terribly clear one minue, can be

frustratingly opaque the next. Indeed, to some, lawyers may

seem rather cavalierly to ignore important internal contra-

dictions.

In the most recent "taking" case, for examplel Justice

Brennan wrote just last March that "the determination of a

'taking' is _a question of degree -- and therefore, cannot be

disposed of by general propositions.'" It calls instead, he

wrote, "'as much for the exercise of judgment as for the appli-

cation of logic,' and has been called 'the most haunting juris-

prudential problem in the field of contemporary land use law...

the lawyer's equivalent of the physicist's hunt for the quark.'"

San Diego Gas and Electric Company v. Cit_ of San Diego, I01 S.

Ct. 1287, 1302 (1981) (Brennan dissenting). Yet only 6 pages

later in his dissenting opinion, Justice Brennan suggests that

this area of the law is not only capable of being known and

understood by not only judges and lawyers, but also is capable



of being mastered and used by municipal officials. "After all",

he writes, "a policeman must know the Constitution, then why

not a planner?" Id. at 1308.

With that encouragement about the simplicity of

"taking" concepts or the sanguine confidence in the abilities

of lawyers, planners and others to understand and make sense

of a constantly changing kaleidoscope of frequently inconsis-

tent decisions, let us make the attempt to try to master the

legal "quarks" of airport zoning and taking concepts.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

But first some quick background. Zoning is the pro-

cess by which states and their political subdivisions (such as

cities, counties, and special governmental entities) regulate

the uses of land within their jurisdiction. Zoning also in-

cludes the regulation of specific features of such uses, such

as how tall buildings may be constructed or how far back from

lot lines they must be positioned. "Airport zoning" or "pro-

tective zoning for airports" refers to a sub-category of zoning

regulations which have four basic purposes: first, restricting

heights of buildings, trees and other structures in the vicinity

of airports and runways to assure adequate visibility and ob-

struction-free landing and take-off areas, second, restricting

non-structural uses which would cause atmospheric impurities,

like dust and smoke that might interfere with visibility, and

restricting uses which would cause electronic interference

with aircraft communications. These first two types of re-

strictions have been called "vertical zoning" in recognition of

their focus upon hazards that exist above the ground. The

third and fourth types of airport zoning regulations have been

called "horizontal zoning"; they restrict the uses of land

in the vicinity of airports -- generally to commercial or

industrial uses to minimize the potential loss of life in the

event of an aircraft crash -- the fourth type.



Zoning concepts have been prevalent in this country

since the beginning of this century and reasonable non-arbit-

rary zoning regulations have been widely upheld as valid exer-

cises of the police powers of states and municipalities going

back to the leading case of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty

Company, 272 U.S. 365, 47 S.Ct. 114 (1926), decided by the

Supreme Court in 1926. Under our federal system, the states

became heirs as it were, to the legislative powers of the

British Parliament, the three principal powers of the sovereign:

eminent domain, taxation and the broad powers of police. The

police power includes the power to legislate and enforce re-

gulations over such matters as public safety, health, morality,

peace and quiet and law and order. Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S.

26, 32 (1954).

Our Constitution, which places limits on the exercise

of these powers includes in the Fifth Amendment the provision

that "private property [shall not] be taken for public use,

without just compensation." This prohibition has been made

applicable to the states by the Fourteenth Amendment, although

many states have similar provisions in their own state con-

stitutions. The classic examplet of course, of the exercise

of the eminent domain power is the taking of land for a highway

or a public park or building. When a state or municipality

acquires property under this power in the usual way, by for-

mally acquiring title to the fee interest to it, there is no

question that just compensation is due. And the amount of

such compensation is fixed either by agreement or by a judicial

condemnation proceeding brought for this purpose by the ac-

quiring governmental body. It has long been recognized, how-

ever, that the government may acquire the right to public use

of the property, even without taking title to it, through the

exercise of its police powers, (such as by regulation which

imposes such severe restrictions on private ownership that the

property loses all value for its original owner) or through the



exercise of its proprietary or "enterprise" functions (such as

by owning and operating a municipal water company or an airport).

When such "takings" occur, there is held to arise a cause of

action for "inverse condemnation", that is, a claim brought by

a landowner against the governmental entity for "just compen-

sation" within the context of a typical judicial proceeding.

II. THEORIES AND TESTS USED IN TAKING CASES GENERALLY

Before procedding to discuss "taking" cases in the

airport zoning area, it will be helpful to discuss the theories

and tests which have traditionally been used by courts in

general "taking" cases.

The standard approach in such cases is that there is

no consistent test and "no set formula" to determine where re-

gulation ends and taking begins. Goldblatt v. Town of Hem_-

stea____d,396 U.S. 590, 594 (1962). Whether a regulatory enact-

ment will be held to constitute a taking depends on the facts

and circumstances of the given situation and calls for a care-

ful weighing of whether the enactment "goes too far" or is

"so onerous" as to require, in fairness, compensation.

However, commentators have identified four approaches

or general theories which have been developed and applied over

the years to determine when a taking has occurred. The first

and probably most obvious theory is termed the "physical in-

vasion" approach. It holds that where public agents assume

actual legal control over private property -- for example, by

compelling transfer of title from the former owner to the

government -- a classic case of a taking has occurred. This

theory has also been expanded to cover such cases as where a

complaining party's property has been flooded pursuant to a

state law providing for the construction of flood control

dams. Pumpell_ v. Green Bay Company, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 166

(1871). As the Court explained in that case, it would be a

"very curious and unsatisfactory" result if the government



could totally destroy a property's value by causing it to be

occupied for the public's benefit without making any compensa-

tion. Id. at 177.

However, this theory is not adequate to account for

the majority of taking cases, which deal with governmental

regulation, where there is no "physical invasion" of the pro-

petty.

Thus, a second theory has been developed to assess re-

gulatory "takings", termed' the "nuisance abatement" theory.

This approach would suggest that where private property is

used in a manner that harms the general public, compensation

is not required when the public reacts to protect itself from

the nuisance-like use. This theory has been widely used by

courts to sustain a great variety of regulations, such as for

example, the uncompensated destriction of diseased trees,

animals and crops, and the upholding of fire regulations, food

and drug laws, and occupational safety standards. See Philip

Soper, "The Constitutional Framework of Environmental Law,"

Federal Environmental Law 54 (1974).

However, this theory has become increasingly unsatis-

factory in modern times because it seems to suggest that the

private property owner is somehow "at fault" for allowing the

nuisance and thus should be "punished" by the virtual confis-

cation of his property. To the contrary, much of today's re-

gulation concerns activities that cannot be considered per se

nuisances, since "a nuisance may be merely a right thing in

the wrong place." Villa_e of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company,

272 U.S. 365, 388 (1926).

An example of this theory in operation involved a city

ordinance prohibiting the use of a brick kiln in a residential

neighborhood. Because of the ordinance, the complainant's

brick manufacturing operation was drastically reduced in value,

yet no con_pensation was held to be due because the smoke and



fumes from the operation fit into classic nuisance categories,

even though the residential use grew up after the manufacturing

operation was in place. Hadacheck v. Sebastian, 239 U.S. 394

(1915).

To cope with the seeming unfairness of penalizing an

unfortunate owner of property who later becomes subject to

severe regulation, courts have devised two further approaches,

the "balancing" theory and the "diminuition in value" theory.

Under the balancing theory a court is called upon to balance

the extent of the government's intrusion as measured by the

economic or physical loss to the property owners and the extent

of the public benefit to be derived from the government action.

But this test, while it allows for a certain flexibility,

ultimately comes down to offering no standards at all as to

how the balance should be struck. Furthermore, it does not

seem fair to assess whether compensation should be due to an

individual property owner because of a legislative enactment on

the basis of the extent of public benefit to be derived from it.

Presumably the greater the public benefit the more willing

should be the public to pay for its benefits and the more

likely should be the conclusion that a taking has occurred.

Yet the balancing test as applied would seem to call for the

opposite result; the more beneficial the enactment the less

likely will the government be "penalized" by having to make

compensation.

Because of the needs for flexibility and yet for some

objective criteria, the most frequently followed approach of

courts in these cases has been the "diminuition of value"

theory, which focuses, first, on whether the regulation serves

a valid public purpose or advances a legitimate governmental

interest and, second, on whether, and the extent to which, the

regulation may have destroyed the value of the complainant's

property. The most often cited case using this approach is



Pennsylvania Coal Company v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393 (1922). There,

the Court invalidated a state statute forbidding the mining of

coal in such a way as to cause subsidence of houses and other

structures. Previously, the mining oompany had been able to

mine in the prohibited canner; moreover, the endangered home-

owners had purchased only surface rights and their deed had

specifically reserved to the coal company all rights to remove

the underground coal. The Court focused on the fact that the

state legislation would have made the coal company's property

and contract rights to extract coal virtually totally worth-

less. In an often quoted passage, Justice Holmes declared for

the Court that while "Government hardly could go on if to some

extent values incident to property could not be diminished

without paying for every such change in the general law, when

[the diminuition in value] reaches a certain magnitude, in

most if not in all cases there must be an exercise of eminent

domain and compensation". I__d. at 413.

Under this test courts have found no taking, even

though the diminuitlon in value was quite drastic. In the

leading zoning case decided by the Supreme Court, for example,

Villa@e of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Company, 272 U.S. 365 (1926),

which was four years after Pennsylvania Coal, the Court upheld

a comprehensive zoning ordinance prohibiting industrial uses

of a tract of land which the plaintiffs had purchased and had

specifically planned to use for industrial development, even

though the consequent reduction in the land_s value was 75%.

I__d.at 384. And in another example, Goldblatt v. Town of

Hampstead, 369 U.S. 590 (1962) the Court in 1962 held that a

town ordinance regulating dredging and pit excavating below the

water table was valid and that no compensation was due to sand

and gravel mine operators who contended that the ordinance

in effect would prevent them from continuing their business.

The Court declared that the ordinance merely prevented the

property from being used for purposes which would be injurious



to the health and safety of the community but would not prevent

the owners from using their property for lawful purposes for

which it had suffered no diminuition in value.

III. TAKINGS IN AVIATION CASES

There is another line of cases, however, in whic taking

concepts have been applied, not to the regulation of property

by the government but to the operation of a governmental enter-

prise which results in diminuition -- sometimes severe -- of

property values. These are the 1946 decision of the Supreme

Court in United States v. Caueby, 328 U.S. 256 (1946) and the

Court's decision 16 years later in Gri_gs v. County of Alls_-

hen_, Pennsylvania, 369 U.S. 85, 82 S.Ct. 531 (1962).

In Causby, the Court held that flights of heavy mili-

tary aircraft -- bombers -- owned and operated by the United

States over private lands, which flew so low (down to 83 feet

in elevation) and so frequently and which were so noisy that

private landowners lost sleep, became nervous and frightened,

and could net run their chicken farm because the chickens

would "fly into the walls from fright" resulted in a taking of

an "air easement" in the superadjacent airspace over the pro-

perty. The amount of the taking was set as the amount of the

property's value lost to the landowner by reason of the federal

government's appropriation to itself of the right to use the

airspace for its planes.

The Court distinguished this case from those situa-

tions where flights were made within the navigable airspace

which Congress had placed within the public domain. Here, the

Court said, "if the landowner is to have full enjoyment of the

land, he must have exclusive control of the immediate reaches

of the enveloping atmosphere. Otherwise buildings could not he

erected, trees could not be planted and even fences could not

be run." Idd. at 264. The Court then went on to say that the

"landowner owns at least as much of the space above the ground



as he can occupy or use in connection with the land." Id_._.

As I will discuss later, this kind analysis had led to some

anomalous results in airport zoning cases.

In Gri_s the Court held that where noise from air-

craft taking off from and landing at a county-owned airport

made a home located near ths end of one of the runways, "un-

desirable and unbearable" for residential use, there was a

"taking" of an air easement for which the airport owner would

be required to pay just compensation. The Court anologized

the situation under review to that where the county might be

constructing a bridge for which it would need to purchase

property or easements for the approaches to the bridge. Since

the airport was operated for public benefit and since the

proper and safe operation of the airport required that rights

of way be obtained for flight paths close to the ground for

rake-offs and landings, the Court declared, the government

had to in effect "purchase" the needed rights of way.

IV. AIRPORT ZONING CASES

No airport zoning cases squarely presenting these cru-

cial taking issues have yet reached the Supreme Court.* Thus,

the cases in this area are all from various state courts, which

increases the likelihood of reaching divergent results. And

there have been divergent and sometimes anomalous results. For

the next few minutes, I am going to briefly discuss each of the

four types of airport protective zoning restrictions I mention-

ed earlier to see how they have fared under the takings

theories applied to them.

*In Indiana Toll Road Commission v. Jankovich, certiorari was
granted but later denied as having been improvidently granted.
379 U.S. 487 (1965).



A. Hei@ht Restrictions

The first and probably most pervasive type of zoning

regulation is a limitation of the height of structures and

vegetation designed to assure clear and unobstructed approaches

to runways. Typically, such restrictions prohibit obstructions

extending above a graduated plane below and paralleling the

glide slope for each runway. Thus, the heights of structures

may be severely limited near the end of runways and less re-

stricted as the horizontal distance from the airport increases.

Almost uniformly courts have held such restrictions

to constitute a "taking" under the authority of Causb_ and

Griggs. Even though courts declare that the restrictions are

imposed as zoning regulations under the police power, their

effect is not to restrict certain uses of land for the benefit

of all landowners by collecting, organizing and harmonizing

uses -- as zoning traditionally does -- but rather courts hold

that airport zoning height restrictions limit the uses of pro-

perty for the sole benefit of the airport. This analysis thus

holds that the conversion of such airspaces for the exclusive

use of the airport and its aircraft in effect "takes" a property

right for which the landowner should be paid just compensation.

Courts reason that a privately-owned airport could not be

validly so benefitted through governmental action, then why

should gaovernmentally owned airports be able to lessen pri-

vate property values to their own benefit?

An illustrative case in Indiana Toll Road Commission

v. Jankovich, 244 Ind. 574, 193 N.E.2nd 237 (1963), cert.

dismissed, 379 U.S. 487 (1965), which involved a height re-

striction zoning restriction applicable to lands surrounding

the Gary Municipal Airport. Sult was brought against the toll

road commission for constructing a road which projected 6_ feet

into the prohibited area to an elevation of 25 feet. The

Indiana Supreme Court held that the city zoning ordinance was



invalid as a taking of "ordinarily usable air space", without

the payment of compensation. 193 N.E.2nd at 241. Another

illustration is provided in the case of Sneed v. Riverside

County, 218 Cal, App.2d 205, 32 Cal. Rptr. 318 (1963), where

a height restriction was applied to a farm used for the breed-

inq of horses. Various structures on the farm exceeded the

heights permitted by the ordinance, which ranged from a low of

4 feet nearest the airport to 75 feet at the most distant lo-

cation. The plaintiff contended successfully that the ordin-

ance took an air easement over 60 acres of his property, re-

ducing its value from $550,000 to $225,000.

While the more recent ease of Village of Willoughby

Hills v. Corri@an, 29 Ohio St.2d 39, 278 N,E.2d 658 (1972)

appears at first glance to come down the other way, the cases

are logically consistent. In Willoughby Hills, the Ohio Supreme

Court held that owners of property in the Airport Hazard area,

which was subject to a height limitation of 70 feet, did not

suffer a taking since the normal zoning ordinance otherwise

applicable to the property would have limited structure heights

to 35 feet in any case. Thus, the court held there was no

"damage" for which just compensation would be due and, in any

event, the plaintiffs had no air rights above 35 feet to be

taken.

More recently the Supreme Court of Minnesota found a

"taking" where it was shown that severe use and height re-

strictions operated to the exclusive benefit of the airport

and dramatically lowered the complaining party's land.

MeShane v. City of Faribault, 292 N.W.2d 253 (1980).

Among the cases that go the other way are two Florida

cases: Harrell's Candy Kitchen_ Inc. v. Sarasota-Manatee Air-

port Au_%ority, IIi So.2d 439 (Fla. Sup.Ct., 1959) and Waring

v. Peterscn, 137 So.2d 268 (Fla. Dist. Ct., App. 1962).

Harrell's Cand Z Kitchen involved a suit brought by an airport



owner to enjoin the construction of an ornamental roof to be

used for advertising purposes as a superstructure on top of an

already existing building located near the airport. The super-

structure would have projected into the prohibited area by 13

feet. The court held that while the superstructure would have

been "beneficial" to the use of building, it was not "essential"

to it. The Court employed a sort of balancing test analysis

in finding the ordinance valid.

In Warin@, the Court upheld a general airport zoning

ordinance which included a 30 foot height restriction in air-

craft approach zones. The court based its holding on Harrell's

Cand_ Kitchen and the point that the attack on the zoning

ordinance was general and not directed to specific provisions

as applied to specific parcels of property.

With respect to the second type of zoning regulations

-- vertical restrictions to eliminate non-structural hazards

to aircraft safety -- there is very little doubt that no sub-

stantial impediments stand in the way of such restrictions.

Assuming the restrictions are directed to a legitimate gev-

ermental interest, in this case safety of air travelers and

residents, and assuming that the regulation msploys valid means

of furthering that interest; restrictions on uses which would

cause smoke, dust, electronic emissions or other hazards to

aircraft_ such regulations would be well within the ambit of

the police power as defined by Village of Euclid v. Ambler

Realty Company and its progeny and as delineated by the taking

oases using the nuisance abatement approach.

The only limitation in this area would seem to be the

traditional one stemming from Pennsylvania Coal, that the

diminuitlon of value of the regulated property owner not be so

great as to virtually destroy all reasonable use of the land.

With regard to horizontal zoning restrictions, such as

the third type of zoning regulations, which call for regulating



uses of land so as to promote compatible uses near airports

and forestall inverse condemnation suits, the cases have

reached mixed results. Two California decisions have held

that the re-zoning of land in areas affected by an airport,

either to prevent or to reduce residential development, are

valid exercises of the police power and do not constitute

takings. Smith v. County of Santa Barbara, 243 Cal. App.2d

126, 52 Cal. Rptr. 292 (1966); Morse v. County of San Luis

Obispo, 247 Cal. App.2d 600, 55 Cal. Rptr. 710 (1967). On the

other hand, zoning ordinances are subject to other constitu-

tional requirements, such as the due process and equal pro-

tection guarantees, which are to assure that legislative

enactments do not treat specific situations in an arbitrary

or unreasonable manner. The cases which have held use re-

strictions for noise compatibility invalid are cases in which

these other constitutional standards were also involed, thus

making strict analysis under "taking" concepts above impossible.

For example, a Kentucky case held that a zoning ordinance

which permitted apartment houses and hospitals, but not motels,

in an airport-affected area was arbitrary and unreasonable on

that basis. Banks v. Fa_ette Count_ Board of Airport Zoninq

Appeals, 313 S.W.2d 416 (Ky. App. 1958). Or where zoning

ordinances were designed to bar certain kinds of development,

or any development, near airports so that the governmental

entity could later condemn or acquire the property more cheaply

for airport uses, such zoning regulations have been struck

down. Kissin_er v. Los Angeles, 161 Cal. App.2d, 454, 327

P.2d I0 (1958)! Peacock v. County of Sacramento, 271 Cal. App.

2d 845, 77 Cal. Rptr. 391 (1969). I would argue that the re-

sult would be the same under any test or involving any kind of

restriction. If the government acts to achieve an improper

purpose, the enactment can be declared invalid.

While the rationale for such restrictions -- to make

near-airport uses more compatible and thus, to lessen the



potential for noise related damage suits -- suggests that an

enterprise theory may someday emerge as a limitation in this

area (since the restrictions would seem to have as their main

purpose directly benefitting the airport rather than the

public generally), I do not believe this is likely. For one

reason, use restrictions lie at the heart of zoning and close-

ly fulfill the role traditionally played by zoning to harmonize

divergent and sometimes conflicting uses by grouping compatible

uses together. For a second reason, since use restrictions

fill a clearly valid role, the fact that such restrictions

secondarily confer a benefit on the airport, which may or may

not be owned and operated by the zoning authority, is only

incidental to this valid underlying purpose, and should not

furnish the means to invalidate the primary purpose.

A similar series of generally validating results have

occurred in the fourth category of airport zoning regulations,

involving use restrictions for safety purposes; these typically

are restrictions to prevent congestions or aggregations of

people in areas exposed to hazards for aircraft crashes. AS

with noise compatibility zoning such regulation came well with-

in the ambit of the police power, as long as they are reason-

able and not arbitrary.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it would be nice to say that the dis-

tinctions developed earlier are being carefully observed by

the courts. But this is not so. The law is a dynamic body

of concepts and this area of the law is particularly subject

to change in the years ahead.

The first reason for this is financial. It is a

truism these days that governmental entities are having great

difficulty fulfilling their normal responsibilities, without

incurring the added financial burden of paying "Just compen-

sation" for all sorts of regulatory enactments that courts



may later hold have "gone too far." Secondly, and closely

related is the fact that with inflation in property values, the

cost of "just compensation" may be staggering and far beyond

the ordinary ability of relatively modest governmental units

like cities and counties to handle. The recent case of A_ins

v. City of Tiburom, 447 U.S. 255, i00 S.Ct. 2138 (1980), in-

volving an inverse condemnation claim with respect to 5 acres

of ridgelands with "magnificient views of San Francisco Bay

and the scenic surrounding areas |and having] the highest

market values of all lands" in Tiburon, furnishes a good ex-

ample of this problem, as does the more recent case of San

Diego Gas & Electric Company v. City of San Die_o, 101 S.Ct.

1287 (1981), where an inverse condemnation award for $3 million

involving 214 acres had been granted in the court below. In-

deed, in both cases the municipalities, after zoning these

lands for open space uses, had begun and then terminated

eminent domain procedures which would have led to the outright

acquisition of the lands in question.

The other reasons why change in the area is to be ex-

pected are that there appears to be a perception taking hold

in recent A_ins and San Diego Gas & Electric cases that govern-

ments have gone too far and perhaps are being too cavalier

about enacting land use regulations, especially when they impose

burdens on property owners in their actual use of property or

their expectation of profit from property, that seem unfair.

One suggested solution to these problems is that there

might be a middle ground between police power regulations on

one hand (where no compensation is paid] and "takings" on the

other hand (where the governmental authority can be faced with

a potentially overwhelming award against it}. Justice Hrennan

argued in his dissenting opinion in San Diego Gas & Electric

that if a regulatory enactment goes too far and thereby becomes

a "taking", the governmental body ought to have the opportunity

of rescinding the enactment, but should pay compensation to



injured property owners for the loss of full use of their pro-

perty during the interim.

In addition to the uncertainties surrounding taking

concepts for the future, it seems likely that protective zoning

will not play a very large role in protecting airports from

noise complaints in the future for the principal reason that

comprehensive zoning schemes cannot overnight "re-plan" and

"re-develop" areas ance they have become developed. Noncon-

forming uses cannot be immediately terminated merely by impos-

ing zoning use restrictions. Since many, if not most, airports

are in areas with some significant degree of development al-

ready in place, airport zoning will be at best a partial

remedy. However, for new airports comprehensive airport zoning

would have substantial benefits. Even for older airports,

zoning used in combinatlen with air easements and noise exposure

maps called for under the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement

Act of 1979 will have an important role to play in improving

the circumstances of compatible co-exlstence between our

nation's airports and the citizens who fly and otherwise bene-

fit from them.
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ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES TO ZONING FOR AIRPORT PROTECTION?

BACKGROUND

Purpose and Scope of Presentation

Review of ways and means to protect airports from adverse
impacts that may result from incompatible land use devel-
opment within the airport environs.

Focus on nonzoning methods used by local and state gov-
erra_ents relative to general aviation airport facilities.

Key Definitions

General Aviation (GA) includes all civil aviation activity
except that of certificated route air carriers and air
commuter operations.

Airport Environs is that geographic area most directly
influenced by the presence and operation of a particular
airport.

General Aviation Activity Trends

Growing in numbers, intensity, and sophistication.

Moderated somewhat by current air traffic control restric-
tions and escalating aviation fuel costs.

New interest and emphasis on aircraft noise annoyance
problems in addition to overall noise exposure.



Forms of General Aviation Activit_

T?pe of aircraft

• corporate jets • business/pleasure • training • special

GA airport £acilities:

• by type (all GA; high GA, low AC; low GA, high AC; other)

• by location (urban; suburban: rural; remote)

• by status (existing-stable: existing-expansion; new)

Compatible Use Planning Process

- Undertake process on premise that litigation may ensue in
future,

- Six basic steps in process:

• Determine nature and extent of present situation

• Determine nature and extent of projected conditions

• Determine on-airport measures that can be taken to
improve noise impacts

• Define residual problem--present and future

• Determine off-airport land use measures that can be
taken to deal with residual prsblem

• Develop and agree upon coordinated plan of improvement,
including implementation program

Forms of Airport-orlented Zonin_

Standard height control restrictions re FAA's Part 77

Combination height and noise overlay zones (_resno)

Special airport planned unit development (Kansas City)

State imposed airport impact zoning previsisns (Maryland,

I California, Hawaii, Florida)



Types of NonzZonin@ Alternatives

P[opert[ acquisition:

• fee simple • development rights • avigation easement•

• purchase assuranoe

- Development controls:

• oo_2nunity plan requirements • subdivision regulations

• building codes • capital improvements programs

• urban growth management procedures

- O_her techniques

• fair disclosure property transfer requirements

• tax incentives

• noise monitoring systems

• noise abatement staffs

• noise abatement committees



PROPERTY ACQUISITION

Outright Acquisition in Fee Simple

Typically used in areas permanently subjected to air-
craft noise exposure of 75 LDN or greater

Attitude surveys useful in determining possible exceptions
to this "rule" (along with public involvement)

Examples: Sea-Tac; Lambert-St. Louis; Los Angeles

-' Landbanking application also possible (Atlanta)

Acquisition of Development Rights

All rights to property uses that are or would be
incompatible with aircraft operations obtained by
airport sponsor

If rights to be-acquired represent more than about 60%
of estimated property value, then fee simple approach
should be used

Property remains on local tax rolls and may be utilized
for airport-compatible uses

Miramar Naval Air Station in California best example to
date--grew out of initial AICUZ program

Suffolk County, New York, protecting agricultural lands
in Same way

Avi_ation Easements

Purchased by airport sponsor via negotiation or
condemnation (sometimes in response to court order)

Mandatory dedication to sponsor at time of subdivision
approval

Acquired in return for appropriate sound attenuation

Acquired as a result of litigation (actual or threatened)

Fulfills compliance with California noise standards

Examples: Sea-Tac; Fresno; Tampa



Purchase Assurance

Typically used in areas where noise exposure is currently
greater than 75 LDN but expected to be in 70-75 LDN at
some point is the future

- Also used where decision has been made to retain rather

than clear residential neighborhood (for tax purposes,
community stability, school attendance support, etc.)

- Airport sponsor acquires property at fair market value,
sound insulates to extent possible, and resells with
avigation easement

- Net cost to sponsor (if any) approximates cost of avigation
easement

- Revolving fund approach

Represents useful way to eliminate vocal opponents of air-
pert in many instances

Examples: Saa-Tac (originator of idea); St. Louis



DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS

community Plan Requirements

A number of states legislatively require local juris-
dictions to prepare and adopt general community plans
in the form of an official ordinance. Land use elements

of such comprehensive plans can and should reflect air-
port compatibility provisions

Noise elements (if required) of these general plan
i ordinances can likewise reflect airport-oriented

recommendations

- Specific plan requirements for airports and their
environs are mandated by some states, such as California
and Florida

- Whether in ordinance or advisory form, an accepted
general or specific plan provides an indication of
community intent relative to airport compatible land
use. As such, it may have a bearing on the outcome
of future litigation efforts.

Subdivision Regulations

Land development controls and improvement requirements
of importance to airport compatibility are often included
in subdivision review and approval regulations

Noise insulation requirements for new residential
development and fair disclosure of anticipated noise
exposure levels have been incorporated in such regu-
lations (Fairfax County, Virginia)

Dedication of avigation easements prior to property
sale and development may also be required (Fresno,
California)

Building and Housin@ Codes

- Sound attenuation requirements designed to comply with
prescribed noise level standards may be included in
building codes governing new construction

Similarly, interior noise level requirements may be
built into housing occupancy codes

Communities in California, for example, must comply with
general as well as aircraft noise standards



Capital _mprovement Proqrams

Many states require local jurisdictions to prepare and
adopt capital improvement programs. These programs often
include noise-sensitive public facilities such as schools,
hospitals, and places of general assembly

Both the location and timing of such nolse-sensitive
capital improvements can be governed by this type of
program

Georgia planning enabling legislation good example.

Utility Extension Programs

The location and timing of key utility extensions--
particularly water and sewer facilities--may be set
forth as part of an official program of action
(Section 208 Wastewater Facilities Plan is one example).
Such a program can and should reflect airport protection
concerns vis-a-vis the encouragement of incompatible
land use patterns (cite Sacramento example)

- Utility extension provisions may also be developed and
adopted in ordinance form (Gainesville, Georgia)

Urban Growth Mana@emsnt Techniques

- Residential and other forms of development may be
directed as to timing, location, and intensity by means
of growth management techniques such as the Ramapo,
New York, "point accumulation" process and the Petaluma,
California, annual housing unit limitation approach
(both of which have bean sustained in court tests)

Lexington, Kentucky, is good example relative to airport
protection. Bluegrass Field still surrounded by agricul-
tural uses due to application of urban services boundary
provisions



OTHER TECHNIQUES

Fair Disclosure (Truth-in-Sales) Requirements

May be included as part of subdivision approval process,

in the form of a specific local ordinance, or as part of
statewide general legislation

Real estate interests often oppose such an approach

- Representative examples include Fairfax County, Virginia;
St. Mary's County, Maryland; State of California; and the

• City of Pacific Grove, California

Tax Incentives

- Preservation of lands currently used for agricultural i
purposes (and thus compatible with aircraft operations)
may be accomplished in some states via tax concessions
to the property owner

Sacramento County application of California Land Conser-
vation Act of 1965 (Williamson Act) to aid in protecting
Sacramento Metro Airport from urban encroachment is
prime example

A-95 Review Process

Regional planning agencies are required to review federally
funded development projects via the Office of Management
and Budgets' (OMB) A-95 process

If not in accordance with regional/federal plans or
guidelines, a project that involves noise-sensitive uses
could receive a negative review and thus probably would
not b_ approved by the federal funding agency

Tampa residential development in high noise exposure
zone turned down by HUD is good example

Noise Monitoring Systems

- Installation of noise monitoring system by airport
sponsor useful as a management tool in determining noise
impacts and effects of noise abatement procedures

- Many examples, including San Francisco, Honolulu,
San Jose, etc.



Noise Abatement Staffs

Addition of noise abatement officers and/or other
specialists to the airport staff can he useful in dealing
with aircraft noise impacts

Educational process involved (both ways) which may result
in greater land use compatibility

- Airport staff more apt to be aware of potential land use
conflicts in advance of problem; airport neighbors, pilots,
and others better informed about operating procedures and

• needs of the facility

- Torrance, California, good general aviation airport
example

Noise Abatement Committees

Special committees comprised of technical, political,
and citizen interests can be helpful in the study and
resolution of both existing and potential aircraft noise
impact problems

Minneapolis-St. Paul and Boston Logan Airport groups are
representative examples



CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_tMENDATIONS

i. FACTUAL UNDERSTANDING OF SITUATION

What is real problem?

Who should be involved in planning process?

Proper organization of process takes time

2. • FREE, HONEST, AND OBJECTIVE APPROACH

- Compromise an absolute requirement in most cases

Public relations techniques may be useful in short
run but will not solve basic problems

- Two-way education usually breeds more reasonable
positions by all parties of interest

3. CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION

- No two situations identical, therefore each plan/
program/"solution" needs to be customized--for
both large and small airports

- Laws and customs of state and locale must be
understood

- Process of setting up a "dialogue of reason" may
take a lot of time, but is worth the effort

- What works some place else may or may not be
applicable

4. FOCUS ON IMPLEMENTATION

Noise plan/program implementation responsibilities
must be worked out and agreed upon

Details must be completed even if everyone wants
to get the project over as soon as possible



Fund sources and uses, staging of actions, and
legislative needs (state and local) must be clearly
settled

- Periodic review and updating of program also must
be built into implementation process

5. ASSUME LITIGATION MAY ENSUE IN FUTURE

- Logic and comprehensive approach in development of
plan and program should be clear if litigation
Occurs

- Thought process should begin with the assumption of
a future need for a defensible position in the event
of litigation and work backward to present

- Typically required where controversy exists now
or may in future (most GA airport situations would
not be'applicable)

6. GA AIRPORT LAND USE CONTROL SUGGESTIONS

Acquire land in fee simple prior to development

Acquire avigation easements at time of subdivision
approval, plus truth-in-sales provisions

Make sure airport always considered as part of
comprehensive planning process
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A CASE STUDY OF RICHARD LLOYD JONES, JR. AIRPORT

This is a case study of Richard Lloyd Jones, Jr. Air-

port (formerly Riverside Airport} in Tulsa, Oklahoma, reviewing

the airport noise control and land use compatibility (ANCLUC)

program. In order to fully understand this ANCLUC study, I

believe a little history is appropriate at this time and pos-

sibly a familiarization of the airport.

In 1972, a team was put together of a Breisch Engineer-

ing Engineer, a Murray Jones Murray Architect, and R. Dixon

Speas economic consultants. Along with airport staff and very

little outside help to accomplish a master plan study. This

was based on a planning grant program for master plan develop-

ment for a 20-year period. _n order to understand the elements

of the master plan, a brief inventory will show that we have 3

runways (Runway 18R/36L, which is i00 feet wide and 4,000 feet

long; Runway 18L/36R, which is I00 feet wide and 3,000 feet

long; and Runway 12/30, which is 50 feed wide and 2,800 feet

long). This airport is located on 700 acres of land, has 6

major FBO hangars, 8 commercial "T"-hangars, and 50 private "T"-

hangars. We have 10 major taxiways paved parking area for I00

aircraft on 3 major aprons, and we had 297 single- and light-

twin-englne general aviation aircraft based on the airport. The



airport was the 33rd busiest airport by operations in the United

States; and in 1972, we had 228,000 operations with 154 instru-

ment approaches. We forecast a demand of 474 aircraft in 1995,

including 13 jets. The forecast for operations was 287,000

operations by 1980 and 322,000 operations by 1995. We conducted

a brief system analysis to find the relationships between Tulsa

International Airport, which is our primary air carrier airport,

and RVS to find the effect of the 2 airports with regard to

airspace, air traffic control (including instrument flights

and visual flights), and the effect of any loss of private air-

ports of which there are 15 in the Tulsa area. It should be

noted here that at the beginning of the study there were only 2

instrument landing systems in existence in Northeast Oklahoma.

Both of these existed on one runway st Tulsa International Air-

port. The indepth airport analysis revolved primarily around

the wind rose, existing terrain, and property owned by the air-

port. Approach slope clearance and capacity requirements. We

additionally looked at operational expansion alternatives which

include runway expansion on all 3 runways, taxiwsy improvement,

hangar development, terminal development, and apron develop-

ment of some 3 to 4 acres. It was finally determined, based

on facility requirements, that Runway 18R/36L should be 5,900

feet long and 150 feet wide with an ILS approach on the south

end; Runway 18L/36R should be 4,000 feet long and 100 feet

wide; and Runway 12/30 should be 3,200 feet long and 75 feet

wide. There would be a terminal addition containing some 14,000

square feet, new apron containing approximately 4 acres would

be developed, and maximum hangar development would be 284

hangars along with 215 additional auto parking spaces. There

would be land acquisition to purchase 34 homes with 115 acres

and home value of from $30,000 to $65,000 each, with homes

containing approximately 112 people.

As you man see from this review, we were pretty well

moving with airport development in the way we felt necessary;

i
l



and we felt there would be very little opposition. We were

spending a lot of time on terminal area development, a little

time on approach and departure surfaces, and we were looking

at some zoning and land-use plans. However, our primary idea

was the airport comes first; and the community will definitely

go along with us. The reason we felt this was the case at the

time was the fact we had had little opposition to our master

plan development at Tulsa International: and the community was,

in fact, totally supportive of airports as the airport system

is a major employer in Tulsa. The land use plan would include

aviation commercial and noncommercial areas, aviation indust-

rial, airport industrial, and some open space. The airport

environs were reviewed by aircraft sound description system

contours to help provide information for the composite noise

rating contours which were ultimately presented and their

change with the additions which the airport envisioned. This

would ultimately determine the best airport environ land use,

the terminal area plan, and the airport access plan. From this,

we could develop schedules for implementation, along with cost

estimates, economic feasibility, and financing of the $21

million improvements which were envisioned.

This, of course, evolved into an environmental impact

assessment (EIA) which stated that the eurrentimpact of the air-

port on the environment was "no effect on _atural resources",

social and community development was good, and obviously the

airport was socially acceptable. This phased development

could occur in 3 basic staging plans which had most development

occurring between 1975 and 1980, some additional minor develop-

ment between 1980 and 1995, with the ultimate development

ocsuring on the airport between 1985 and 1995. We believed

that the community interest would be very high in support of

this development, as the airport supports the community of

jenks. As the airport grows, it becomes more flexible in

handling more and larger aircraft. The airport becomes safer



with longer runways and instrument landing system. There is an

improved public investment; and, in fact, we could purchase land

before it is fully developed. As you can see here, the airport

was surrounded by wide-open spaces. However, some development

was starting to occur; and the houses were starting to move

closer and closer to the airport. Therefore, we felt a time-

press to move forward toward completion of our master plan and

statements made in public hearing.

We had publicized this public hearing well in ad-

vance in line with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) re-

quirements. Airport staff and the consultants had really not

spent much time with jenks, as we felt the airport was Tulsa's

airport; and we could go on about doing the things we needed to

do. Jenks would, obviously, support the airport development.

When the public hearing occurred on April i, 1976, we presented

the plan in about 45 minutes to what we thought would be a few

people. However, 380 people attended, mostly from jenks; and

they all wanted to speak against the airport. They indicated

that jsnks was not informed of the planning process, jenks

wanted the airport out and the land returned to the community,

and the pilots wanted the airport as a grass strip, at the

most. There was no economic benefit to the community, as most

airport operators had bad debt and did not do much shopping

anyway. There was a strong desire to stop airport growth be-

cause they did not want jets in the community. The community

is most important to these people. The master plan was, in

fact, a surprise attack on Jenks; and not enough media coverage

was involved. Petitions containing thousands and thousands

of signatures were presented by the people in the almost-full

auditorium. To say the lease, we were amazed, quite frustrated,

and bslieved the people were not really understanding what was

presented. However, U must recall that, in fact, we did not

have any public briefing sessions prior to this meeting. A

community education really did not occur. However, I personally



felt that if the Jenks individuals were educated and better in-

formed, they, in fact, would not have such opposition to airport

development. Therefore, in June of 1976, I asked at a Jenks

city council meeting that a citizens committee be established.

The Jenks city council immediately appointed all the rebel-

rousers at the public hearing and asked that they serve on the

citizens committee to review the airport problems. Second, we

established the users committee, which consisted of aviation-

related people representing all areas of interest on the air-

port. In July of 1976, the city of Jenks annexed city of Tulsa

land which was south of 91st Street to preventexpansion to the

south and, in fact, into the Jenks community. At this time, I

was working with the citizens of Jenks and trying to discuss

all possibilities openly and in a public forum. In fact, any

time we had a citizens meeting, which was once every 2 weeks,

we made sure all media invited the total public to these meet-

ings. User committee members were invited with the idea they

would help balance the understanding of the meeting. However,

the users did not want to attend these open forum meetings;

and they wanted separate meetings at the airport. So, we

basically received no support from the users. We looked at

all possibilities for airport development in an open public

forum. These included the possibility of selling the total

airport to Jenks or other interested individuals and all the

other possibilities between that and full development of the

airport to air carrier qualities. We looked at the airport's

role in aviation and the environmental impacts. As we talked

about these, we found that aircraft noise can be perceived or

real. Aircraft overflights were a real problem to Jenks.

Drainage from the airport, as the airport is within the levy

and has a large volume of land which drains in Jenks' direct-

ion and should be controlled. Vehicle traffic from the airport

and around the airport is a distinct problem for community

traffic flow, and the lights from the proposed ILS would be a



nuisance to the residents. Additionally, property purchase

would decrease the home values; and elimination of some homes

would reduce the sound buffer from other homes.

As I previously indicated, all media was informed and

invited to these meetings. In fact, members of the citizens

committee who had previously grumbled about no media coverage

several times asked that the media not be invited. Meeting

size varied from approximately 12 people on slow nights to

over 500 people on other nights and were a real exorcise in

group psychology. Everything occurred at these meetings from

total disruption at some, where we had to have dismissal; and

others were there was a real learning experience. By and large,

these meetings evolved in different groups of people asking

questions which were asked in previous meetings and receivinq

the same answers.

However, some learning did occur. As these progres-

sed, the Jenks city council made a very positive statement

about airport development as part of one of their council

meetings in April, 1977. They stated that, "as duly elected

governing body of the city of Jenks, we respectfully submit the

following as our formal policy statement. The city of Jenks

recognizes the city of Tulsa to dictate growth in their corpor-

ate city limits and respectfully requests a similar confirmation

inasmuch as Jenks is concerned. The city of Jenks vigorously

opposes any expansion into the corporat_ limits of the city of

Jenks as dictated by petition submitted to the city council.

We also request that no expansion adversely affect the environ-

ment of the city of Jenks." Even though it was an unanticipated

statement, it was somewhat positive in the r_spect that it said

listen to our people and hear what their needs aro_ then think

about redeveloping the airport master plan7 and we will work

with you. The users committee, during this time, was not

interested and wanted selfish interests accomplished. There-

fore, the airport staff was left with the responsibility of

............ / ......



finding the true concerns Of the public, which we found were

based on the fact that RVS originally was established without

consent of Jenks: and there were bad feelings even though the

airport was begun in 1953. This was a perceived bad deal with

Jenks residents in the land purchase, and real estate selfish

interests to develop the airport land into homes were becoming

quite prevalent now and apparently were prevalent then. The

noise problems were really in relation to overflights and the

fact that the citizens wanted to participate in noise measure-

ment. They wanted nighttime operations controlled, and they

did not want any jets. Some housing in the area was a noise

buffer, and no property purchase in Jenks should occur. There

was a strong desire to keep the airport for very small air-

craft. In relation to the environment, flooding of Jenks was a

real problem. Jenks wanted additional soccer fields, and felt

they could use airport land; and the community near the airport

believed the airport's noisy operations were occurring more

since the master plan began. Here it is interesting to note,

as you saw on your previous slides, most of the housing develop-

ment real close to the airport, in fact, was occurring in 1977

and 1978. There was an overall dislike of the airport, as

there was no community financial support from the airport

based on taxes. The airport was not an asset to denks, but an

asset to Tulsa; and big old Tulsa was telling little Jenks what

to do. Therefore, with this knowledge in hand, some 50 public

meetings in 2 years behind us, and an improved knowledge of the

community and how they want their relationship with an airport

to occur, we established an ANCLUC study in 1978. Our con-

sultants were Howard Needles Tammen & Bergendoff (HNTB), and

the airport staff continued to work with the citizens and the

user committees. This ANCLUC study would contain 4 major

elements: the noise abatement plan; master plan revision,

land use management plan; and environmental assessment. We had

4 major objectives, which were: safety and capacity



improvements; no expansion into Jenks in line with the Jenks

city council request; reduce noise overflights; and compatible

land use on the airport and with the community. Here, we

wanted to make sure there was community participation and that

the users committee and the citizens committee share draft re-

ports; and no one was left out. From this, we began looking at

the noise abatement plan which originally consisted of 23 alter-

natives. In order to fully review these alternatives, we had

to educate the public on the level of noise day and night

(or LDN's). We wanted to well-define noise so we had flight

checks of equipment. We asked 3 different jet operators to

fly a series of 3 flights each so that the community could

really hear noise. These jets appeared one afternoon, well

publicized, and put on a real show for the community with

touch-and-go operations, landings to full stop and then

takeoff's, high-performance maneuvers, and normal departures.

This was in order that we might calibrate the equipment and we

could start the noise measurement program, where, in face, we

asked the citizens committee to allow us to locate these noise

measuring devices in their yards or yards of their friends.

Therefore, we wanted to give a comparison to perceived noise

and real noise. We found that the real noise in the neighbor-

hood occurred from barking dogs, motoreycless dump trucks, and

normal vehicular activity, as well as lawnmowers, rather than

from the airport. The real problem in the community was the

problem of overflights, or flight tracks, as well as some night

operations. Therefore, we began to develop a plan which would

solve this real problem. First of all, we looked at voluntary

restrictions on night operations, where operators and tenants

would be informed of the desire to keep a quiet footprint and

try to minimize night operations with the use of the west

north/south runway. The patterns would be made wider and lon-

ger and elevated to keep traffic away from Jenks. Obviously,

as traffic increases at the airport, the patterns become wider



and longer. Here, I think it is good to note that about this

time, 0ral Roberts announced his City of Faith hopsital develop-

ment, which would include a 60-story building which would be

located 8,200 feet east of the airport and would definitely

affect our pattern operation. This development violated airport

zoning; however, we found that through pattern changes by in-

creasing the altitude, which we needed to solve some problems at

Jenks, we could solve the problem of the development of the

City of Faith. Therefore, the traffic pattern was raised from

a 400-foot pattern to a 900-foot pattern, widened around the

City of Faith (or inside the City of Faith for some activities)

and lengthened considerably. We did find that if jet or heavy

aircraft activity occurred, we felt we should use the NBAA de-

partures; and we felt we should move training activities to the

western runway. As you probably have perceived by now, the

airport is primarily a training airport, with tough-and-go

activities on the east side of the airport over Jenks. We

i believed, in order to help the perceived problem of overflights

in the community, it would be best to move this training traffic

i to the west side and the transient traffic to the east. There-

fore, development of hangars on the east side of the airport

! would be essential to force this movement to the east. In order

i to do this completely, we found that we needed to extend runways

to the north and displace thresholds on the south. This move,

in fact, would take noise for a normal airport operation away

from Jenks. Therefore, the runway extensions, as shown, were

developed. The displaced thresholds force noise away from the

community: and, in actual noise measurement, we find that it

will force the noise to the north and improve the community

environment itself. Taxiways would be added to improve taxi

distances between the runways, and an ILS was recommended from

the north to the south for training purposes. All run-up's

would be on the north end of the airport, putt±nq the noisiest

operations next to agricultural areas where they had previously



occurred somewhat on the south; and the FBO's would be limited

to the southwest portion of the airport. Adaitionally, there

would be education of people in the flight schools to show what

could he done by them to improve the noise environment around

RVS.

As the citizens were generally in concurrence with this

noise abatement plan, we decided to move forward with master

plan revisions which we felt would be acceptable to the com-

munity. Of course, in the master plan itself, we once again

took inventory of the airport; and, in line with my commitments

to the con_nunity when we started the discussions for education

of the cormaunity, we had not made any major changes to the air-

port. However, we did find that the aircraft fleet had grown

to 337; and this was in 1978. A total of 313, 288 aircraft

operations had occurred. As you can see, we had planned for

322,000 operations by 1995 in our previous master plan; and we

said we would have 403 aircraft based at the airport in 1980.

Obviously, we were on our way to that point at this time. The

airport, therefore, was continuing to grow, even though we were

in the review process. The normal growth had been fantastic.

We now had to revise our forecast of aircraft operations upward

to 453,000 operations in the year 2000; and we were now fore-

casting 434 aircraft based on the airport by the year 2000.

However, we were not changing the types of aircraft that were

using the airport previously. This, too, is in line with our

commitment to the coat,unity that we would keep the same type of

operation which had existed since 1953 on the airport until

the year 2000. The community was getting some confidence in

our statements by this point, and we were approaching 1979 at

this time. AS you can see from the slide, in the master plan

process, we were planning mostly to extend the runways to the

northt and this was on airport property, in line with Janke'

stated requirements. We were planning to balance aircraft

operations by putting the training activities on the west runway

........... ........................................ _.



and the transient activities on the east runway. Traffic flow

was now being accommodated by new connector taxiways between

runways, and instrument training could occur by installation of

an ILS from the north to the south. The south is our predom-

inant wind coverage area, and the small aircraft operators

wanted no ILS. However, this problem was overcome to some

extent.

Secondly, we wanted to control aircraft maintenance

noise by location in the southwest portion of the airport where

all the major aircraft noise would occur in a centralized area

away from the community. Next, we wanted to look at the

drainage which was of great importance to the city of Jenks.

However, we decided to keep all the drainage on the airport for

the 100-year flood situation and prevent flow through Jenks.

Therefore, they would not need their drainage project; and,

therefore, the would not need funding. This seemed satisfact-

ory to the citizens committee; and, in a brief discussion with

the city council, it made them very happy now that they could

spend their money on a sewage plant. This created, obviously,

a greatly improved situation off the airport with regard to

drainage and other perceived community problems. Now, we wanted

to acquire land to the north which is in the flood plain,

mostly agricultural area, and would include only one farm and

one family of 4 people. In addition, we wanted to develop a

perimeter road system which would keep on-airport traffic on

the airport and not put it on community roadways, which once

again addressed the community's concern of road access to the

major freeway system. Therefore, the basic elements of the

master plan were evolving in a phased construction program

wherein only $5 million now would be spent in the developmental

process, thus saving the airport significant monies through the

review process; and on-airport operations were totally control-

led with a master plan acceptable to the majority of users and

community.

_: ¢,_ _!I! _



This master plan program, therefore, met the require-

ments of the community concerns.

Now, we went to land use management plan for the sur-

rounding areas. In this area, we basically addressed the LDN

contour effect on the existing areas surrounding the airport

and the single-event noise contour impact on the community, as

well as noise complaints which now had become very numerous

since we had been discussing the airport and prior to the master

plan itself, which had averaged less than 50 complaints per

year, and flight track expansion effect on any surrounding

community areas. This created a need for new airport zoning

which basically falls in line with the existing land uses and

places most of the aircraft activities over agricultural areas

and around Oral Roberts' new 60-story building. In addition,

we had to review water projects and their effect on the airport

in the regard that drainage and drinking water supplies, as well

as crashfire/rescue (C/F/R) water supply, were difficult

problems to overcome. Drainage, of course, being held on the

airport and flow through other areas were addressed in our

master plan. However, water supply to the airport had a de-

finite effect; and we felt these projects could be addressed

effectively with the proper land-use controls. In fact, we

looked at deennexing a portion of Tul-a (which is indicated in

yellow) and allowing the city of Jenks to obtain this land for

additional tax revenues if they would provide water supply to

RVS from their water pipes. It is a little ironic at this

point to note that the city of Tulsa supplies the city of Jenks

water with the waterline that runs across the airport; however,

because agreements, the airport is unable to tap this supply

and provide its own water. Therefore, we are rebuying the

water from Jenks; and Jenks is obtaining revenue for that

water system from land deannsxed from Tulsa and revenues from

airport use. Therefore, the land-use plan basically went along

the lines of existing areas surrounding the airport and met,



once again, the needs of Jenks community which had the largest

impact on the airport's environment. This did include the

District 8 plan, which is a comprehensive growth plan for the

city of Jenks and is part of the Tulsa metropolitan area plan-

ning system. The last element of this ANCLUC study was the

environmental impacts. At this point, we were able to note (as

we did in the previous master plan, but now the public was

educated) that we had reduced noise impact on Jenks. At this

time, we were buying only one farm and only 8 homes are in the

LDN 65 area. There, in real life, is no taking of homes in

Jenks; and the wildlife impacts, historical arshilogical

effects, and air quality standards were not adversely impacted.

Therefore, based on the LDN criteria, we were moving noise

effectively to the north and away from the community; we were

spending less money; we were getting the flexible airport we

really wanted when we began the master plan study in 1972; and

we were truly helping the community which surrounds our airport

by improved drainage, improved quality of life, and supply of

revenues in truth to that community. The community concerns

had been addressed with long hours of education of the com-

munity, which could have been avoided if we had taken that

approach at first to listen to the community needs before the

planning process, educated the community on the airport's

relationship, and been open-minded to a very close working

environment of the surrounding citizens and the airport needs.

I am not saying that everyone in the community loves

the airport now; in fact, to complete the ANCLUC process, we

did hold a public hearing in October of 1979. We had only 7

speakers at this point, and they mostly made minor suggestions

about certain elements of the projects so that fine tuning

could occur. One person, though, did state that she did not

like the airport and wanted the airport out. However, this is

quite different from the original setting which had previously

occurred. The community, now, is accepting the airport as a



part of the community and believes that we are, in truth,

working parallel to our commitment to the master-planning and

ANCLUC process. The first phase of development, now, which is

a drainage program, is occurring; and we are proceeding with the

program implementation. We have raised the flight pattern; we

are educating the students and FBO's; and we are shifting

traffic as we said we would.

We did run into a minor problem that, in fast, the ILS

from the north to the south would not work, technically. We

lost our visual OMNI range to the south due to development of

a water tank from another community (Glenpcol, Oklahoma); and we

felt that a south installation of an ILS should occur. This

installation would be on city of Tulsa annexed by Jenks. There-

fore, we went back to the city council to request their con-

currence with this minor change, which was addressed in the

ANCLUC study. We, once again, ran into some very vocal oppos-

ition. The community wants to stand on their statement that no

improvements occur to the south, they voted to not agree to the

ILS installation to the south. This if further being pursued

by the FAA at this time, and the Tulsa Airport Authority (TAA)

had taken the stance that this must be installed. Training

ILS's have been installed at Tulsa International Airport and

another reliever airport (Okmulgee). Therefore, there is no

longer a need for a training ILS at RVS; and an actual instru-

ment-use ILS is most appropriate at this time. This, too, will

be worked out; and we believe we will keep our commitments to

that conununity to provide an airport that is effective, effi-

cient, and safe, as well as compatible with that community.

Overall, we feel the total process was an education

for the airport staff and the community in the fact that we

must work together; and we, at this time, definitely believe

in the ANCLUC methodology and the community working relation-

shlp it brings about. The LDN sound measuring criteria seems



more effective than the CNR or the ASDs; therefore, we concur

that this delineator should continually be used. This, there-

fore, completes the case study of RVS, which, by the way,

received the name Richard Lloyd Jones, Jr. Airport in July of

1978 to honor Chairman of the TAA, who at that time was re-

tiring after 30 years of being on the TAA and acting as Chair-

man for 16 of those 30 years. This, also, was the mark of the

50-year history of Tulsa International Airport. We believe

Jones Airport (previously Riverside Airport) will continue to

be an effective and functioning airport for the next 20 years

because of this process.
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CASE HISTORY - WESTCHESTER COUNTY AIRPORT

Westchester County Airport holds the dubious distinc-

tion of being the most noise sensitive airport on the East

Coast. As the leading corporate use airport in the country,

it was naturally to become a center for early operation of

corporate jets. The problems that those early models were to

cause at many airports around the country with noise, and

other detrimental environmental impacts then, came first to

Westchsstsr. One of these problems was a suit filed in 1974

in the United States District Court for the District of Connec-

ticut for twenty million dollars in inverse condemnation of

property in the Town of Greenwich, Connecticut, which lies

along the eastern boundary of the airport. That particular

action was settled by a stipulation entered into between the

parties in 1975 which among other things created an Advisory

Committee for Westchester County Airport to discuss problems

of noise, emissions and/or safety. More about that later.

Profile Airport and Area

Westchester County Airport is the home of some 400

based aircraft, 108 of which are corporate jets, making it the

largest corporate jet base in the country. Annual operations

are approximately 210,000 per year. We have six air carrier



and 24 commuter airline flights daily and board approximately

100,000 passengers annually. The airport is predominantly

a general aviation facility.

The airport is located in the Towns of North Castle,

Harrison and Rye, New York, and borders the Town of Greenwich,

Connecticut, along its eastern boundary.

To illustrate the character of the area, let me de-

scribe Greenwich, Connecticut in more detail:

• Population of 63,000

• Median income after taxes is $32,100

• Average home sale in 1980 - $264,552

• Average home sale in airport district - $334,434.

ANCLUC

In 1977, the County applied for a Planning Grant to

fund a Master Plan for the airport. As the grant application

was being processed, the FAA through the Airport District Office

requested that the County amend the proposed Master Plan study

program by the addition of a formal ANCLUC study in view of

"the location of the airport in a noise sensitive area and its

history of community reaction."

A Study Design was approved and work began in the

last half of 1978. As conceived, the ANCLUC Study was com-

prised of ten elements including a|

• Description of the Noise Environment

• Development of a Noise Abatement Plan

• Development of a Land Use Management Plan.

All tasks were intended to include a series of public workshops

where open discussion could take place.



The first product of the study was the "Short Term

Noise Abatement Plan". In it, eighteen operational procedures

were evaluated according to a series of factors including noise,

safety and other aviation and environmental concerns. Of the

eighteen procedures evaluated, only two were recommended for

immediate implementation. They were:

(0p. Ch #6) • Channelization of helicopter traffic

(Op. Ch #12) • Preferential Runway Use Plan,

Specific Times Only.

Three other procedures were recommended for future implementa-

tion depending on other considerations. They were:

• Parallel VFR Runway

• Acoustical Barrier for Jet Run-ups

• Removal of an ATC Altitude Restriction on Runway

16 Departures.

Here, a comment from the introduction to the Short-Term Noise

Abatement Plan is appropriate.

"It is important to note that the ANCLUC Study for

Westehester County Airport has been preceded by several years

of intensive effort by local aviation interests to abate noise.

County officials, airport management, pilot groups, tower per-

sonnel, and citizens groups worked together constructively and

have spent many hours of effort to reduce aircraft noise im-

pacts while maintaining necessary airport service levels and

protecting the economic asset which the airport has become.

Little has escaped the attention of these groups to investi-

gate as potential noise abatement techniques for Westchester

County." Or in other words, in terms of noise abatement

techniques, we were already doing it at Westchester.



Land Use Management Plan

The next product of the ANCLUC Study was the "Land Use

Management Plan" whose purpose was to "promote a pattern of

land use in the airport vicinity which is compatible with (air--

port) noise levels." Using the Ldn 65 contour as the maximum

desirahle for residential use, it was found that only 60 per-

sons lived within this so called Primary Impact Area. Clearly

our experience indicated that noise concerned many more than

the sixty residents within the 65 Ldn. So at our request, an

analysis was made of the area outside and between the 60-65 Ldn

contours. In this Secondary Impact Area we found a popula-

tion of 4,700 persons Outside the 60 Ldn and 1,900 persons

between the 60-65 Ldn. Perhaps indicating what the community

had been telling us for some time, which was that the relative-

ly rural atmosphere of the area was not comparable to the

more highly developed residential areas where a 65 Ldn level
might be tolerable for residential use. In terms of Federal

guidelines however, we concluded from the above and from

studies that indicate that future development in the area is

planned as non-residential that our potential land use con-

flicts are minimal. Nothwithstanding the fact that in terms of

community perceptions they are of great magnitude and growing.

NoiseAbatement Plan

Noise monitoring tests were conducted to validate the

computer generated noise contour data. The tests together

with our own sampling of community noise levels with portable

airport equipment tended to verify the computer data.

From my perspective, that is from the perspective of

the Airport Manager, the results of the study to date have been

disappointing in that they have failed to assuage the concerns

of the neighboring communities significantly though not due to

lack of action on behalf of the airport, but because:



• All promising noise abatement actions have been

taken, and

• Average noise levels in the surrounding communi-

ties are not that great.

When then has this left us? The answer is, unfor-

tunately, nowherel The community says we haven't done anything

and the airport users say, we have done all we can do to mini-

mize noise. Both are right. But both are also disappointed

because they both expected more from ANCLUC. But the story

doesn't end here. Perhaps in normal times the two sides would

work together and continue to make progress to reduce noise.

However, other events intervened to make things anything but

normal. Concurrent with the ANCLUC Study these events were

taking place.

The Master Plan that had originally spawned the ANCLUC

Study was concluding. With strong direction from the County

to constrain development, the Master Plan consultants had com-

pleted their recommendations and produced an Airport Layout

Plan that was intended to maintain the existing general avia-

tion character of the airport yet continue to permit limited

air carrier use, corporate jet and light general aviation uses.

Proposed on the Airport Layout Plan were six additional cor-

porate hangars, a new terminal to replace an existing World

War II quonset hut, a parallel light general aviation runway

and FBO and T-hangar facilities. Also proposed were drainage

improvements, easements to protect extended runway safety

areas, lines of sight and approach lights. A modest plan at

most airports.

Another event was the installation of a second ILS to

serve Runway 34. This installation was intended to supple-

ment the existing ILS on Runway 16 and permit the discontinu-

ance of a noisy circling approach procedure then in use. While



the FAA and the County felt that both safety and noise would

be enhanced with the new ILS, residents in the area under the

new approach filed suit in Federal Court to prevent the in-

stallation and use of the system claiming in fact that noise

and safety would be compromised by its use.

With airline deregulation came yet another event. One

of the new start-up air carriers in the New York area filed

with the CAB for authority to serve 33 new markets. Included

as one of the service points was White Plains, New York, ser-

ved through Westchester County Airport. As is normal under

such filing, the carrier filed proposed illustrative schedules

that showed service to White Plains to and from each new ser-

vice point for a total of 33 new air carrier flights from our

airport. The County quickly responded in opposition to the

proposed service but ran headlong into the new deregulation

language that prevent any sponsor from artifically restricting

airport access leaving the neighbors fearing that the County

could no longer control the character and use of the airport.

And last but probably of most significance, e very

tragic accident occurred when a corporate Jet crashed in a

wooded area while on an ILS approach about 3/4 mile from the

airport killing its eight occupants. This was followed a

week later by the crash of a twin-engine private aircraft

while also on ILS approach to the same runway. Fortunately,

in this case, the sole occupant, the pilot, was uninjured and

walked away from the aircraft. This, of course, was of

little solace to many airport neighbors who immediately de-

manded that the airport be closed in had weather.

So in spite of what we felt were extraordinary mea-

sures to control airport development and minimize noise impacts

on our neighboring communities, we found airport opposition

groups organizing all around us fueled by our notoriety in the

local press. Residents who had never noticed air traffic



before suddenly became aware of flights over their homes and

objected. In fact, the organizer of one group located beyond

the Outer Marker admitted he never knew traffic patterns

routed flights over his area until he read about it in the

paper, went outside and looked up and saw airplanes and now

was joining those complaining about noise though he had re-

sided in the same home for the past five years.

Pressure from these groups led to the passage of a

mandatory curfew which was implemented at the airport on

October I, 1981, prohibiting all but emergency traffic from

midnight to seven a.m. It should be noted that this type of

restriction was evaluated in the ANCLUC Study but rejected as

not desirable due in part to the few number of operations

during the night.

Conclusion

TO say that the ANCLUC Study has not been useful is

probably too critical, yet it has not brought about a resolu-

tion to our noise problems.

It has been reassuring to have the ANCLUC Study re-

confirm measures already taken by concerned management. How-

ever, future progress in noise control at Westchester County

Airport won't result from further studies. Instead, progress

will come from the hard work and dedication of management,

user groups and community leaders. It will not be easyi!


